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THE VERMONT SYMPOSIUM 2013
‘KIPLING IN AMERICA 1892–1896’
Marlboro College, Scott Farm
and Naulakha, Brattleboro
October 7–8th, 2013

The 2013 Symposium of eminent Kipling authorities was organised
by myself and John Radcliffe, sponsored by the Kipling Society and
held at Marlboro College, and Scott Farm, Brattleboro. We gratefully
acknowledge the help of the Landmark Trust USA, of Marlboro College
who provided generous hospitality, and of the Kipling Society whose
generous support included four bursaries enabling young Kipling
scholars to attend the Symposium.
The ‘Vermont Symposium’, together with this Kipling Journal
Supplement, commemorate Rudyard Kipling’s American years, the
happiest, most inspired and productive time of his life. In this period
he composed the two Jungle Books (1894, 1895), the first three Just So
Stories (1897), and began thinking about his masterpiece Kim (1901);
he also wrote the poems collected in The Seven Seas (1896), the short
stories collected in The Day’s Work (1898) and much of his classic sea
story Captains Courageous (1897). All these books were discussed
by the eight speakers. This Supplement contains the conference
programme, followed by seven papers (time constraints, alas, made it
impossible to include Tricia Lootens’ paper on Kim and Huckleberry
Finn) and a report on Naulakha from Roger Ayers, President of the
Kipling Society.
The first two speakers discussed Kipling’s life and times. Thomas
Pinney’s account of Kipling’s warmly sociable relations with his
Vermont neighbours in the 1890s, paints a positive picture in striking
contrast to the dour retrospections of Kipling’s later memoir Something
of Myself. The latter is ably analysed by Daniel Karlin, who eloquently
emphasises its sense of loss and nostalgia. Charles Fish’s lively, wideranging account of Vermont in Kipling’s day which now follows these
biographical papers, shows how narratives of Vermont’s complex social
and cultural history sometimes bear out Kipling’s mainly negative
account and sometimes contradict him.
A highlight of the Symposium, which I have placed at the centre of
this Supplement, was David Richards’ presentation of Kipling’s newly
discovered MS ‘How to Write a Short Story’, addressed to his young
sister-in-law Josephine Balestier and published here for the first time.
Kipling’s thirty instructions are prefaced by David Richards’ admirable
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contextual and biographical account, which includes extracts from
Josephine’s letters and diaries, which at the Symposium were read by
her great-great-niece, Mary Balestier Dunham. It is a privilege for the
Kipling Journal to present this advice to a beginner from Kipling at the
height of his powers, culminating in the splendid ‘Don’t be afraid of
anything in the world’.
Three more papers on Kipling’s own writings follow in the order
they were presented, beginning with U. C. Knoepflmacher’s discussion
of the composition of the Jungle Books, those finest fruits of Kipling’s
Vermont years. His paper, accompanied by the delightfully illustrated
hand-drawn diagrams reproduced here, teases out Kipling’s rearrangement of the ‘Mowgli’ stories and beast-fables in the 1897 Outward
Bound edition, showing how Kipling’s ‘Noah’s Ark’ animal stories, for
all their tender playfulness, sound recurrent notes of loss and sorrow.
Judith Plotz addresses Kipling’s engagement with American capitalism via the fable ‘.007’ (The Day’s Work), which though written for
adults has strongly influenced engine fables for American children.
She shows how this fable’s harsh world of mechanical communications dominated by anxiety and a ‘Taylorite’ work ethic, represents the
polar opposite of the playful realm which Kipling created for children.
My own account of The Seven Seas addresses Kipling’s engagement
with English imperialism and American energy, arguing that its poetry
should be read alongside both the Victorian masters A.C. Swinburne
and Robert Browning, and Kipling’s own American sea story Captains
Courageous.
To commemorate the second day of the Symposium, this Supplement
ends with an illustrated report from Roger Ayers of the experience of
staying at Naulakha House.
Professor Janet Montefiore,
Editor, Kipling Journal
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THE FINAL PLENARY, OCTOBER 7

Left to right: Daniel Karlin, John Radcliffe (standing), Judith Plotz, Thomas Pinney,
Tricia Lootens, Janet Montefiore, David Richards, U. C. Knoepflmacher
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WHAT DID THE NEIGHBORS THINK?
KIPLING IN AMERICA 1892–1896
By THOMAS C. PINNEY
[Thomas Pinney, Professor Emeritus of Pomona College, recently published the 3 volume
Complete Edition of the Poetry of Rudyard Kipling, Cambridge University Press. Ed.]
PRELIMINARY

Before I begin, I would like to say a few words about Howard Rice, for
whom the library here at Marlboro is named. Rice was a native son of
Brattleboro who went on to have a distinguished career as a rare book
librarian at Princeton University. He always stayed in close touch with
Brattleboro, and, though I think he was interested in all Brattleboro
history, he was particularly interested in the Kipling story. In his retirement he undertook to collect all that could be known about that story.
Most of what I have to say today I learned from Rice’s work.
The centrepiece of his collection is the memoir written by Kipling’s
friend Mary Cabot called ‘Rudyard Kipling at Naulakha’, to which
Rice added 200 pages of notes. To supplement the Cabot memoir Rice
also produced annotated editions of Mary Cabot’s memoir of Wolcott
Balestier, of three brief recollections of Kipling written by people who
knew him in Vermont, and of a transcription of the court hearing of the
charges that Kipling made against Beatty Balestier. The whole of this
material was to be gathered up in a work that Rice called ‘Kipling’s
Vermont Period: The View from Brattleboro’. That work was never
published, but the typescripts are open to you in the Rice Library at
Marlboro College. Rice did publish a little booklet called ‘Rudyard
Kipling in New England’, originally an article in the New England
Quarterly. This is a highly useful work, but it is only a tiny fragment of
what Rice had turned up on the subject.
In his work at Princeton, Rice presided over an important Kipling
collection, based on the papers of Frank Doubleday, Kipling’s American
publisher. I do not know whether Rice had anything to do with the acquisition of the Doubleday papers. But he certainly was responsible for the
Princeton Library’s exhibition in 1965, Kipling’s centennial year, called
‘Something of Kipling, 1865–1965’. The introductory pamphlet that
he wrote for this exhibition is a model of perceptive commentary in a
short space. Howard Rice, I am sure, would have enjoyed meeting with
us today.
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World famous writers have any number of advantages over the rest of
us. They are widely admired; they have more money than we do; they
enjoy the exercise of creativity; and what they say is listened to. They
can tell the world at large what they think, and the world will attend.
We can reply as much as we like, but who cares? Kipling has certainly
enjoyed this unfair advantage on the subject of the Americans. He has
not only told the Americans what he thought of them, he has told us
what he thought that they thought about him. His Vermont neighbors
were, he wrote in Something of Myself, jealous and suspicious of him as
‘a stranger of an unloved race’, who could ‘make as much as a hundred
dollars out of a ten-cent bottle of ink’, and who ‘instead of farming had
built a large house, and there had dined late in special raiment, and drunk
red wines after the custom of the French instead of decent whisky’. If
he was tolerated in Vermont, Kipling said, it was only because he had
married a Balestier girl (Kipling [i] pp. 110–111).
What Kipling thought is clear enough, but did he have it right?
Were the neighbors really hostile? Here one must distinguish between
two views of Kipling in America: the newspaper view, and the local,
Brattleboro view. The newspaper view is, for obvious reasons, the
better-known. Kipling, always suspicious of the American press, got
off on the wrong foot with it in Vermont. Mrs Kipling’s diary for 14
October 1892 reports briefly that ‘The day wrecked by two reporters
from Boston’. This bare note can be expanded from information in the
press at the time. Two reporters showed up at the Bliss farm that day, a
Mr. Faxon from the Boston Herald, and an unnamed reporter from the
Boston Globe. It was not until nine days later that the Herald and Globe
published their rather different accounts of what had happened then to
‘wreck’ the day. Kipling, it is said, refused to be interviewed: not only
did he refuse, but he told the reporters in no uncertain terms what he
thought of them and their purposes. As reported in the Herald, he said
that a newspaper interview was ‘a crime...an assault...It is cowardly and
vile. No respectable man would ask it, much less give it’. Then he made
a sweeping generalization: American journalism, he told the reporters,
had ‘nothing to admire and less to respect’. And if the reporters wanted
something to say about Kipling, then they could ‘say I am a boor, for I
am, and I want people to learn it and let me alone’. (Shapiro, p. 8). That
brief and angry encounter set the tone for much of the newspaper treatment of Kipling for the rest of his American residence: he had offended
against the professional pride of the journalists, and they never let up
on him: he was, they wrote, at best merely ‘verdant’ or ‘insular’, or
‘unapproachable’; or worse, ‘unamiable’, or ‘impolite’. ‘Mr. Kipling’s
neighbors’, they said, ‘have learned to give him a wide berth’, for ‘he
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loathes Americans’ (Shapiro, pp. 14, 25). Kipling was the particular
target of the Boston papers, since he lived in New England and was
therefore a sort of local news, and since he had insulted the Boston
reporters in person. But other American papers followed the Boston
lead.
And what was the Brattleboro view? I will give you my conclusions
here at the beginning, and then do what I can to illustrate them. When
I agreed to give this talk, I imagined that I would find in Brattleboro
sources a lot of hostile, unsympathetic and derogatory remarks about
Kipling and his snobbish, uncomprehending notions about American
life – in other words, I would see that the local people echoed the
Boston papers. But I found very, very little of that sort of thing. Instead,
I found that the neighbors were flattered to have Kipling among them,
that they were keenly interested in his work, and that they respected
rather than resented his apparent (but only apparent) wish to keep to
himself. Now for the illustrations.
III

The Brattleboro newspapers – there were two of them – were always
respectful and sympathetic. They did not attempt to interview Kipling
and reported only what the public might have known anyway, reprinting
items of literary news and merely noting such things as his trips to New
York, Washington, or London. When the crisis of his quarrel with Beatty
Balestier broke out into the public, the editorial response of the Vermont
Phoenix was strongly on the side of Kipling: The papers, the Phoenix
wrote, ‘have made it appear that Brattleboro public sentiment is hostile
to Mr. Kipling and cherishes a dislike for him. Against any such statement or impression as this we wish to make an emphatic disclaimer.
And we do it in behalf of the good fame of the town’ (Shapiro, p. 48).
The natives were, in fact, proud of the fact that they had a great man
in their midst and they were delighted when they could recognize something of Brattleboro in his work. When they read ‘A Walking Delegate’
in 18941 they recognized at once that the scene described in that story
was Beatty Balestier’s back pasture and that the story was full of local
detail, prompting the Phoenix to call it ‘Rudyard Kipling’s Latest and
Best Story’ (Shapiro, p. 29).
They also saw that Kipling, far from maintaining a frigid and remote
Englishness, went a long way towards acquiring an American style. He
dressed after the rural fashion in Vermont: in one account, ‘he may be
met tramping about the wooded roads, gun in hand, in heavy boots,
shooting suit, and huge gray felt hat’ (Shapiro p. 11). At other times
he might be mistaken for ‘some weather-beaten farmhand, bent from
much hoeing on Vermont hills’ (Rice [i], p. 17). In the winter he wore
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‘fur cap, buffalo coat, lumberman’s trousers crammed into high boots’
(Van de Water, p. 36). Since it is impossible to please everyone, some
people in Brattleboro were disappointed because Kipling failed to keep
up their idea of a proper Englishman (Cabot, p. 6).
He enjoyed taking part in the games and activities that went with
this sort of dress. John Bliss, a neighbour, remembered that Kipling
‘used to like to go with us on the sledges in the winter, breaking out
the roads. He was fond of snow-shoeing too, and of skiing’. And, Bliss
added, ‘everyone seemed to like him’ (Bliss, p. 6). He had a home-made
sled – ‘a box on a board’ that was particularly dangerous: it could be
stopped on the icy slopes only by hitting something solid.(Murray, p.
52).
He did not visit the town regularly except to get his mail (and Beatty
Balestier often collected this for him [Murray, p. 36]), but when he did
he did so as one who belonged there rather than as an outsider. His
favourite spot was the basement bar at the Brooks House, where, it is
said, he was often found with Dr. James Conland, his special friend in
Vermont, and where he met many of the local men (Murray, p. 36).
The extent to which Kipling absorbed the life of Brattleboro appears
in an extraordinary passage in a letter he wrote from England during
the course of a long stay there in the summer of 1894: the weather in
England had, he wrote, at last turned warm,
And it awaked in me a lively desire to be back in Main Street
Brattleboro, Vermont, U.S.A. and hear the sody water fizzing in the
drug store and discuss the outlook for the Episcopalian Church with
the clerk; and get a bottle of lager in the basement of the Brooks
house and hear the doctor tell fish yarns and have the iron-headed
old farmers loaf up and jerk out: –“Bin in Yurope haint yer?” and
then go home, an easy gait, through the deep white dust with the
locust trees just stinking to heaven and the fire flies playing up and
down the swamp road and the Katydids giving oratorios free-gratis
and for nothing to the whip-poorwill and everybody sitting out in
the verandah after dinner smoking Durham tobacco in a cob pipe
with our feet on the verandah railings and the moon coming up
behind Wantastiquet (Kipling [ii], pp. 143–4: 28 July 1894).
By far the fullest and most intimate account of Kipling in Vermont is
in the memoir by Mary Cabot, a maiden lady who lived all her life
in Brattleboro. Since most [many? Some?] of you are English, it is
possible that you do not know the standing of the Cabot family. It is
made clear in some well-known verses:
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This is the city of Boston
The home of the bean and the cod,
Where the Lowells speak only to Cabots
And the Cabots speak only to God.
Kipling could hardly have been better acquainted in Brattleboro than
with Miss Cabot; they were soon on the most friendly terms. And what
did Miss Cabot find in Kipling? Her first meeting with him was on the
brief visit that he and his new wife paid to Brattleboro in February, 1892.
In her words, ‘While pulling up my sleigh before the door (of Beatty’s
house), out rushed Rudyard Kipling with the others. He was boyish in
appearance and manner, which was hearty and almost rollicking, and he
spoke very rapidly and vividly of the topics of the time and locality...He
has a lovely, soft voice, and you feel at once that he has a warm heart’
(Cabot, pp. 3, 5). This impression of boyishness and openness never
diminished through Miss Cabot’s acquaintance with Kipling. When
she called on him at Bliss Cottage, after his return to Brattleboro from
Japan later in 1892,
The great Rudyard talked in the freest way about his writings on
the United States [the letters later collected in From Sea to Sea: TP]
and the American feeling against him, told us all his experiences
with the Clubs in New York and the newspapers and we simply
hobnobbed...Carrie was cordiality itself. Kipling showed me Mary
Hallock Foote’s illustrations just received for a new edition of the
Naulahka [never published] – and they ‘let me in’ to their literary
secrets (Cabot, pp. 4–5).
Miss Cabot was obviously someone special – we are not used to hearing
that Kipling ‘let in’ people on his ‘literary secrets’. But such open
behaviour seems to be what marked his years in Brattleboro.
Miss Cabot notes Kipling’s use of snowshoes and skis, but develops
his outdoor recreations at some length:
When spring broke, his pleasure was to tramp the woods in search
of wild flowers, or shape and weed his garden. His love of nature
was intense, as was everything else in him. Wife or friends companioned him on walks and drives, and his observations on all he saw
bore evidence of a mind as receptive as the most sensitive photographic plate. Everything that came within the scope of his senses
was remembered and transmuted into terms of Art. His comradery
on these outings was always full of sweet affectionateness (p. 11).
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Most striking of all Mary Cabot’s remarks about Kipling – to me, at
any rate – is what she has to say about his eagerness for company. She
speaks of the ‘prodigality’ of his ‘social instincts’, a way of saying, I
take it, that he liked to have people around him (Cabot, p. 12). ‘Kipling’,
she writes in another place, ‘could never see too much of anyone whom
he cared to see at all, and took it amiss if I did not come to them often’.
(p. 13). So much for the ‘stand-offishness’ of which he was regularly
accused. Of course he distinguished between people that he wanted to
see and those he did not: we all do that, but Kipling had special reason
to do so, since, as Miss Cabot put it, he ‘had suffered from sightseers,
lion-hunters and newspaper reporters’ (Cabot, p. 18).
He was a thoughtful and attentive host, and evidently had pleasure
in the role. On New Year’s Day in 1894, for example, the Kiplings
gave a barn dance at Naulakha, with a fiddler for music, cider and
sandwiches served from a pile of lumber, and comic notes by Kipling
fastened to the walls. Kipling led Miss Cabot out to start the dancing
(Cabot, p. 16) for a group of fourteen. This is not the style of a morose
recluse, nor of a man who kept aloof from American life. Do they hold
barn dances in England?
He was also a welcome guest. ‘At all times’, Miss Cabot writes,
‘Kipling talked, as he wrote, with incomparable freshness and vigor,
improvising for our amusement a story or play, in which his hearers
figured as dramatis personae, or verses on some theme touching the
emotions of the moment...his essential sweetness of heart saved our
feelings from humiliation’ (p. 17). On Sundays, instead of going to
church, he ‘devoted Sunday mornings to writing hymns which, read to
the favored few, found oblivion in the waste paper basket by Monday’
(p. 18).
Miss Cabot summed up her experience of Kipling thus: ‘His
unselfish interest for the welfare and happiness of others was invariable’ (p. 66). The Cabot memoir is, in my judgement, the most intimate
view of Kipling’s domestic life and private behaviour that we have; he
never again had such a neighbour as Mary Cabot, and the Kipling that
she knew was still untouched by illness and death. She saw him at his
most energetic and high spirited; we are lucky to have her record of this
brief phase of happy productivity. Perhaps not very many saw Kipling
as Mary Cabot did, but it is impossible to doubt the authenticity of her
memoir.
So what did the neighbors think? That is, those neighbors who knew
him at all? They liked and admired him, even to extravagance. When
Kipling was threatening to leave Brattleboro on account of the plans to
build a trolley line in the town, Mary Cabot confessed to her journal (15
February 1895) that ‘if they really should go away to live I should miss
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the greatest stimulus I have here. I drive down there feeling as if I was
in rightful possession of the entire earth’ (Rice, p. 31).
It all ended badly, as we know. If it hadn’t, if Kipling had remained
longer in America, would he have written some great stories about
American life? People have thought so, supposing that America would
replace India as a source of high inspiration. Kipling thought so too.
In July of 1895, before the troubles began, he wrote to his agent, A.S.
Watt, that when he wrote his American tales they should be sold to
the magazines for ‘the longest price there is, because they are going to
make a sensation which will be cheap at any price’. But then he added:
‘As far as I know I’m not yet ready to write ‘em’.2 And he never did.
SOURCES
John R. Bliss, ‘A Close-up of Kipling’, see Howard C. Rice (ii) ‘Kipling’s Vermont
Period’.
Mary C. Cabot, ‘Rudyard Kipling at Naulakha’, see Howard C. Rice (ii) ‘Kipling’s
Vermont Period’.
Rudyard Kipling (i), Something of Myself: For My Friends Known and Unknown
(London, Macmillan, 1936).
——— (ii), Letters of Rudyard Kipling, Volume 2: 1890–99, ed. Thomas Pinney (London,
Palgrave Macmillan, 1990).
Stuart Murray, Rudyard Kipling in Vermont: Birthplace of The Jungle Books (Bennington,
Vermont, 1997).
Howard C. Rice (i), ‘Rudyard Kipling in New England’, New England Quarterly IX
(September 1936), 363–77.
——— (ii), ‘Kipling’s Vermont Period’, n.p., n.d. Chapter 2, the Cabot memoir is dated
Brattleboro, January 10, 1911 (Rice Papers, Marlboro College). Chapter 3 includes
a reprinted newspaper article by Margaret G. Parsons, ‘A Close-up of Kipling:
Being the Intimate Reminiscences of John R. Bliss, of Grafton, on Whose Estate the
Great Man Occupied a Cottage While His House Was Building’, Worcester (Mass.)
Telegram, 23 February 1936.
Howard Shapiro, ‘Rudyard Kipling’s Residence in Brattleboro, Vermont, as Seen by
The Vermont Phoenix – a Newspaper Essay’, Antioch-Putney Graduate School
of Education, Putney, Vermont, December 122, 1969. (Photocopies of newspaper
articles with accompanying typescript commentary: copy in Marlboro College
Library).
Frederic Van de Water, Rudyard Kipling’s Vermont Feud (1937), Rutland, VT: Academy
Books, 1981.
NOTES
1.
2.

‘A Walking Delegate’ was first published in the Century Magazine, December 1894,
and collected in The Day’s Work (London, 1898).
Rudyard Kipling, autograph letter to A. S. Watt, 1895, held by Yale University
(Unpublished).
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‘A STRANGER OF AN UNLOVED RACE’:
THE AMERICAN CHAPTER OF
SOMETHING OF MYSELF
By DANIEL KARLIN
[Daniel Karlin is Winterstoke Professor of English Literature at Bristol University. Ed.]

I begin with an anecdote, ‘a tale of old days in New England’. Two
Harvard scholars,
wandering round the country in a buggy and discussing high and
moral matters, halted at the farm of an elderly farmer well known to
them, who, in the usual silence of New England, set about getting
the horse a bucket of water. The two men in the buggy went on with
their discussion, in the course of which one of them said; ‘Well,
according to Montaigne,’ and gave a quotation. Voice from the
horse’s head, where the farmer was holding the bucket ‘’Tweren’t
Montaigne said that. ’Twere Mon-tes-ki-ew.’ And ’twas.’
We can all recognize what ‘New England’ signifies here: a fusion of
intellectual culture and rural independence, where social difference
does not imply subservience, or lack of education; the farmer’s taciturnity is as eloquent as his intervention in the discussion of ‘high and
moral matters’. Intellectual culture is also moral culture: the Harvard
professor and the farmer share more than a knowledge of books, they
share the values of tolerance and freedom of thought that these books
embody.
We can all recognize, too, the elegiac tone of this story. It is a tale
of ‘old days’, and the farmer himself is ‘elderly’. Part of the point of
telling such a story is to illustrate the gap between then and now. New
England today, it is implied, has no such farmers, and is the poorer for
it; New England is a figure of past plenitude, and present loss.
To what period does this story belong? It sounds like the 1830s
or 40s – the decades of Emerson and Thoreau and Margaret Fuller,
of Bronson Alcott and William Ellery Channing, of the Concord
Lyceum and Walden Pond, of Brook Farm and the Old Manse, of
the Divinity-School Address and Resistance to Civil Government, of
Transcendentalism and Abolitionism and all God’s children. But I hear
the voice of the farmer: ‘’Tweren’t the 1840s; ’twere the 1870s.’ And
’twere. For the author who records this anecdote is Rudyard Kipling,
in his memoir Something of Myself, posthumously published in 1937.1
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He is remembering living in Brattleboro, Vermont, in the 1890s, and
meeting an old friend of his father’s, the great Harvard scholar and critic
Charles Eliot Norton. It is Norton who tells Kipling the story, which he
dates to ‘the middle or late ’seventies’ (p. 127). Norton does speak of
‘Emerson and Wendell Holmes and Longfellow and the Alcotts’, but
he does so as ‘influences of the past’, as he ‘browsed aloud among his
books’ (pp. 127–8). The great figures of New England’s heroic age have
retreated to the confines of a scholar’s library. And Kipling says this of
Norton’s family: ‘They were Brahmins of the Boston Brahmins, living
delightfully, but Norton himself, full of forebodings as to the future of
his land’s soul, felt the established earth sliding under him, as horses
feel coming earth-tremors’ (p. 127)
If the ‘old days in New England’ are those of the 1870s, what are
we to make of this passage from Henry James’s novel The Bostonians,
published in 1886, in which one of the Bostonians of the title, Olive
Chancellor, contemplates the approaching death of another – the ancient,
vague and venerable reformer Miss Birdseye: ‘It struck Miss Chancellor
. . . that this frumpy little missionary was the last link in a tradition, and
that when she should be called away the heroic age of New England life
– the age of plain living and high thinking, of pure ideals and earnest
effort, of moral passion and noble experiment – would effectually be
closed’.2 James takes care to make Olive speak in clichés here, as characters so often do in this novel where type-casting is a kind of mania
(from which the author is not immune); but one of these clichés is of
especial interest because of the historical irony it secretes. When Olive
defines ‘the heroic age of New England life’ as ‘the age of plain living
and high thinking’, she is quoting Wordsworth – the sonnet ‘Written in
London, September, 1802’, one of the Sonnets Dedicated to Liberty in
the Poems of 1807. The quotation is not marked, and the implication
is that Olive is not really conscious of ‘quoting’ as such. But James, of
course, is conscious – and by deliberately planting this catchphrase in
Olive’s head, he reminds readers that Wordsworth, in ‘Old England’,
was already lamenting that ‘Plain living and high thinking are no more’,
long before Olive, or indeed her author, were born.
It is a commonplace of any myth of the good old days that as you
go back in time they retreat before you, so that from the perspective of
the 1890s the 1870s look like a golden age, from the 1870s the 1830s,
from the 1830s the 1780s, and so on. But the case of The Bostonians
is not an orderly instance of this phenomenon. Olive’s vision of the
‘heroic age of New England life’ is not shared by all the characters,
and more important is not shared by the author. Henry James is, if
not wholly disbelieving, at least severely conflicted about what ‘New
England’ connotes, both historically and at the time the novel is set.
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Paradoxically, the novel accepts and promotes a narrative of decline
and degeneration in New England’s present, but also satirizes New
England’s past, to the point where we might ask what, in fact, we have
degenerated from.
The parallel with Something of Myself is striking, and belongs
to a larger story of James’s influence on Kipling, which I don’t have
time to go into here. What I want to emphasize is that the design of
the story of the Harvard professors and the learned farmer belongs as
much to an established way of writing about New England as it does
to direct observation. Perhaps I might bring those opposites together,
and say that Kipling’s direct observation and experience of life in New
England, gained from his residence in Brattleboro from 1892 to 1896,
was shaped in part by literary associations which this voracious and
eclectic reader would have soaked up, almost from childhood. I will say
a little more about these associations later on, and I will add a further
twist by recalling that Something of Myself is itself a retrospective
work, drafted in the last months of Kipling’s life, and that memory, too,
is a form of art.
*

*

*

Thomas Pinney, in his introduction to the Cambridge University Press
edition of Something of Myself in 1995, gives a forthright account of the
book’s many inaccuracies (some of them slips, some of them deliberate
distortions) as well as of those aspects of Kipling’s self-portrait that
make him, to use Professor Pinney’s restrained idiom, so ‘unattractive’
to modern readers – his racial prejudice, his hardened reactionary shell,
his conspiracy theories, and his sheer bad temper. Yet he rightly says
that Kipling’s ‘descriptive mastery’ is undimmed; that his ‘sense of how
the present is bound up in the past’, which draws on ‘one of the deepest
levels of his imagination’, animates the whole work; and that the ‘craft’
of writing is what really mattered to Kipling, and should matter to us.3
It is this devotion that determines both the form and content of the
book, the concise, condensed, lapidary style telling us, in almost every
sentence, all we need to know of what the writer values, and what treasures he has to offer.
I don’t want to neglect this element of craftsmanship, but my main
focus is on Kipling’s sense of the past, and in particular the image of
New England that emerges in the American chapter of Something of
Myself – chapter 5, ‘The Committee of Ways and Means’. I’m going
to be selective in my treatment, concentrating on Kipling’s portrait of
a very particular portion of America, whose landscape, social fabric,
and human characteristics are both representative of broader national
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traits, and sharply distinctive. The portrait of New England is like,
yet unlike, the portrait of America as a whole, and Kipling’s abrupt
switching between local and national frames of reference is one of the
chapter’s most striking features. Some of that abruptness, of course,
may derive from the unfinished state of the manuscript as Kipling left
it, and from Carrie Kipling’s editorial interventions; but there is still, I
think, a perceptible design in the chapter, one of whose consequences is
that New England is imagined more intensely than the country to which
it belongs, painted with a finer brush and with more attention to light
and shade. Why this should be so is one of the questions I’m going to
try to answer.
Let me first give an example of what I mean by this contrast between
local and national frames of reference. Here is a passage from about
midway through the chapter, in which the Kiplings have moved from
Bliss Cottage to the house they built for themselves, ‘Naulakha’, whose
construction Kipling has lovingly and delightedly evoked. The passage
begins, very joltingly, just after Kipling has described the purchase of
‘Nip and Tuck’, the two ‘perfect roadsters’ who ‘took us all over the
large countryside’:
It would be hard to exaggerate the loneliness and sterility of life
on the farms. The land was denuding itself of its accustomed inhabitants, and their places had not yet been taken by the wreckage of
Eastern Europe or the wealthy city folk who later bought ‘pleasure
farms.’ What might have become characters, powers and attributes
perverted themselves in that desolation as cankered trees throw out
branches akimbo, and strange faiths and cruelties, born of solitude
to the edge of insanity, flourished like lichen on sick bark.
One day-long excursion up the flanks of Wantastiquet, our
guardian mountain across the river, brought us to a farm-house
where we were welcomed by the usual wild-eyed, flat-fronted
woman of the place. Looking over sweeps of emptiness, we saw our
‘Naulakha’ riding on its hillside like a little boat on the flank of a far
wave. Said the woman, fiercely; ‘Be you the new lights ’crost the
valley yonder? Ye don’t know what a comfort they’ve been to me
this winter. Ye aren’t ever goin’ to shroud ’em up – or be ye?’ So, as
long as we lived there, that broad side of ‘Naulakha’ which looked
her-ward was always nakedly lit.
In the little town where we shopped there was another atmosphere. Vermont was by tradition a ‘Dry’ State. For that reason, one
found in almost every office the water-bottle and thick tooth-glass
displayed openly, and in discreet cupboards or drawers the whisky
bottle. Business was conducted and concluded with gulps of raw
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spirit, followed by a pledget of ice-cold water. Then, both parties
chewed cloves, but whether to defeat the Law, which no one ever
regarded, or to deceive their women-folk, of whom they went in
great fear (they were mostly educated up to College age by spinsters), I do not know.
But a promising scheme for a Country Club had to be abandoned
because many men who would by right belong to it could not be
trusted with a full whisky bottle. On the farms, of course, men drank
cider, of various strengths, and sometimes achieved almost maniacal forms of drunkenness. The whole business seemed to me as
unwholesomely furtive and false as many aspects of American life
at that time.
Administratively, there was unlimited and meticulous legality,
with a multiplication of semi-judicial offices and titles; but of lawabidingness, or of any conception of what that implied, not a trace.
Very little in business, transportation, or distribution, that I had to
deal with, was sure, punctual, accurate, or organised. But this they
neither knew nor would have believed though angels affirmed it.
Ethnologically, immigrants were coming into the States at about
a million head a year. They supplied the cheap – almost slave –
labour, lacking which all wheels would have stopped, and they
were handled with a callousness that horrified me. The Irish had
passed out of the market into ‘politics’ which suited their instincts
of secrecy, plunder, and anonymous denunciation. The Italians were
still at work, laying down trams, but were moving up, via small shops
and curious activities, to the dominant position which they now
occupy in well-organised society. The German, who had preceded
even the Irish, counted himself a full-blooded American, and looked
down gutturally on what he called ‘foreign trash.’ Somewhere in
the background, though he did not know it, was the ‘representative’
American, who traced his blood through three or four generations
and who, controlling nothing and affecting less, protested that the
accepted lawlessness of life was not ‘representative’ of his country,
whose moral, aesthetic, and literary champion he had appointed
himself. He said too, almost automatically, that all foreign elements
could and would soon be ‘assimilated’ into ‘good Americans.’ And
not a soul cared what he said or how he said it! They were making
or losing money. (pp. 117–20)
Already, after the paragraph about the desperate woman who clings
to the lights of Naulakha across the valley,4 you can feel Kipling’s
attention turning from a local type – ‘the usual wild-eyed, flat-fronted
woman of the place’ – to a stereotype, which is not quite the same – the
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furtive drinkers who live in fear of their ‘women-folk’, having been
‘mostly educated up to College age by spinsters’. With the phrase ‘The
whole business seemed to me as unwholesomely furtive and false as
many aspects of American life at that time’ the passage decisively
turns away from New England to America in general, and the writing
responds to that shift. Now it is not the men of a Vermont town, but ‘the
Irish’, the Italians’, ‘the German’, and, above all, the ‘“representative”
American’. I suppose you could argue that Kipling is in fact keeping
hold of New England by using this phrase, or by putting it in quotation
marks, since it harks back to the title of one of Ralph Waldo Emerson’s
books, Representative Men (1850); nevertheless the main thrust of the
passage is towards a broad, simplified, brutal assessment of American
social and political corruption. There is corruption in New England
too, but it is evoked with all of Kipling’s aesthetic power: ‘What might
have become characters, powers and attributes perverted themselves
in that desolation as cankered trees throw out branches akimbo, and
strange faiths and cruelties, born of solitude to the edge of insanity,
flourished like lichen on sick bark’. Compare this to ‘The Italians were
still at work, laying down trams, but were moving up, via small shops
and curious activities, to the dominant position which they now occupy
in well-organised society’. The image of the ‘cankered trees’ clearly
belongs to a different side of Kipling’s head than the innuendo about
the ‘well organised society’ which by 1935 was already known as the
Mafia.
The lonely woman on the farm across the valley is drawn, or imagined, with a similar intensity. By ‘imagined’ I don’t mean to imply
that the episode is imaginary, but that Kipling’s imagination has been
gripped, energised by the encounter. Of course there were strong
personal reasons why this should have been so. Chapter 5 of Something
of Myself is preoccupied by Kipling’s marriage, and by his polemical
affirmation of his and Carrie’s togetherness. Their bond is symbolized
by the houses they occupy – first ‘Bliss Cottage’, which is rickety and
skunk-infested, but in which they are ‘extraordinarily and self-centredly
content’ (p. 110), and then Naulakha, the house built on ‘a high foundation of solid mortared rocks’ (p. 115). Their relationship is constantly
being defined against the forces that threaten it, and that are themselves
emblems of disaggregation and failure, from the New Oriental Banking
Corporation at the start to the unmentionable Beatty Balestier at the
end. The threat to the ‘Committee of Ways and Means’ comes from
without, from gossiping neighbours and intrusive reporters, but also
from within, for the Balestier family which Kipling at first seems so
keen to join turns out to be a hollow vessel. True, there are occasional
friends like Dr Conland and, at more of a distance, Charles Eliot Norton,
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but the dominant note is of a hostile locality in which the young couple
are viewed with suspicion, all the more so because of their loving selfsufficiency. Here is Kipling fortifying Bliss Cottage against the coming
winter:
As the New England summer flamed into autumn I piled cut spruce
boughs all round the draughty cottage sill, and helped to put up a
tiny roofless verandah along one side of it for future needs. When
winter shut down and sleigh-bells rang all over the white world that
tucked us in, we counted ourselves secure. (p. 110)
The note of reminiscence here seems tender, but it’s not; we counted
ourselves secure is not the same as we were secure; and as we rapidly
discover, there’s no security in others:
Sometimes we had a servant. Sometimes she would find the solitude
too much for her and flee without warning, one even leaving her
trunk. This troubled us not at all. There are always two sides to a
plate, and the cleaning of frying- and saucepans is as little a mystery
as the making of comfortable beds. When our lead pipe froze, we
would slip on our coon-skin coats and thaw it out with a lighted
candle. There was no space in the attic bedroom for a cradle, so we
decided that a trunk-tray would be just as good. We envied no one
– not even when skunks wandered into our cellar and, knowing the
nature of the beasts, we immobilised ourselves till it should please
them to depart (ibid.)
It would be fitting if the trunk-tray for baby Josephine came from the
trunk abandoned by the servant. Kipling is reinforcing the point that he
and Carrie have no one but themselves to rely on, and that their happiness can be expressed in this negative formula: We envied no one. The
skunks, however, introduce a different motif. They are immediately
followed by another kind of foul creature:
We envied no one – not even when skunks wandered into our cellar
and, knowing the nature of the beasts, we immobilised ourselves till
it should please them to depart.
But our neighbours saw no humour in our proceedings.
It can’t be a mere narrative coincidence that the neighbours follow hard
on the heels of the skunks. Kipling’s joke has a real edge of bitterness,
and so do the phrases which he puts into their backbiting mouths:
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Here was a stranger of an unloved race, currently reported to ‘make
as much as a hundred dollars out of a ten-cent bottle of ink,’ and who
had ‘pieces in the papers’ about him, who had married a ‘Balestier
girl’. Did not her grandmother still live on the Balestier place, where
‘old Balestier’ instead of farming had built a large house, and there
had dined in special raiment, and drunk red wines after the custom
of the French instead of decent whiskey? (pp. 110–11)
As soon as he has related this communal verdict, Kipling pronounces
an emphatic rebuttal: ‘The Committee of Ways and Means passed a
resolution, never rescinded, that henceforth, at any price, it must own
its collective self’ (p. 111).
And yet there is more to it than this. Powerful though the personal
motive is, it does not quite explain the chapter’s insistence on the ‘desolation’ of New England. When Kipling describes his arrival in the ‘little
New England town where my wife’s paternal grandfather (a French
man) had made his home and estate many years before’ (pp. 108–9), we
might expect something pastoral, something benign, especially given
that the impression of the Balestiers as settled in Brattleboro for generations is actually a fantasy; they were much more recent arrivals. But any
hint of bucolic make-believe is immediately snuffed out:
The country was large-boned, mountainous, wooded, and divided
into farms of from fifty to two hundred barren acres. Roads, sketched
in dirt, connected white, clap-boarded farm-houses, where the
older members of the families made shift to hold down the eating
mortgages. The younger folk had gone elsewhere. There were many
abandoned houses too; some decaying where they stood; others
already reduced to a stone chimney-stack or mere green dimples
still held by an undefeated lilac-bush. On one small farm was a
building known as the Bliss Cottage... (p. 109)
Kipling and Carrie are ‘younger folk’ who have not left, but arrived, or
returned; but this return, which should be governed by the values of an
ancestor who has ‘made his home and estate’, is in fact overshadowed
by the ‘eating mortgages’ and ‘abandoned houses’. Carrie is already
pregnant, yet here they are among the ‘barren acres’. Why does Kipling
point the contrast so forcefully?
It may seem strange that the answer should be a literary one, but
we need to take into account a long tradition of writing about America
which is based on disillusion, and in which the imagery of decay and
degeneration occupies a prominent place. One of the earliest stories of
discovery and settlement has a party of explorers following a group of
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‘Indians’ into the woods near Providence, and being brought up short
by stumbling across a burial ground.5 Alexis de Tocqueville, author
of Democracy in America (1835), one of the first and still probably
the greatest analytic surveys of American society in the aftermath of
the Revolution, tells how he came across a paradisal island, wooded,
fertile, ensconced in a lake deep in the forests of upper New York
State. Yet on this island Tocqueville finds the remains of a settler’s
cabin, overgrown with vegetation, the hearth a mass of rubble, and he
‘exclaim[s] with melancholy, “Are ruins, then, already here?”’6 What
a haunting question for the New World! But we find it asked again
and again, and an image of America emerges as somehow dilapidated
before it has been properly built, or exhausted by a kind of premature
accelerated ageing process. It’s there in Washington Irving’s ‘Rip Van
Winkle’ (1819), in the town of Salem as Hawthorne describes it in ‘The
Custom-House’ (the preface to The Scarlet Letter, 1850), in Thoreau’s
Walden, in James’s The Bostonians, and it was available to Kipling, it
lay ready to hand for his purpose. Writing in 1935, he looks backs at
an America which he reconstructs as a place, not in which he failed
to establish himself, but which failed to live up to its own promise of
financial security and peace of mind.
It was not so to begin with; we have only to look back at the
letters Kipling wrote in the months following his and Carrie’s arrival
in Vermont to see that the image projected in Something of Myself is
consciously, artfully selective. These letters are filled with delight,
sometimes approaching ecstasy, at the restorative New England air, the
quiet and healing remoteness, the glorious colours and above all the
quality of light. As he wrote to a correspondent in London,
Here we become angry at an overcast day, and accept God’s light as
though it were in the nature of things – as indeed I am beginning to
believe that it is. The special beauty of the weather is that one can
work largely, longly and continuously and the burden of the work
evaporates in the sunshine so that a man can do much and yet not
feel that he is doing anything. I wish to goodness that you could
come over and be driven over stone walls in an ox cart. That is Life.7
It’s a splendid vision – particularly splendid if you know that the recipient of this invitation to be driven over stone walls in an ox cart was
Henry James. There are many such passages in the letters, breathing
something more than joy:
I wonder if you can realize weather that only goes above freezing
for half an hour at midday sometimes: and yet is dancing, clear, dry
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buoyant weather. . . . Day after day the sun comes up in a cloudless
sky[,] burns across the snow and goes out, clear to the last glitter.
There is neither dust nor smoke nor defilement of any kind. Even the
snow does not cling to the boot but kicks up like fine sugar so frozen
it is. The trees are Emperors with their crowns on and icicles five
and six feet long hang from our eaves. It’s all like life in a fairy-tale
– life when one sings and shouts for joy of being alive.8
That last sentence tells you what’s missing from Something of Myself.
It’s not that Kipling has nothing bad to say about America in general, or
New England in particular, in his letters – and the same applies to the two
New England sketches in Letters of Travel, ‘In Sight of Monadnock’ and
‘Leaves from a Winter Notebook’. These don’t flinch from describing
economic hardship, or from observing the mental strain, for women
especially, of ‘striv[ing] to hold things together without help’ on the
deserted farms, or from satirizing the small-mindedness of small-town
society – it’s all there, and yet it’s bathed, saturated, in this ‘joy of being
alive’.9 And although Something of Myself confesses to pleasure, it does
so under the opposite sign: it is as though the birth of children, the
building of a house, the composition of the Jungle Book, were achievements against the odds.
When the Kiplings leave they do so ‘after clearing up all our
accounts’ (p. 133), a statement which has metaphorical as well as literal
force. They owe New England nothing. And we know that can’t be
true; the disingenuousness is almost as profound as the bleakness of
that un-fond farewell.
The chapter ends with an ironic quotation from Emerson about the
importance of paying one’s debts – ironic because Emerson represents
everything about New England which was already lost when Kipling
came to live there.10 It had held out a promise which could not ever have
been made good. Naulakha, the house built ‘on a high foundation of
solid mortared rocks’, turned out, in the end, to be built on sand.
NOTES
1.
2.
3.
4.

Rudyard Kipling, Something of Myself (London: Macmillan, 1937), p. 127.
Subsequent references are given in the main text.
Henry James, The Bostonians (London: Macmillan, 1886), ch. 20, p. 179.
Rudyard Kipling, Something of Myself, ed. Thomas Pinney (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1995), pp. xxiii, xxvi, xxviii–xxix.
Jan Montefiore has pointed out to me the resemblance between this passage and
the opening of Robert Frost’s poem ‘A Servant to Servants’, published in North of
Boston (1914), in which a woman on a New England farm, on the edge of breakdown, tells her visitors: ‘I didn’t make you know how glad I was / To have you come
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and camp here on our land’; the poem ends with her plea for them to stay a little
longer: ‘I’d rather you’d not go unless you must’. It is possible that Kipling knew
this poem, especially since the volume was published first in England.
5. The account occurs in the pamphlet A Relation or Journal of the Beginning and
Proceedings of the English Plantation Settled at Plimoth in New England, popularly
known as ‘Mourt’s Relation’, written by Edward Winslow and William Bradford,
and published in 1622: ‘we found a little path to certain heaps of sand, one whereof
was covered with old mats, and had a wooden thing like a mortar whelmed on the
top of it, and an earthen pot laid in a little hole at the end thereof. We, musing what
it might be, digged and found a bow, and, as we thought, arrows, but they were
rotten. We supposed there were many other things, but because we deemed them
graves, we put in the bow again and made it up as it was, and left the rest untouched,
because we thought it would be odious unto them to ransack their sepulchers’
(modernized transcription by Caleb Johnson, Plymouth Colony Archive Project,
accessible online: http://www.histarch.illinois.edu/plymouth/mourt1.html).
6. Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America (1831), Pt. I, ch. xvii.
7. Letters of Rudyard Kipling, ed. Thomas Pinney, vol. 2, 1890–99 (Basingstoke:
Palgrave Macmillan, 1990), p. 74 (letter to Henry James, 19 December 1892).
8. Ibid. p. 81 (letter to Margaret Mackail, 18 January 1893).
9. The quotation is from ‘In Sight of Monadnock’, the first section of From Tideway to
Tideway, itself part of Letters of Travel (1892–1913) (London: Macmillan, 1920), p.
10. ‘Leaves from a Winter Notebook’ is the final section; here too Kipling records
‘the deep, instriking hate between neighbours, born of a hundred little things added
up, brooded over, and hatched by the stove when two or three talk together in the
long evenings’ (p. 110). And yet, as he immediately adds, ‘for undistracted people
winter is one long delight of the eye’.
10. Kipling slightly misquotes Emerson’s two-line poem ‘Suum Cuique’, one of the
‘Fragments on Nature and Life’ included in standard posthumous collected editions
of Emerson’s poems: ‘Wilt thou seal up the avenues of ill? / Pay every debt as
though God wrote the bill.’ Kipling has ‘Would’st’ and ‘Avenues’.
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VERMONT AND VERMONTERS IN
KIPLING’S DAY (1892–1896)
By CHARLES FISH
[Charles Fish is a Vermont writer and a director of the Dummerston Historical Society. Ed.]

Living since 1968 in the little village of Dummerston Center, I often
scan the hill where Beatty Balestier lived from 1918 until a month
before he died in 1936. Many of his fellow Vermonters liked Beatty
and sided with him in the famous dispute with the Kiplings, his sister
and brother-in-law, despite his wild, drunken ways or partly because
of them. The Dummerston writer Frederic Van de Water said that
Beatty was brilliant, witty, generous, charming, brave, proud, wilful,
violent, profane, a ‘splash of scarlet against Vermont’s greens, grays
and browns’, publicly deplored and privately envied, possessor of ‘that
priceless gift of the gods – charm, magnetism, that conceals sins which
charity could not begin to clothe’ (Van de Water, 56–9).1 One neighbor,
a shade too young to remember Beatty personally, recalls his fame as
a maker of hard cider, a fine brew of exquisite flavor and admirable
potency, with a list of exotic ingredients including beefsteak. It might
be described today as having color, finish, nose, with significant structure and mineral attack (the sort of brew which Kipling said allowed
farmers to achieve ‘almost maniacal forms of drunkenness’ (Kipling,
1937, 119). Another neighbor, who lived to 102, remembered hearing
Beatty ringing his porch bell (now on display at the Dummerston
Historical Society) and bellowing at passers-by, either to invite them
in for a drink or to curse them, depending on his mood. And just this
summer, an 88-year old man told me that as a boy at a town meeting
he heard Beatty support the road foreman’s request for a bigger budget
with this nifty simile: ‘The road foreman is like a cut cat – he has something to do and nothing to do it with’.
But these memories are not what I was invited to talk about,
although Beatty should qualify as a Vermonter in Kipling’s day,
and some of his traits will appear in various characterizations of his
fellow citizens. I begin with Kipling’s remarks about the character of
Vermonters, partly to frame my remarks and partly because Kipling is
a contemporary source, although since Professors Pinney and Karlin
have already spoken on Kipling’s relationships with Vermonters, I have
kept this part brief. Next, I speak about the people, both as a population
with significant demographic characteristics, and as thinking, feeling,
aspiring individuals, living as we all do in a welter of economic and
historical forces that affect our happiness. Following ‘Demographics
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and Social History’, my last section ‘Landscape’ describes some of the
features that helped shape the Vermont of Kipling’s day.
As Professor Pinney has reminded us, Kipling knew and liked some
Vermonters personally. His closest friends were the historian Mary
Cabot; her brother, William, the ‘quiet slow-spoken man of the West’ of
‘In Sight of Monadnock’; railroad baggage master Dave Carey, a source
of railroad and other information; former governor Frederick Holbrook;
Congregational Centre Church minister Rev. Charles O. Day; and, of
course, Dr. James Conland who became ‘the best friend I made in New
England’ (Kipling, 1937, 114; Murray, 126). Kipling’s opinions of the
general populace, which were emphatic but not always consistent,
led to lively representations of local types such as the seed salesman
of the poem ‘Pan in Vermont’, who promised exuberant blooms that
never materialized (Kipling, 1989, 355), and the sly life insurance
salesman whose ‘beautiful salesmanship’ he records in Something
of Myself (he bought a policy: Kipling, 1937, 112–13). His remarks
about Vermonters vary from the gently ironic to the darkly acerbic. ‘In
Sight of Monadnock’ (1892) muses on the sometimes harmful gossip
of the Brattleboro townspeople, the same as that in towns of a similar
size everywhere which share a ‘terrifying intimacy’. More sombrely,
he reports that many men have fled to seek their fortune in the West,
leaving the women behind with no one to love. Or perhaps the old man
and the old woman remain, the work and monotony eventually driving
the woman mad: ‘More often, let us hope, she only dies’. Women in
town have it easier with literary circles to give them the illusion of real
learning: ‘At any rate they have something to do that seems as if they
were doing something’, but life is still ‘cramped and narrow’ (Kipling
[ed. Stewart], 2003, 205–7).
In a later 1892 article, ‘On One Side Only’, he deplores the frantic
life and nervous exhaustion of American businessmen and their wives
(most of them presumably not Vermonters), as they vainly seek rest in
the summer resorts of New England and elsewhere, arguing that strain,
impatience, lack of discipline, recklessness, laziness lead to lawlessness which is suppressed by further violence, sometimes in the form of
going into the streets to ‘strangle other people with ropes’. (Given his
own recurring bouts of nervous exhaustion, Kipling no doubt knew of
what he spoke.) Yet he ends the piece with an account of the Vermont
farmer, laconic, unhurried, steady, ‘as impenetrable as that other
Eastern [Indian] farmer who is the bedrock of another land’. This figure
accounts for very little in the foreigner’s view, but he is ‘the American’
(Kipling, 2003, 226–8).
The Kipling who recalled Vermont forty-five years later in Something
of Myself wrote even more sharply of the social and moral pathology of
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Vermonters in the 1890s, though we cannot know how much his views
had been darkened by the public humiliation of the Beatty affair and
the loss of his home Naulakha. As Daniel Karlin has reminded us, he
writes of the ‘loneliness and sterility’ of life on the farms, of ‘strange
faiths and cruelties, born of solitude to the edge of insanity’, of the
furtive, pervasive drunkenness of this ‘Dry State’; of multiple regulations and offices – ‘but of law-abidingness or of my conception of what
that implied, not a trace’. He deplores the effects of immigration from
Ireland, Italy and ‘the wreckage of Eastern Europe’, and the virulent
anti-English sentiment found at even the highest levels of American
society and government. His Vermont neighbors ‘were an interesting
folk, but behind their desperate activities lay always, it seemed to me,
immense and unacknowledged boredom – the deadweight of material
things passionately worked up into Gods, that only bored their worshippers more and more and longer’. Comparing Canada and the United
States, he found ‘on one side of an imaginary line...Safety, Law, Honour,
and Obedience, and on the other frank, brutal decivilisation’ (Kipling,
1937, 117, 119, 132, 200). This odium doubtless included Vermont. Yet
the Vermont years, until things went bad with Beatty, were perhaps the
happiest time of Kipling’s life. During a trip to England in 1894, he
wrote longingly of ‘a bottle of lager in the basement of Brooks House
... There’s one Britisher at least homesick for a section of your depraved
old land’. When he had to leave he told Mary Cabot that ‘There are only
two places in the world where I want to live – Bombay and Brattleboro.
And I can’t live at either’ (Kipling, 2003, 102, 158).
Here I must declare a possible bias. My ancestors on both sides of
the family came to Vermont in the late eighteenth century and some
of their descendants have been here ever since. My great-great-greatgrandfather, Preserved Fish (yes, that’s right, pronounced Preservéd)
came to the little district of Ira in Rutland County as a 19-year old
mason and through masonry, farming, buying and selling, and moneylending became the richest man in town, a big fish in a small pond.
He pursued ‘material things’. Was he bored? On my mother’s side, the
Lesters and Williamses of Rutland were and are successful farmers who
left behind a paper trail of reflections on life, which I will mention later.
DEMOGRAPHICS AND SOCIAL HISTORY

Kipling’s four years in Vermont were of course only a moment in a
history determined by long-term factors such as population numbers
and composition, social life, politics, employment, and general
economic activity. The most striking feature of Vermont is that unlike
the country as a whole, the state grew very little. From 1870 to 1960,
the population grew from 330,551 to 389,881 or just under 18 percent,
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which might seem significant, but it was negligible compared with
the nation’s growth from 38,558,371 to 189,323,175 or 391 percent.
Windham County, which includes Brattleboro and Dummerston, had
29,062 people at the time of the 1850 census. In 1860 it had dropped
to 26,982, and it didn’t reach the 1850 level until 1960 with 29,776
(Sessions, Sherman, Potash, 289–90, 625, ff.).
Where did people go? Many left for better farming opportunities in
the Midwest and Far West, where the topsoil was more than skin deep.
Others sought better paid employment in the industrial centers of New
England and beyond. This trend began in the 1820s, but by Kipling’s
time it became dramatic. The 1880 federal census found 430,041 nativeborn Vermonters nationwide, of whom only 251,780 (about 58%) lived
in Vermont, whose total state population was 332,286. By 1890 there
were 424,286 native-born Vermonters nationwide but only 250,320 in
the state (Sessions, Sherman, Potash, 288).
The reasons for this outflow are conveniently described in Lewis
D. Stilwell’s Migration from Vermont. As early as 1820, destructive
forestry, farming, and fish and game management were reducing the
productivity of the land: ‘The Vermonters used up Vermont’. The state
was hurt by its cold winters, rugged terrain, and rocky soil; only the
Lake Champlain valley and a few river valleys held inviting expanses of
easily worked tillage. Much of the state was given to pasturage for sheep
and cattle, occupying a lot of acres but requiring few men, the consequence, as in Goldsmith’s lament, being deserted villages. Vermont did
not develop manufacturing on the scale found in southern New England
because of inadequate or undeveloped transportation. Family composition, farm life, education, and social attitudes also played a part.
Vermonters produced large families, handy for working on the farm but
awkward when they were ready to marry and needed a place of their
own. Preserved Fish had twelve children; all but one lived to adulthood and two of his neighbours had nine each. For many children, farm
life meant hard work for small reward in an isolated setting. Schooling
was a mixed story with no training available in agriculture, forestry, or
mechanics. For those who went through the ‘classical type’ of instruction to higher education, opportunities for professional advancement
were greater outside of Vermont, as witness one of my great-greatuncles, a son of Preserved, who went from Middlebury College and
beyond to a seminary and a church in Massachusetts. Stilwell mentions
further incitements to emigration: the Puritan spirit inspiring ‘zealous
excitement and millennial furor’, which occasionally led to ‘successive
spurts of migration’, and ‘a certain sort of heightened mob-psychology
that ran through the whole migration movement’, manifested in various
exaggerated enthusiasms known as ‘fevers’, such as the ‘Ohio fever’ or
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the ‘California fever’, this last, says Stilwell, ‘the most feverish of all’.
Finally, Vermonters came from a migrating people: ‘Moving for many
of them was a normal part of life’ (Stillwell, 232–9).
At the same time as so many Vermonters were departing, the
remaining population increasingly clustered in a small number of urban
communities. According to historian Barry Salussolia, ‘in the period
1850 to 1910 an average of 151 towns lost population every decade . . .
while the twelve largest towns grew more rapidly than the state at large’
(Sessions, Sherman, Potash, 290). Burlington on Lake Champlain, for a
time one of the nation’s busiest lumber ports, nearly doubled its population to about 14,000 in just ten years, 1860–1870. In Rutland, the main
drivers of growth were the railroads and the marble industry, Rutland
Country becoming the nation’s leading producer. In Barre, the growing
granite industry attracted large numbers of immigrant and ethnic
groups. In St. Albans the railroads drew in workers, not only for tracks
and travel but administration and shop work; and in Montpelier the
state capital, growth was helped by manufacturing industries and insurance (Sessions, Sherman, Potash, 290–309). The population history of
Brattleboro v. Dummerston confirms this picture of big towns getting
bigger while small towns shrank. Brattleboro, which ranked among the
five largest towns in the state in each census from 1850 to 1890, grew
from 1,589 in the first federal census (1791) to 6,682 in 1890, shortly
before the Kiplings arrived. Dummerston had 1,490 in 1791, peaked
in 1820 at 1,704, by 1890 had dropped to 860, and didn’t reach its
previous high until 1990 at 1,863.
The happy picture of Brattleboro given by the authors of Freedom
and Unity contrasts strikingly with Kipling’s accounts of shoddy,
lawless practices fueled by illegal bottles of whiskey. The historians
concentrate on the musical instrument business, including the three
separate enterprises manufacturing organs, notably the Estey Organ
Company, which by 1884, not long before Kipling’s move to Vermont,
had ‘eight nearly identical manufacturing halls, 100 feet long, 30
to 38 feet wide, and three stories high – each equipped with an Otis
elevator – and an impressive wood-drying house, 140 feet long by 50
feet wide’. Under Jacob Estey’s leadership, the company grew to one
of the nation’s largest in its field. Estey enjoyed a local and national
reputation as a ‘benevolent industrialist’. He ‘set aside part of the area
as housing for factory workers who developed it cooperatively with
Estey, many of them building their own homes. The Vermont Phoenix
reported that by 1894 the area known as Esteyville had seventy-eight
houses for 106 families (a total of 424 people), a primary school with a
basement meeting room used by several town organizations for public
gatherings, and its own fire department that frequently assisted the
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town’s firefighters. Estey’s five hundred employees formed the single
largest bloc of workers in Brattleboro, and constituted 10 percent of
the entire population of the village’. The predominantly skilled workforce included many German and Swedish craftsmen alongside Irish
and French-Canadian workers. On Birge Street in Brattleboro, several
of the Estey Organ buildings still stand, now devoted to other uses, with
one of them housing a museum devoted to the business and supported
by an Estey foundation (Sessions, Sherman, Potash, 297–8).
It’s easy to imagine the local pride and self-congratulation that
accompanied urban growth and prosperity. But what was said about the
state’s general population picture and, in particular, the condition of its
countryside and small towns? We hear laments not so far removed from
Kipling’s harsh assessment of rural Vermont, but we will also find that
not all voices speak in unison.
Governor John L. Barstow, in his 1880 farewell speech, deplored
the state’s economic condition. Rural population and wealth were
declining. The railroads were poorly managed, which hurt farmers
as shippers to Boston and New York and slowed capital investment.
The state had not done enough to boost manufacturing, quarrying, and
mining, and the shortage of native-born labor was not offset by enough
immigrant labor. In 1890 Governor William P. Dillingham echoed
Barstow’s refrain and ‘reported an alarming number of abandoned
farms and shortage of labor’ (Sessions, Sherman, Potash, 287–8). This
pessimistic view of late nineteenth-century Vermont was picked up and
elaborated by politicians, government administrators, social reformers,
and historians year after year to the mid-twentieth century. The problem
was not just economic stagnation. Immigrant groups were undermining
the virtuous Protestant ethic. The best people had left, leaving the weak
behind. Vermont had lost its ‘vigor and Puritan pioneer spirit’, its ‘rural
and agricultural traditions’ (Sessions, Sherman, Potash, 309–10). These
concerns and others were to lead in the first half of the twentieth century
to the Vermont eugenics program, an effort considered progressive
and scientific by its well-educated Protestant leaders to improve the
moral and social health of the state by preventing the reproduction of
inferior types, but that’s another story and not a happy one.2 But then an
interesting reversal happened. As Freedom and Unity succinctly puts it,
‘more recent historical studies of rural communities suggest new ways
of understanding late-nineteenth-century developments. These studies
indicate that it may be more appropriate to characterize the last three
decades of the nineteenth century as a period of stability rather than
stagnation’ (310).
I do not subscribe unreservedly to the radical post-modern view that
the writing of history, far from being an unbiased, neutral pursuit of
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truth, is in fact a projection of personal myopia or a veiled political
argument or an expression of class prejudice – in short, more or less
anything except what it proclaims itself to be. But it doesn’t take a lot
of reading in the historical accounts of any nation as they change over
time, to recognize that historians and sociologists bring to their task
attitudes and opinions that affect what they find and how they describe
it. Social science may have value-free quantitative methods of analysis,
but somewhere along the line, usually in the very choice of what data
to analyze, value judgments are paramount. The decision to investigate this or that phenomenon is a value judgment whose theoretical
character belongs to moral or political philosophy even if, in a given
instance, it merely reflects ingrained personal values.
My obvious point is that the condition of small town and rural
Vermont in the late nineteenth century is in part a matter of how you look
at it. According to Freedom and Uniy, ‘By 1880 the number of farms
in Vermont had actually increased to an all-time high of 35,522 with
4.8 million acres in farmland – 82 percent of the state’s total acreage.
Moreover, the average size of farms in Vermont had grown since the
Civil War.’ (310–11). Hal S. Barron’s Those Who Stayed Behind finds
that ‘the stability and homogeneity that developed in older agrarian
communities contrasted sharply with the flux and diversity so common
in the rest of American society’. Vermont was the state ‘least affected
by urbanization, industrialization, and immigration, and it remained
predominantly rural throughout the nineteenth century’. Barron chose
as his case study the town of Chelsea because, like many Vermont
towns, it lost people but also had abundant records of the life of those
who remained. (I wonder if it is a sign of stability that Dummerston had
only four town clerks from 1812 to 1973 ?) Challenging the view that
population loss and little or no change in agricultural production signified social deterioration, Barron argues that as some people left, those
who remained behind lived more harmoniously with shared interests
and values. Whereas in the first half-century of Chelsea’s settlement,
there were religious and political conflicts, by the end of the nineteenth
century, its population was ‘homogeneous, intertwined, and persistent,’
presenting to the historian an ‘enigmatic combination of attributes:
kinship ties and social interactions reminiscent of a preindustrial village
coupled with the economic links and organizational structure characteristic of modern society’.
A major cause of the social harmony in Chelsea that developed in
the second half of the century was the rise of volunteer organizations in
which old antagonisms were blunted. Some such as the Orange County
Agricultural Society, founded in 1846, were devoted to economic
progress. Others, such as temperance organizations and the volunteer
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fire company, aimed to improve community life. Still others were to
lighten the spirits through pleasure, recreation. There ‘seemed to be an
unending series of oyster suppers, popcorn socials, literary exercises,
dramatic presentations, promenade concerts, and fancy-dress parties,
which were open to all comers’ (Barron, xi, 134–5, 121–3). Mary R.
Cabot, Kipling’s friend, describes a similar spirit of voluntarism in
Brattleboro with some thirty-five organizations founded from 1870 to
1890 (Cabot, II, 868, ff.). I saw a continuation of this sort of activity
in the 1940s in Essex Junction and Rutland Town, though attenuated
because modern transportation, communication, and media permitted
easier access to entertainment beyond the confines of one’s town. This
was the sort of activity that Kipling couldn’t take seriously, at least if
his tart comment on ladies’ literary societies was more than a passing
jibe. Life was ‘cramped and narrow’, he added, and I am sure that for
some people it was. But these groups and entertainments were developing and maintaining what the sociologist Robert Putnam has called
social capital, signifying those habits of trust and cooperation necessary for healthy community life and most readily nurtured by, perhaps
nurtured only by, close personal association.
My ancestors were among those who stayed behind, my maternal
great-great-grandfather establishing his family on a farm just north
of the then village of Rutland where, after several changes in production from wool to milk to vegetables, his descendants are still farming
today (I gave an account of its history and character in my book, In
Good Hands: The Keeping of a Family Farm). Farm life there was a
far cry from the emotional desolation described by Kipling, due maybe
partly to the prudent move in 1836 from a hill-country site in the town
of Chittenden to good valley land in Rutland and the amenities of the
nearby village, but also, I think, to my ancestor’s intellectual and moral
understanding of his place in the world. In his writings and those of his
descendants, farming, religion, hard work, and political responsibility
were intimately related and life-enhancing (Fish, 1995, 185 ff).
On the one hand, then, we have Kipling and a number of other
commentators, including two governors, deploring the condition of
rural Vermont and not very happy with affairs in the bigger towns either,
and, on the other, distinguished historians who find a comfortable level
of social health beneath the population statistics. I cannot here examine
enough of the primary evidence to pass judgment and I suspect that as
with many attempts to gauge human happiness, the picture is somewhat
muddy. What is happiness anyway? Clichés spring to mind: one man’s
meat is another man’s poison. My family history supports the view that
a decent life, if not the most wildly exciting, was possible even in the
depths of Vermont’s so-called dark age.
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At this point, I decided to read Brattleboro and Dummerston’s
annual town and school reports for the 1890s, to see what town officials considered important. It was immediately obvious that local
government was very much a matter of dollars and cents, for there is a
meticulous accounting of finances, right down to Dummerston’s paying
C. O. Reed seventy-five cents for burying a dead horse in 1892. But two
major items caught my eye: reports of liquor sales in this legally dry
state, interesting in the light of Kipling’s remarks on heavy drinking,
and discussions of school consolidation, which show Vermont’s devotion to local control.
Every Brattleboro town report at this time includes an accounting
of liquor, wine, and beer purchased and sold, despite the Vermont
statute enacted in 1852 and not revoked until 1903 prohibiting the sale
of alcoholic beverages. There were exceptions: the law called for the
election of county commissioners who in turn appointed liquor agents
for the towns. The agents could sell such beverages but for ‘medical,
chemical, and mechanical purposes only’.3 The Auditor’s Report for
the year ending February 1, 1894 shows that after purchase costs and
other expenses, the agency turned a net profit of $1,843.50 on liquor
sales of $9,487.24 and empty barrel sales of $76.55. (Cider makers like
Beatty bought old liquor barrels to lend that little extra something to
their product). The Inventory of Liquors lists twenty-five kinds of alcoholic drinks, including gin, three kinds of whiskey, three kinds of rum,
three kinds of brandy, several kinds of wine, two kinds of champagne,
and lager and ale. It’s heartening to know that the town offered such a
variety of medical remedies – perhaps a soothing wine for insomnia,
brandy for depression, and whiskey for anxiety before surgery. The
total cost of these supplies to the town was $964.83, a small fraction
of the total volume of business since the liquors purchased since the
previous annual report came to $5,189.11. (Dummerston apparently
didn’t have a liquor agency, perhaps an unnecessary encumbrance with
cider makers such as Beatty to fill the gap.)
What are we to make of this and similar reports, the bottles Kipling
said were ubiquitous in Brattleboro, and the lager he looked forward
to enjoying at the Brooks House? It would appear that the medicinal
clause was generously construed, enforcement lax, and the Brooks
House lager illegal. A commentator on the Balestiers says of the Brooks
House bar that it was ‘always open in dry Vermont’ and was Beatty’s
‘favorite hang-out’ (Ireland, 29).
But what if lax enforcement was not just administrative ineptitude, but a purposive expression of the town’s determination not to
be micromanaged by Montpelier? The story of school consolidation,
a major item of business in the annual reports of both Brattleboro and
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Dummerston, though too long to rehearse in detail, shows that the
state’s attempt to consolidate locally run district schools into a few
bigger, better resourced, more efficiently run town schools met with
local resistance. In Brattleboro, as in most of Vermont, families were
scattered on small farms all over the hills and valleys of our rugged
terrain. Travel was difficult, and schools had to be scattered also.
Brattleboro’s Superintendent of Schools reports that for the year ending
February 1, 1893, the town had 11 districts had 27 schools, and an
average of 35.4 weeks of school sessions. There were 1,056 pupils, and
36 teaching positions, but because of turnover 44 different teachers, 4
‘gentlemen’ and 40 ‘ladies’. Each district’s ‘Prudential Committee’ had
almost complete authority over school taxation, building location and
maintenance, purchase of supplies, number of terms, curricular choices,
and hiring and firing of teachers (Zinar, 198, 200).
This arrangement did not make for uniform results, but local sentiment and practical convenience made it hard to change. In 1885 the
state required all towns to vote on a proposed town system in which
the town would assume the districts’ responsibilities and some small
schools would be closed with anticipated efficiency and economy, more
equal educational opportunities, and a general improvement in quality.
School officials and teacher associations pushed for the change, and
‘in a few years’ the system spread statewide, but not without considerable friction along the way (Zinar, 200). In 1892, came a law actually
abolishing district schools and replacing them with the town system.
‘This measure’, say Bryan and McLaughry ‘was referred to well into
the 1940s as “the vicious Act of ’92”, the death knell of public education in Vermont’ (Bryan and McClaughry, 179).
There was evidently some local resistance. In the report for February
1, 1893, the town superintendent says that a ‘trial’ of the town system
will begin April 1. All schools will have the same number of weeks in
session (some now have fourteen more weeks than others). Supplies
and equipment will be more equally allocated. In 1894, however, the
newly elected school directors report that although the administrative
changes required by the new law have been enacted, the former district
schools have all been kept because of the difficulties of combining them
in this hilly town with its scattered neighborhoods. This was not just a
matter of convenience, but of local sentiment related to a wider political
persuasion, alive in Kipling’s time and afterwards. Pleading for cooperation in support of the new system, the superintendent recognizes as
an obstacle ‘the strong loyalty, almost veneration, for the old district
system’. In the 1895, report, the superintendent says that consolidation
was ‘the wish of every thoughtful educator’, but ‘strong love for the
old district system’ is an impediment. In the 1896, report, the school
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directors say that after three years the town system has been a success,
although because of separated neighborhoods and the costs of transportation, no schoolhouses have been closed. In 1897, consolidation isn’t
mentioned.2
In Dummerston, consolidation seems to have gone better. In the
annual report of February 16, 1893, the superintendent defends the
forthcoming demise of the district schools, saying that it is not the
system but the teacher that makes the difference: ‘as is the teacher, so is
the school’. By 1896 the same man, now chairman of the school board,
acknowledges the significance of transportation costs associated with
the closing of schools and the reluctance of some parents to have their
children more remote from home oversight, but he argues that in any
system some children will have to travel farther to school than others
and that bigger schools will attract better teachers.3
I mustn’t leave this discussion without mentioning the opinions
that Vermonters have passionately maintained about themselves, opinions sometimes shared by outsiders. Most Vermonters of Kipling’s day
would probably have agreed with the unidentified Englishman who in
1873 found in the Vermont farmer a close match to the character traits
of the farmers of Yorkshire or North Lincolnshire: ‘bluffness, cunning,
energy, hardfistedness, wonderment, caution, self-love, self-value,
and pertinacity’. The same visitor remarked that ‘The temperance
laws of Vermont are very stringent and are therefore universally
evaded’ (Bassett, 91, 93). Toughness and feistiness appear repeatedly
as Vermont traits. We like to quote the British general John Burgoyne
who, having lost about a tenth of his troops at the Battle of Bennington
during what he probably thought of as the American Rebellion of 1775,
said that Vermont ‘abounds in the most active and most rebellious race
of the continent and hangs like a gathering cloud on my left’ (Sherman,
Sessions, Potash, 109). Self-value can be formidable. In Robert Frost’s
poem, ‘The Code’ (1914), a hired man is told by a farmer to ‘Let her
come!’ To be told to do what he knows how to do is not to be borne:
‘Never you say a thing like that to a man,/Not if he values what he
is.’ So, with murderous intent, he dumps the whole load of hay on the
farmer. In Kipling’s time, Carrie encountered a similar resistance when,
upon moving into Naulakha, she ordered the cook and serving girl to
wear formal caps. They both quit on the spot (Murray, 79). To be a
worker was honorable; to be a servant was not.
Frank M. Bryan, Professor Emeritus of Political Science at the
University of Vermont, tells us in Real Democracy: The New England
Town Meeting and How it Works, what it is to be Vermonters or, at the
very least, what he would want it to be. Town meeting is, historically, at
the heart of the state’s political culture, its primary political institution,
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and, the argument goes, should still be so regarded, despite the fact
that in its pure form it won’t work for large towns or cities and that
certain practices, such as increased voting by Australian ballot and the
intrusion of state and federal authority, have weakened it. It is a legislative assembly at which all legal voters may gather to make budgetary
and other decisions, which are then implemented by a selectboard or
other administrative authorities. (Such is the basic model; Brattleboro
now has a representative town meeting at which elected representatives exercise the legislative authority.) The virtues of town meeting are
that it is open, democratic, non-hierarchical, and that it keeps as much
political authority as possible at the local level. In debates over levels
of political authority, the fundamental split is not between so-called
liberals and conservatives but between those who favor an increasing
use of centralized power, state or federal, to manage our affairs, and
those who resist.
Town meeting goes back to the earliest days, was in full swing in
Kipling’s time, and still persists. His derisive opinion that ‘There’s
nothing in the “People” a jot more to be reverenced than in Kings and
Divine Right of the same. They are only men anyway’ (Murray, 90)
would have infuriated his neighbors. The flame of local authority may
burn low, but it is not entirely extinguished, and every move by the
state to regulate the schools ever more tightly still sparks protests in
defense of ‘local control’. Lincoln’s ‘of the people by the people for the
people’ in ‘The Gettysburg Address’ was more than a rhetorical flourish
to Vermonters.
Bryan and McLaughry were not the first to suggest that Vermont’s
devotion to liberty and democracy might somehow redeem less fortunate folk. In a rhetorical flourish at the end of his 1853 essay ‘Man Made
for Agriculture’, my great-great-grandfather, Henry Lester said that
should the country succumb to internal rebellion or foreign invasion,
‘then may the eagle of liberty find a safe resting place in the fastnesses
of the Green and White Mountains and true patriots a rallying point
over the graves of Allen, Warner, Stark, and their compatriots, and from
thence advance until despotism and monarchy be wiped off the face of
the earth, and universal liberty and democracy be established, or until
the lion and lamb lie down together for all time’ (Fish, 1995, 194). (I
regret that the White Mountains of New Hampshire somehow snuck in
there, but nobody’s perfect.)
Much more could be said about the people of Vermont, notably the
significant immigrant populations – French-Canadian, Irish, Italian,
Germans, Swedes, Poles, Scots, and others – who contributed much to
the industries of the larger towns and in some instances to agriculture.
The Abenaki Indians, sometimes passing as French-Canadians in days
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of racial prejudice, were long thought only to travel through Vermont
but are now known to have lived here for at least 10,000 years. Having
to be selective, I decided that that the Yankee population was the most
relevant to Kipling’s experience and observations. And I must leave
room for the land itself, certain immediate aspects of which caught
Kipling’s observant eye and were lovingly described by him. I should
also add that by concentrating on the imagined virtues of our ancestors,
I have obscured the sharp divisions that marked Vermont’s development from the beginning.4
LANDSCAPE

‘A history of the landscape is the story of how different cultures saw fit
to alter the earth to meet their needs, express their beliefs, and satisfy
their whims. While geography, biology, and climate will be major
characters, the heart of a landscape history is how human cultures take
physical form on the land’ (Albers, 14). In a settled territory landscape
is to a considerable extent a human construct.
Again, I start with Kipling. His ‘In Sight of Monadnock’, marvels at
the snow-covered scene when he arrived in Brattleboro: ‘It was beautiful beyond expression. Nature’s boldest sketch in black and white,
done with a Japanese disregard of perspective and daringly altered
from time to time by the restless pencils of the moon’. By day, the
sky was a ‘sapphire on white velvet’, the snow was ‘ready to catch the
light on a thousand crystals and multiply it sevenfold’, and logs on a
sledge are ‘diamond-dusted’ (Kipling, 2003, 204). He goes on to say
some fine things about Monadnock, the mountain in his view to the
East, but that’s in another state, so I will ignore it. In ‘On One Side
Only’, a dry summer spell receives attention; he notices telling details,
naming the clematis, wild carrot, gypsy flowers, and the golden rod that
burns like ‘burnished brass’ (Kipling, 2003, 222). His most extended
and meticulously observed account of the Vermont landscape appears
in ‘From a Winter Note-Book’ which describes a summer cyclone that
‘blew potatoes out of the ground’ and felled a sixty-foot elm. Autumn
he presents as an ‘insurrection of the tree-people against the waning
year’, first the ‘blood-red’ of a maple, then the swamp sumac, and on
to other trees until ‘the hill-sides as far as the eye could range were
afire, and the roads paved with crimson and gold’. Spring brings ‘windflowers, Solomon’s-Seal, Dutchman’s-breeches, Quaker-ladies, and
trailing arbutus’. More plants follow, mosses and lichen, and birds and
animals: hawks, red-shouldered blackbirds, Baltimore orioles, woodchucks, foxes, coons, bear, and red squirrels (no grays because, to their
detriment, they are good to eat).
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And the natives’ appreciation of this bounty? ‘They seem to kill’,
Kipling says, ‘for one reason or other, everything that moves in this
land’ (Kipling, 2003, 229 ff). He probably did not know, but might
not have been surprised to learn, that hunting and fishing on unposted
private land is a right conferred by Vermont’s constitution, the only
state constitution to do so. Jan Albers writes ‘It would be difficult to
exaggerate the carnage that took place in the natural world during the
first century of settlement.’ Moose, elk, and salmon were exterminated; white-tailed deer, beaver, wolves, and catamounts nearly so;
and turkeys, passenger pigeons, otters, and raccoons were severely
thinned out. The destruction was due to habitat loss as well as excessive
hunting, and it was dams that did in the salmon. Kipling mentions deer
in his time, and indeed animals from New York were introduced in 1878
and with the then favorable habitat – young growth on the abandoned
farms – they began a healthy recovery (Albers, 299, 188, 187, 262).
As far as I know, Kipling had little to say about the broad expanse
of the Vermont land and its effect on the human occupation of the
state. To the casual visitor, Vermont’s landscape might look very much
like the rest of New England or upstate New York, but its distinctive
features are described by Charles W. Johnson in The Nature of Vermont
which shows how Vermont’s landforms (physiographic or biophysical
regions) display a greater variety than any other New England state.
The most prominent feature is the segment of the Appalachian mountain range that splits Vermont north to south. Although other parts of the
Appalachians have higher peaks, the Green Mountains are tall enough
to affect the climate and to have made travel difficult before modern
transportation. The western and northern slopes are coldest and receive
the most precipitation. One political consequence of the impediment
to travel was the so-called Mountain Rule. The 160 mile range made
east–west travel difficult and might have divided the state politically,
had it not been for an unwritten agreement, from early times until the
1940s, that the governor and lieutenant governor should be elected
every other term from the opposite side of the mountains (Sherman,
Sessions, Potash, 323–4).
The mountains also ‘helped prevent populations of plants and
animals from mixing freely throughout the state, thus setting up
different botanical and zoological zones on either side of the mountains’ (Johnson, 29). In the southwest the Taconic Mountains, running
some seventy-five miles north from the Massachusetts line, gave us the
important marble and slate industries, the latter still producing. The
Valley of Vermont stretches north from Massachusetts some eighty-five
miles between the Taconic and Green Mountains in a narrow, flat, fertile
band with good farmland and, for many years, world-famous marble.
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North of the Valley of Vermont, the Champlain Lowlands run about 109
miles to Canada. Flanked by New York’s Adirondack Mountains to the
West and the Green Mountains to the East, the zone’s principal feature
is Lake Champlain, the country’s sixth largest, and bordering the lake is
the state’s biggest expanse of prime agricultural soil, prime but clayey
and therefore tricky to work. Descending the eastern flank of the Green
Mountains to the Connecticut River is the Vermont Piedmont, the river
itself by a cruel twist of political history belonging to New Hampshire.
This zone runs the length of the state, north–south, and is home to one
of the world’s great granite industries and the state’s largest granite
quarry. Finally, we have the Northeastern Highlands, bordering Canada
and geologically part of New Hampshire’s White Mountains. Rich with
ponds and lakes but poor economically and commonly known as the
Northeast Kingdom, it is imagined by some to be home to a vanishing
breed of true Vermonters, tough, independent, and proud. (An ambitious development planned for Newport may, if successful, transform
the entire region.)
These biophysical zones just sketched, however skimpily, are
relevant to my theme of Vermont in Kipling’s day, for they helped
determine how human beings used the land and brought it to the condition Kipling observed. The stages of land use were not neatly marked
– they overlapped – but the first settlers in the eighteenth century were
mainly subsistence farmers who produced what they needed for their
own maintenance, perhaps supplemented by some sale and bartering.
By the nineteenth century, there was a significant growth of commercial agriculture producing crops for market: wheat, apples (mainly for
cider), maple sugar, corn, pumpkins, beans, hay. But this was still smallscale and not very profitable, because wheat and other crops eventually
depleted the soil in many places, not much surplus of any one crop was
produced, and transportation was poor.
The first major, if short-lived, agricultural success was the wool
business, started by the American consul in Lisbon, one William Jarvis,
who in 1811 imported 400 Merino sheep from Spain to his farm in
Weathersfield, Vermont. By 1840, there were 1,681,000 sheep in
Vermont, but in 1841 and 1846, the tariff was relaxed, railroads made
it easier to bring cheaper wool from the West, and by 1850 the boom
was over, although many farmers kept flocks for years after. Sheep are
better adapted than cattle to rough ground. Grazing Vermont’s hillsides,
they helped to create what Albers calls the ‘classic agrarian landscape’
from the late eighteenth century to about 1860: the scene Vermont Life
photographers endlessly repeat today of neat, white clapboarded houses
nestled in a charming cluster with a church spire rising above, the whole
symbolizing civic decency and neighborliness. This, says Albers, ‘is
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one of our favorites dreamscapes, and the reason for that is not only its
physical beauty. At its heart, we know that it is a symbol of community.
The villages of the early Republic were created to defy the isolation of
rural life by providing places where people come together in churches,
cottages, societies. Safe within those common boundaries, secure from
the threat of the wilderness, they began to see their world with fresh
eyes. The new communal vision was to lie at the heart of a healthier
relationship with the land they had altered almost beyond recognition’
(Albers, 195).
The effect of sheep-grazing on the land presents us with a picture far
less pretty. ‘By the mid-1800s’, Albers tells us, ‘the Vermont landscape
had been transformed from a deep, majestic forest into a long series of
barren deforested hilltops’ (Albers, 198). The little clearings of the hill
farmers had opened to more aggressive cutting both for lumber and
grazing land. Vermont became a major lumber source both from its own
land and as a conduit for Canadian timber, and logging was the ‘largest
and most lucrative industry in post-Civil War Vermont’. Burlington, on
Lake Champlain, became the country’s fourth largest lumber port in
the 1860s, the industry reaching its peak in 1889, shortly before the
Kiplings moved to the state (Albers, 224).
The Kiplings thus arrived at what was, ecologically, one of the
low points of Vermont’s history. Deforestation had for many decades
damaged the depleted soil, exposing it to severe erosion. To take just
one example of the scale of impact, it is thought that in only eighty
years of the nineteenth century, the Winooski River’s delta (at Lake
Champlain) saw channel swings of 600 to 1,000 feet as massive
amounts of soil washed down from the treeless uplands (Fish, 2006,
196). Vermont’s prescient George Perkins Marsh, grandfather of the
environmental movement, had warned in Man and Nature (1864) that
the denuded landscape harmed streams, fish, animals, and, of course,
the productive capacity of the land itself.
Depending on your source, by Kipling’s time the state was either 70
or 80 percent cleared and 30 or 20 percent forested (today, these percentages are reversed.) Betweeen 1865 and 1895 wheat prices dropped 60
per cent. The abandonment of hill farms continued apace, and farm and
land prices declined, with the total value of farms dropping from $135
million in 1870 to $100 million in 1890 (Albers, 203–5) This gloomy
account of depreciation contrasts interestingly with the sanguine argument in Freedom and Unity, quoted above, that the increasing number
of farms, their average size, and their total acreage are evidence of good
times. We find what we’re looking for.
At the same time, what might be called Vermont’s second dreamscape was developing: fields of corn and hay with pastures hosting
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herds of dairy cows and, on a summer afternoon, a barefoot boy in
faded overalls and a straw hat herding them toward the barn for their
second milking. In 1944 on my uncle’s farm, I was that boy, minus the
straw hat. Dairy farms were most successful in the valleys with broad
fields for crops and gentle slopes for cattle grazing. Butter was a major
use of the milk at first, but with railroads making shipping easier, fluid
milk sold in increasing volume at greater distances. A growing pride
in the maintenance and appearance of farms was accompanied by the
increasing practice of scientific agriculture with better soil management and enrichment and more efficient technology encouraged by
various publications and organizations (Albers, 214–22). This spirit
of improvement, coupled with a belief in the farmer and farm life as
the foundation of a healthy polity and general progress, was fervently
expressed by Henry Lester in 1853 praising the farmer for ‘convert[ing]
the wilderness into arable, productive farms, covered with waving
grain, fruits, flowers, and the grasses that give food and raiment and
serve for domestic labor and for the pleasure of all ... where else do
the morals and intelligence of the community come up to those of the
rural districts of our own Vermont?’ Lester speaks of crop rotation,
soil chemistry, plant science, fertilizers, and improved farming implements, in particular the modern plow, all part of ‘agriculture as science’
(quoted in Albers, 139–40). He was writing just eleven years before
Marsh described the devastation of the Vermont landscape, yet one
would never guess from his essay that anything was amiss.
This refusal of history to proceed in a neat and orderly way prevents
us from providing a simple portrait of Vermont in Kipling’s day. In
the 1890s there was both economic decline and hope for an improved
agriculture, back-country poverty and relative prosperity in the valleys
and the bigger towns, land mistreatment and the beginnings of wildlife
recovery, a settled community life viewed by some as stagnation, by
others as civilized calm and order. It is not surprising that in his brief
stay here Kipling apparently took in little of the broad social, economic,
and environmental scene with all its complexities and ambiguities. He
had work to do, a family to care for, an immediate social and natural
landscape to observe, and a few friends to cherish. It may be true, as
Mary Cabot says, that he ‘could never really understand the Americans;
he was always a foreigner’, or, as Frederic Van de Water says, that ‘He
adopted Vermont, after his own fashion. Vermont never adopted him’
(Cabot, Van de Water, 34). It would probably have remained his home
for the rest of his life, however, if it had not been for the unbearable
difficulties with Beatty. I end by repeating that wistful remark as he
prepared to leave: ‘There are only two places in the world where I want
to live – Bombay and Brattleboro. And I can’t live at either.’
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[This paper is a condensed version of the essay ‘Vermont and Vermonters in Kipling’s
Day’, from which the lecture given to the ‘Kipling in America’ Symposium on October
8, 2013, was drawn. Ed.]
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Beatty’s widow is said to have accused Van de Water of a violation of friendship
in publishing Beatty’s account of the feud. Van de Water ‘primed it out of him in
a series of friendly calls at Beatty’s house... this would not have been possible had
Van de Water not been asked, on repeated occasions, for assurance that the information would not be written up. To all this Van de Water gave his word and Beatty
believed him’. Letter from F. Cabot Holbrook to J. R. Coolidge, February, 19, 1962,
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The town and school reports for Brattleboro and district are held at Brooks Memorial
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KIPLING’S ‘CERTAIN OBSERVATIONS ON
THE SHORT STORY’
By DAVID ALAN RICHARDS
[David Richards, bibliographer and collector, is the author of the definitive
Rudyard Kipling: A Bibliography (2010). Ed.]

The world today knows Rudyard Kipling as a poet, a novelist whose
books have many times become motion pictures, and a short story
writer, in that order. The poems burst across the English-speaking
firmament first, with the self-published Departmental Ditties and
Other Verses in 1886, but these were succeeded two years later, in
March of 1888, by Plain Tales from the Hills. This was a collection of
thirty-two of thirty-nine stories which had appeared, from November
1886 through June 1887, in the Civil and Military Gazette, in a series
so titled without authors’ names, but eight other ‘more or less new’
tales, as the author characterized them, saw print for the first time in
this book.
Five months later, in November 1888, the first of the Indian Railway
Library series appeared on the Indian railroad newsagents’ stands,
with seven stories in Soldiers Three, eight more in The Story of the
Gadsbys the next month, eight more with In Black and White and six
more in Under the Deodars in January 1889, five more in The Phantom
Rickshaw in February, and a final four gathered in Wee Willie Winkie
in March. Most of these thirty-eight titles had been published in The
Week’s News in Allahabad, but one or two in each volume were new and
first published in this six-volume paperback series.1
By this accounting, Kipling had collected seventy-eight short
stories, written over twenty-eight months, in seven books published
over a span of two years. Simultaneously, in the twelve-volume series
called Turn-Overs being published quarterly by the Civil and Military
Gazette, beginning in May 1888 and concluding in May 1890, other
stories, penned by Kipling under pseudonyms, were being reprinted.2
While Departmental Ditties was to appear in a fourth edition, which
was the first English edition, in May 1890, it might be argued, on the
basis of his output at this date in his career, that Kipling was more of a
short story writer than a poet. And while the ‘Bard of Empire’ continued
to compose the verses for which he is mainly known in our time, stories
continued to appear in a steady stream, except during World War I, in
periodicals on both sides of the Atlantic, and were gathered into the
collections from Life’s Handicap in 1891 through Limits and Renewals
over forty years later in 1932.
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In 1909, Henry Seidel Canby, then an Assistant Professor of English
at Yale, published his book The Short Story in English. In it, when he
reached the modern era, he devoted seven pages to Henry James, but
a whole chapter to Kipling. He pronounced Kipling, ‘on the whole,
the most vigorous, versatile, and highly endowed among contemporary writers of fiction’. Compared to James, Canby concluded, Kipling
was quite as vital, and more interesting. He sees into human nature
almost as skillfully as the modern maestro di color che sanno, and he
tells what he sees there with more effectiveness. To the insight of the
analyst, and the skill of a story-teller, he adds the perceptions of a poet
and the quickening power which, in lesser manifestations, is called’
the journalistic. In the short story, he is the standard-bearer for his
generation.3
Kipling himself was not so sure. He wrote to Canby, ‘declaring
James to be “head and shoulders” the biggest of them all and in the end
will be found to be perhaps the most enduring influence’. He concluded
his letter to the professor: ‘But I don’t believe that a short-story writer
after all is any judge of the business of short-stories and I have therefore found your work specially interesting and new to me.’4 Probably
Kipling believed his first remark, on the supremacy of Henry James.
But we have much evidence to the contrary that our author was fibbing,
when he said he had, as a short-story writer, nothing to contribute on
the theory and practice of his craft. Indeed, with all this experience and
all his success, it is not surprising that Kipling would have strong and
certain views on what made a well-shaped and effective short story.
What is surprising is that he should have written those observations
down, early in his half-century career, as a private tutorial for another
aspiring author, and that this list of pointers has survived. Before
examining the substance of that remarkable but previously unknown
manuscript notebook, now in the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript
Library at Yale, let us review what Professor Sandra Kemp and our
Society’s past president Lisa Lewis called our favorite author’s Writings
on Writing, as they entitled their 1996 book on that subject.
Kipling was always deeply concerned with the writer’s craft.
His biographer Angus Wilson, himself a novelist, commented that
‘Although he wrote no literary criticism, few authors have said more of
value about the creative process in many of his stories and some of his
speeches.’5 Kipling regarded himself as a professional writer, of course.
In his time, the issues were the conflicts between literary and commercial institutions, as detailed in Gissing’s New Grub Street, and between
the contradictory demands of literary form and the literary market,
hat market itself distinguishing between the ‘high’ and the ‘low’, the
cultured and the popular.
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Kipling, as Kemp and Lewis remind us, saw himself as ‘a craftsman
who was equally interested in the necessities of literary form, and
the needs of his readers, whom he refused to categorise in high/low
terms. His dominant concern was not the status or freedom of the author,
nor the status or self-consciousness of the reader, but the mysteries
and pleasures of the processes of reading and writing themselves’.6 In
his speeches to literary audiences, like the Royal Academy in 1906,
the Royal Literary Fund in 1908, the Royal Society of Literature in
1926, and the Canadian Authors’ Association in 1933, Kipling spoke
of the mythic and the magical, but he and his family were fed and
housed by the products of his pen, and so he also believed that the
commercialization of literature was an exciting challenge, which he
was proud and eager to meet. The future winner of the Nobel Prize in
Literature for 1907 was to write S. S. McClure, the American organizer of the grandly-titled Fiction Supply Syndicate which Kipling
refused to join, but to whom Kipling nonetheless proposed the ‘scaffolding of a book for boys’, ending his letter of January 1890: ‘If you
think anything of the notion would you kindly give me (a) your most
preferred size and (b) your rates. The story could be compressed or
pulled out to suit.’7
In a similar mood, when submitting ‘The Potted Princess’ to Mary
Mapes Dodge in 1892 for publication in the American children’s
magazine St. Nicholas, he wrote ‘I hold the book-rights of the tale.
Perhaps we’ll be able to do some more and make a little book some
day; but it’s a mighty difficult kind of composition; that public being
particular to distractions. Therefore if it does not fit in your estimation, send him back and I’ll do it again.’8 The business side of writing,
he found, was inseparable from the creative spark. In the preface to
one of his Railway Library series, published in Allahabad by A. H.
Wheeler, he emphasizes that these are disposable books ‘meant to be
read on railway trains’. He writes Thacker Spink, his publisher for
Plain Tales from the Hills, not to make the volume ‘... too good to
be dirtied. I have noticed that a book one can eat buttered toast over
without any special pangs of conscience, gets on well in the world and
has a ready sale’.9
Kipling’s approach to writing, as we see from the many texts
collected in Writings on Writing, was anything but simple, and his
continuing emphasis on craft made him a critic in the sense described
by T. S. Eliot, a Vice President of the Kipling Society:
The larger part of the labor of an author in composing his work
is critical labor: the labor of sifting, combining, constructing,
expunging, correcting, testing: this frightful toil is as much critical
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as creative. I maintain that the criticism employed by a trained and
skilled writer on his own work is the most vital, the highest kind
of criticism: and (as I think I have said before) that some creative
writers are superior to others solely because their critical faculty is
superior.10
So before we examine more closely the pithy directions which
Kipling was to give his sister-in-law Josephine Balestier, let us
review what the master said to other actual or would-be writers of
his acquaintance, or to a formal literary society audience. To Edward
Lucas White in November 1893, using language he was later to
employ for Josephine:
Don’t go theorizing. Concreteness in expression is all very well if
you happen to like it but consider how it may be a stumbling block
to another make of mind. For myself I love not to hear a spade
called a spade because there are so many varieties of spade; and so
by preference I say when writing of such: a balance handle, cutting
edge, Beaver Falls finishing or sod spade, as the case may be, but
I can easily conceive how maddening that must be to a fellow who
doesn’t care two damns for anything except agricultural implements
in the mass. Every man is too apt to make the law of his temperament the fly wheel of all creation.11
To the readers of ‘How the Whale Got His Tiny Throat’ in the December
1897 St. Nicholas magazine, he wrote in his introduction: ‘Some stories
are meant to be read quietly and some stories are meant to be told
aloud.’12 To the Royal Academy in 1906, responding to the toast to
‘Literature’, he observed:
Witness, a thousand excellent, strenuous words can leave us quite
cold or put us to sleep, whereas a bare half hundred words breathed
upon by some man in his agony, or in his exaltation, or in his idleness, ten generations ago, can still lead whole nations into and out
of captivity; can open to us the doors of the Three Worlds, or stir us
so intolerably that we can scarcely abide to look at our own souls. It
is a miracle – one that happens very seldom.13
To the Royal Society of Literature in 1926, when awarded the society’s
Gold Medal, he said:
The art that I follow is not an unworthy one. For Fiction is Truth’s
elder sister. Obviously, no one in the world knew what truth was until
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some one had told a story. So it is the oldest of the arts, the mother of
history, biography, philosophy ... and, of course, of politics....[Y]ou
can see writers raking the dumps of the English language for words
that shall range farther, hit harder, and explode over a wider area
than the service-pattern words in common use....Most of the Arts
admit the truth that it is not expedient to tell everyone everything.
Fiction recognizes no such bar. There is no human emotion or mood
which it is forbidden to assault―there is no canon of reserve or pity
that need be respected―in fiction.14
To Augusta Twedell of Simla in 1888, who had sent him poems and a
manuscript, Kipling warned, first quoting from a poem by Longfellow
‘That is best which lieth nearest/ Shape from that thy work of art’:
Don’t try to invent or fly off into other worlds. That is beginning
at the wrong end. If you have invention, and believe me it is a very
rare faculty, all the realities of all this world won’t put it out. Go
simply and deliberately at the reality of this life as you see it, first.
Note faces, turns of expressions, and conversations, exactly as you
would put down sketches of tree-boles or gate posts ....From a business point of view not one of the things you have sent me is worth
the paper it’s written on, but some of them are valuable as showing
future promise.15
To the Canadian Authors’ Association in 1933, he remarked on another
aspect of the writer’s use of his personal experiences in writing stories,
and quoted – how appropriate for this conference – the French Canadian
carpenter who had literally built Naulahka:
It is with us [authors] as with timber. Every knot and shake in a
board reveals some disease or injury that overtook the log when
it was growing. A gentleman named Jean Pigeon, who once built
a frame house for me, put this in a nutshell. He said: ‘Everything
which a tree she has experienced in the forest she takes with her
into the house.’ That is the law for us [authors] all, each in his or
her land.16
To his aunt Louisa Baldwin in 1895, who had sent him the manuscript
of her book of ghost stories, and whom he bluntly accused of ‘padding’
and ‘journalese’:
The Lord he knoweth I would not counsel you to bring up your
backgrounds too much (that’s my besetting sin) but only to elaborate
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them cleanly and clearly in a few well chosen words that bring air
and light and perspective into the show, and that, I take it, is openly
attained by considering every word of minor dialogue and description and most resolutely avoiding the set phrase. It’s a mistake we
are all of us most prone to in our business.17
Readers may think that I am ‘padding’ by making all these citations.
But the scholarly point is that what has been quoted here are the only
comments in all of the Kipling letters and stories and poems and
speeches examined by Kemp and Lewis which bear closely, or even
glancingly, on the author’s views on how to write a short story. That is
what makes the manuscript he prepared for Josephine Balestier so very
remarkable.
But who was Josephine Balestier? She was the younger sister of
Kipling’s wife, Caroline, known as ‘Carrie’, and the youngest of four
children born to Anna Balestier, daughter of Caroline Starr Wolcott,
whose great aunt was a daughter of Paul Revere, and from a family
which boasted of three governors of Connecticut. Her grandfather was
Joseph Nerée Balestier, a wealthy New York lawyer who had been
successful in Chicago real estate and who had retired to Brattleboro.
Josephine was born in 1870, graduated from the Brearley School in
New York City in 1889, married Dr. Theodore Dunham in 1897, and
was to die in 1939. Dr. Dunham was one of those who attended Kipling
during his illness in New York City in 1899. Kipling, however, had
first met Josephine in 1890, when she was in London assisting her
brother, Wolcott Balestier, in his life there as the agent for the magazine
publisher S. S. McClure.18 Wolcott represented as well the Canadian
pirate publisher John Lovell, with whom Wolcott persuaded Kipling to
publish his first American editions under a royalties scheme when there
was no international copyright protection.19 Wolcott and Kipling were
writing The Naulahka together when Wolcott died of typhoid fever in
December 1891, and Kipling married Caroline the following month.
(Josephine and her mother, down with flu, missed the wedding, but
traveled back to the United States with the newlyweds.) The Kiplings
would have seen Josephine regularly during the four years of their
residence in Vermont, when, as yet unmarried, she was living with her
mother in New York City.
Josephine had literary ambitions, as may be gleaned from a review
of the papers of the Dunham family. Among those papers is to be found
a letter from Carrie to her sister dated 31 December 1890 (Rudyard’s
twenty-fifth birthday, so the subject may not be a coincidence) teasing
Josephine about her wish to write: ‘Please don’t forget that being a
plain woman who does a woman’s work is not a career to easily turn
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away from....For myself I do not care for literary women, not those that
I know.’20
Josephine was not to be deterred, and while in London helping her
brother, devoted a large part of her day to writing-letters, poems, and
short stories. She wrote a poem, ‘Field Ghosts’, for the children of
Sir Edmund Gosse. She published several stories, including ‘Colonel
Peggy’ in Harper’s Young People (7 June 1892), and ‘The Voice of
Fame’ in Harper’s Weekly (8 April 1893). She also published a children’s story called Life and Sylvia: A Christmas Journey in New York
in 1892 through the United States Book Company, the successor
to the Lovell firm which Wolcott had represented in London. All of
these appeared under her own name. In 1896, as we now know from
the Dunham family papers, by secret agreement with Rudyard to use
extracts from his scrapbooks, she published The Kipling Birthday Book
with Macmillan in London and New York, under the name ‘Joseph
Finn’.21
Sometime in the four years Rudyard Kipling’s family was in
Vermont, Josephine, who was five years younger than Rudyard―and,
we must remember, is the person after whom the Kiplings named their
first-born daughter―must have made bold to petition her brother-inlaw to help her with her literary career. He purchased a notebook (which
has no manufacturer’s marks), and filled its first four blue-lined pages
– the balance of the volume is blank – with thirty of what he called in
his manuscript’s title ‘observations’. His list is not dated, but since it
is addressed to Josephine under her maiden name, it must have been
before 1896, the year she became engaged and the Kipling family went
to England, and may indeed have been written up to four years earlier,
prior to publication of her first short story in 1893.
Some of these rules or recommendations are mechanical, some are
technical, some on style are themselves full of it, some are portentous,
and some are simply encouraging the would-be writer to overcome her
fear of the blank page. This writer can discern no particular structure in
the progression of these ‘Observations’, and so is not about to impose
one in this article, through classification, or re-arrangement into groups.
In reviewing them, the reader should think back at the same time on
his words over the years to others, private and public, in letters and
speeches, with which this study begins. In so doing, certain consistencies will be recognized.
These, Kipling’s maxims on the craft of the short story, have of
course never been published, and presumably have never even been
well known to anyone but Josephine, for whom he wrote them as a
professional, but surely, too, with affection.
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The short story differs in every single particular from the novel
of one two or three volumes and must be entered upon with this
understanding.
Everything should be said in from 5,000 to 10,000 words. After
12,000 the short story begins to lose its character.
The short story needs a beginning, a middle, and an end even
more than any other form of literature.
Patent moralizing, obvious introspection, and the intrusion of a
theory are all three out of place.
There is a place for every word that you have occasion to use and
it is your business to find that place and no other for every word.
Quotations and dialect are as powerful as alcohol and should be
employed just as frequently.
When in doubt cut out.
A tale is made to be read as well as written. Read it, therefore,
aloud at every stage of its manufacture.
No thought at the present stage of the world’s history is new
enough to outweigh a clumsy sentence.
There are times when it is necessary to call a spade a bloody
shovel. There is no time when you or the spade are bettered by
using the word “agricultural implement”.
If you believe in the reality of what you are writing about, those
who read will at least pay you a little attention.
Every person who writes is born into the world with an inalienable
right to acquire a style if he or she works for it. When getting a
style see that you get your own and no one else’s. Plagiarism is
inevitable but imitation, besides being a confession of weakness,
is dishonest.
Remember that you should be smarter and employer of your
words and have a care that they do not master or use you.
Humour is the gift of God. No one can be funny by sitting down
to it: but the habit of charity is a great help.
There is only one way in which a tale should be told and that is
to make the reader believe that he has found it.
Description of background. As your background is limited let
your strokes be firm and full.
The shortest word is the best word, except where it is borne in
upon you that it is not.
The Bible is the Parent of the Short Story as it should be: but you
need not imitate the Bible.
Everybody knows when he or she is writing an unusually good
tale but it is not well to let this knowledge be apparent to the
reader.
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Of all your stock in trade remember that experience is the chief.
Better is the simplest history of an experience that you have
lived through than the most ornate guess at probabilities.
Experience being necessarily limited, it is worthwhile to know
that sympathy will give you an extra substitute for experience.
There is nothing in life too high or too low for the purposes of a
story.
The worst aid to story writing is the belief in any particular
theory of story writing.
Style should rise and fall with the subject as closely as a
thermometer follows the temperature.
In limited quantities every mannerism is effective. When the
limit is overstepped it becomes affected.
You may make light of all things in the world except Love, God,
and Death.
If you wish to know your own strength, omit the love-interest
from a tale and see what happens.
Be sincere at any and every cost.
Be accurate to a scruple in the most casual allusion or inference
or technical term for the world is full of specialists to catch you
tripping.
Don’t be afraid of anything in the world.
*

*

*

Beyond Rudyard’s carefully considered words to his sister-in-law, we
should also retrieve, from over a century ago, Josephine’s voice as well,
as set forth in chatty letters from London to her mother back in Vermont.
Throughout her ‘season’ in London, Josephine wrote frequently to her
mother. By April 12th, 1890, she was unpacking at Wolcott’s place, and
six days later she wrote:
I am so glad that I haven’t been to the theatre more; I am glad for
everything that I haven’t done – it is so sweet to taste things for
the first time. I was enthusing about this to Wolcott: saying how
thankful I was to you all that I haven’t been allowed to sip all these
good things years ago that you kept them for me until now. I said
I didn’t believe a girl had ever had such a wonderful week as my
first in London. Wolcott said of course, that was what my whole
education had been for – it had been directed to this one week. I am
thinking of books too: of your not letting me read Thackeray before,
so that I am having the great thrill of being introduced to him at
home: in his own London.
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A month after reaching London, she was presented at Court to Queen
Victoria.
It was a dazzling, glittering, gleaming procession, twinkling with
jewels and flowers and colors. The sparkle of that sea of diamonds,
rubies and emeralds fairly blinds me …. I meet without a qualm
the greatest living authors and artists, the Prince and Princess and
Henry James himself – I think after Henry James I could face a
battle without fear. Wolcott likes it and says it is the right attitude for
an American – but it rather frightens me; it seems almost bold not to
be awed to silence by these great people.22
She was writing letters, poems and short stories, and by June 24th, she
was also helping Wolcott:
I shan’t be able to write anymore tonight for I have Kipling’s Plain
Tales from the Hills to read for typographical errors. The book,
corrected, must go to Wolcott tomorrow.

Josephine Balestier in her Court dress
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On meeting Rudyard Kipling, she wrote on July 23rd, 1890:
When Wolcott heard that I was to be at Dean’s Yard that afternoon,
he sent a note over to Mr. Kipling asking him for tea as he wanted
him to meet his sister. Now, you know Mr. Kipling never goes
anywhere and least of all among ladies, but, wonder of wonders,
he wrote that he would be delighted. Of course I knew nothing of
this so you can fancy my amazement – or rather you can’t – when
as Wolcott was standing with Mrs. Gosse and me on the balcony,
he said quite casually, ‘Ah, there’s Kipling; I asked him to come
over this afternoon to meet you’. He is not at all a ‘woman’s man’
and young girls are always afraid of him, so of course I was on
the defensive and declared to myself that if I hadn’t been afraid of
Henry James I certainly was not going to be of Rudyard Kipling. So
I chatted away with him and then he came and ‘sat down beside me’,
but little Miss J. was not frightened away and we had a very jolly
time. He is very clever and it was exciting and great fun keeping the
ball rolling; Wolcott was amused at the glorious way we got on ….
After the Author’s dinner the other night Wolcott and young
Kipling talked until four in the morning, and as, if W. had started
home then, he would have only reached here in time for a late breakfast; he accepted Mr. Kipling’s invitation to stay the ‘night’. They
are growing fast friends; they are very congenial, dove-tail finely.
I think it rather picturesque that the London literary infants should
play so prettily together.
Have you read Mr. Kipling’s ‘Story of the Gadsby’s’? It is very
clever and wonderful as the work of the boy of eighteen; it sounds
more like a patriarch of eighty.
Miss Blind23 is coming to Dean’s Yard to tea one day next week,
and I think we had better have her the day we have Mr. and Mrs.
Whistler. I told Mr. Whistler I should come to chaperone. I think I
shall suggest asking Mr. Kipling. Oh, it would doubtless amuse you
to hear that one day last week when he was at Dean’s Yard standing
at the window with Wolcott he startled the latter by the sudden
exclamation: ‘By Jove! What a dress! Look at that girl Balestier!
Well now, that’s what I call a joy!’ ‘Why man alive, that’s my sister’
said Wolcott looking where Mr. Kipling pointed. The dress in question was the primrose Liberty, and I quite agree with him that it is a
joy; the color is luscious. I hope I shall be able to keep it fresh for
America. I wore it last Sunday to Mr. Whistler’s and they all enjoyed
it there. I am growing quite used – as much as one ever can grow
– to having everyone make personal remarks about my dresses and
anything else that happens to strike them. It is a barbarous liberty I
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shall always think, but they do not at all mean to be rude – and the
worst of it is that they are sincere and have an air of saying only
what they really think which makes it harder to bear then if it were
merely flippant gallantry.
From these excerpts, we can clearly see why Rudyard, from the time
he was smitten with the view of his future sister-in-law in her primrose
dress by Liberty, was charmed by the vivacious Josephine Balestier,
and why he was so willing to help her with ‘observations on how to
write a short story’.
NOTES
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KIPLING’S AMERICAN ‘BERANGEMENTS’
FOR THE YOUNG
By U. C. KNOEPFLMACHER
[U. C. Knoepflmacher is Paton Foundation Emeritus Professor of Ancient and
Modern Literature at Princeton University. Ed.]

In mid-October of 1892, less than three months after he had settled
in Brattleboro and two and a half months before the birth of his
American daughter, Rudyard Kipling sent Mary Mapes Dodge, the
editor of St. Nicholas Magazine, his very first children’s story, ‘The
Potted Princess’. After setting his ‘rates’ for the finished tale, the future
father suggested three more subjects for Mrs. Dodge to consider. A brief
sentence sufficed to present the story he would send her next, ‘Collar
Wallah and the Poison Stick’. But Kipling became more detailed when
he proposed a tale about a ‘small boy who made himself a Noah’s ark on
an Indian tank and filled it with animals and how they wouldn’t agree,
and how the dove wouldn’t fly for the olive branch and how Noah was
ingloriously lugged to the bank with all his ark and spanked’. And he
lingered even longer in lavishly describing the story of another ‘small
boy who got a blessing and a ghost-dagger from a Thibetan lama who
came down from Thibet in search of a miraculous river that washed
away all sin . . . and how these two went hunting for it together – the old
old priest with his priestly tam o’shanter and the young English child’.1
Water and the interaction between a child and an adult play an important role in these two antipodal plots. The humiliation of the ‘small
boy’ who impersonates Noah but cannot orchestrate the survival of the
toy animals on his ark is exacerbated by the punitive adult who further
devalues his imaginative efforts. Yet the second ‘small boy’ is doubly
affirmed when he receives a magical ‘ghost-dagger’ and becomes the
travel companion of an ‘old old’ man whose imaginative search for a
wondrous river is childlike in its wishfulness. The Thibetan lama who
looks for waters that may wash away all sin is the exact opposite of
the unidentified grownup who regards playful water-adventures as an
infraction.
If the second of these two boys is Kim’s progenitor, the first one,
beaten for playing with the figures on his Noah’s ark, clearly resembles Punch, the protagonist of Kipling’s 1888 bitterly autobiographical
‘Baa, Baa Black Sheep’. Unable to counter Aunty Rosa’s beatings, that
denigrated child had even attempted to commit suicide after unearthing
a ‘disused Noah’s Ark’ by sucking the (fortunately non-toxic) paint off
‘Noah’s Dove’ and ‘off as many animals as remained’.2 Kipling had
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resurrected Punch in the far more benign children’s story that accompanied his letter to Mrs. Dodge. The ayah ‘who always talked Hindustani’
tells Punch and his little sister the reassuring story of a young potter
prince in order to mitigate the boy’s exaggerated sense of vulnerability.
Having heard the ayah chant a song about a crane who dies after being
pricked by ‘a thorn in the river bank’, the impressionable youngster
needs to be persuaded that a scratch from some aloe spikes will hardly
cause him to die.3
Yet neither Punch nor Kim would appear in the set of stories that the
new children’s author began to create and hoped to collect as ‘Noah’s
Ark Tales’ before his ‘spring work’ set in.4 Although still concerned
with preservation and survival, these stories would feature Indian boys
such as Toomai and Mowgli and young animals such as Kotick and
Rikki-Tikki-Tavi as their titular heroes. Thus, as soon as Kipling sent
Mary Mapes Dodge the manuscript of ‘Toomai of the Elephants’, he
promised her to ‘do “Tiger-Tiger” – the tale of the man eater ignominiously squelched in his lair by the charge of the village buffaloes
under the command of the little boy herd’. The elephant and tiger tales
could then be supplemented by a ‘wolf tale, “Mowgli’s Brothers”’. That
story, he explained, would feature a ‘wolf boy (we have them in India)’
whose feral brothers became such a ‘nuisance’ to the villagers who had
adopted him that the boy sought ‘council’ from a ‘holy man in a grove’
to help him prompt the wolves to depart. Fired up by this prospect,
Kipling suggested that ‘after that … we’ll do a camel tale’ to form a
‘regular Zoo’.5
These preliminary sketches suggest that the young buffalo-herder
who kills a tiger in the proposed ‘Tiger-Tiger’ had not yet been
conflated with the boy who must part from his wolfish kin in the stillto-be-written ‘Mowgli’s Brothers’. But Kipling had already featured
Mowgli in a longer adult tale. As he informed William Heinemann, The
Naulahka’s British publisher, he had just ‘ornamented and embellished’
the previously published stories collected in Many Inventions (1893) by
adding ‘two new tales of about 30,000 words together’. Kipling insists
that ‘one of the two tales is strange and quaint being in the nature of
. . .’, something he then mischievously conceals. As Thomas Pinney has
pointed out, Kipling actually added four new tales to Many Inventions.6
And three of these are certainly ‘strange and quaint’ fantasies, since
they involve a Kraken-like sea monster, a bank-clerk’s recollection
of his earlier existence, and the appearance of a sylvan stranger who
looks like a prehistoric man but may well be a reincarnated Pagan god
endowed with seemingly mysterious powers. We shall never know
whether or not this last tale, called ‘In the Rukh’ is the one Kipling so
coyly refused to identify.
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Daniel Karlin has emphatically stated that he would ‘have nothing
to do’ with the ‘creeping legitimization of “In the Rukh” as Jungle Book
tale’, although Kipling did eventually insert that tale to conclude the
‘re-arranged [Mowgli] stories of the Outward Bound edition’ of 1897.7
But since this essay will dwell on Kipling’s textual arrangements rather
than uphold the purity of the 1894 and 1895 Jungle Books, I feel entitled to treat this admittedly inferior tale written for adults rather than
children, as a prolegomenon for a host of ‘Ark Tales’ that vastly outnumbered the six stories that Kipling had hoped to finish by the spring of
1893. Indeed, I would argue that for an entire decade, from 1892 to
1902, Kipling busied himself with three different kinds of Ark narratives – Mowgli tales, Jungle Book animal fables, and Just So-Stories,
all of which involve spatial movements that dramatize adaptation and
survival. After printing Mowgli stories together with animal fables in
the original two Jungle Books, Kipling separated them in the rearranged
volumes of 1897. Despite their generic differences, the eight Mowgli
and six non-Mowgli tales of the first and second Jungle Books share
a preoccupation with the painful losses that accompany growth and
empowerment. Loss also becomes a painful sub-text in the self-illustrated animal tales that sprouted from the joyous trio that Kipling had
published as a 1897 birthday gift for the five-year-old Effie.8
Thus, from the ‘wolf tale’ he described to Mrs. Dodge in his 1892
letter, to his 1902 ‘How the Alphabet Was Made’, the last written of the
twelve Ark tales he published in Just So Stories for Little Children, the
writer who became a children’s author in Vermont created three clusters
of interrelated stories that went far beyond the ‘little book’ of six animal
tales he originally had envisioned. There are almost thirty stories in a
sequence that began with Kipling’s idealization of the wandering primitive who fathers an infant at the close of ‘In the Rukh’ to his more overt
self-inscription as the Neolithic Tegumai who runs so ‘very far behind’
to seek, yet not to ‘find’, the ‘daughter that was all to him’.9
I

Kipling’s steady additions to and reshufflings of three different kinds
of Ark tales – Mowgli tales, Jungle Book animal fables, and Just-SoStories – created intricate appositions and continuities that deserve to
be more fully analyzed and assessed. Even Captains Courageous and
Kim, the two novels that appeared in the decade from 1893 to 1902,
as well as the later Puck stories for Dan and Una, are tangentially
related to these rearranged tales. But whereas the two novels adopt the
Bildungsroman’s forward movement from childhood to maturation,
Kipling’s ‘Ark Tales’ use flashbacks and regressions that offset and
even disrupt the progressions they depict.
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Before embarking on this new authorial phase, Kipling had taken a
backward look at his literary career’s infancy in ‘My First Book’, an essay
published in December of 1892, the same month in which he welcomed
his first child and celebrated his 27th birthday. Playfully animating the
hand-made verse-collection he had produced in India, he converts this
‘wire-stitched’ pamphlet, ‘bound in brown paper’ and ‘secured with red
tape’, into a newborn child. Kipling’s first literary opus thus becomes ‘a
little brown baby with a string round its stomach; a child’s child, ignorant that it was afflicted with all the most modern ailments’.10
The story of ‘In the Rukh’ had ended with the sighting of a wolfprotected ‘naked brown baby’ glimpsed by the two Europeans who
have already exalted its flute-playing young father as a primordial
‘wood-god’.11 Rejuvenated in ‘Mowgli’s Brothers’, however, the halfcivilized wolf man who accepted his demotion as a forest-guard in the
service of the Raj has turned into a ‘naked brown baby who could just
walk’.12 The toddler who invades Mother Wolf’s cave and pushes her
cubs aside promptly gains the admiration previously bestowed on the
naked ‘Bagan’ hailed as a ‘noble und nude und andeek’ apparition by
the German Muller near the end of ‘In the Rukh’.13 Coddled and prized
for his intelligence, this young Mowgli is the exact opposite of Punch,
the demeaned small boy in ‘Baa, Baa Black Sheep’ whose avatar is
‘ingloriously’ treated in the ark tale that Kipling proposed, but never
wrote, for Mrs. Dodge. Indeed, the ‘soft and dimpled’ wood-cutter’s son
whom Mother Wolf names ‘Mowgli the frog’14 is destined to become as
princely as the potter’s son who married a princess in the fairy tale the
ayah tells the impressionable Punch.
Nonetheless, the return to an unencumbered childhood can hardly
ease the pains of maturation that soon punctuate the unfolding Mowgli
epic’s forward movement. The marginalized eleven-year-old who leaves
the Jungle at the end of ‘Mowgli’s Brothers’ feels afflicted by ailments
that he cannot yet understand. It seems significant that Kipling decided
to rejuvenate Mowgli once again in ‘Kaa’s Hunting’, a story published
in a periodical called To-Day shortly after ‘Mowgli’s Brothers’ and
‘Tiger! Tiger’ had appeared as a sequence in the January and February
1894 issues of St. Nicholas Magazine.15 In the first Jungle Book volume
of 1894, Kipling broke up this chronological sequence by wedging
‘Kaa’s Hunting’ between the two paired stories. Having recast Baloo’s
and Bagheera’s ward as a seven-old naïf, he could delay the account of
Mowgli’s second (and even more bitter) parting in ‘Tiger! Tiger!’
Yet even ‘How Fear Came’, the Mowgli story that opens the second
Jungle Book of 1895 is retrospective: Shere Khan, killed at the end
of ‘Tiger! Tiger!’, is alive again and Mowgli is still a small child
who raptly listens to Hathi’s account of the fall from innocence set
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in a mythical ‘beginning of the Jungle’.16 ‘How Fear Came’ would be
moved to follow ‘Kaa’s Hunting’ in the chronological regrouping of all
nine Mowgli tales in the 1897 Outward Bound publication, thus further
widening the gap between ‘Mowgli’s Brothers’ and ‘Tiger-Tiger!’ (My
ensuing discussion of Kipling’s redistribution of Mowgli and nonMowgli is complemented by the fuller and far more detailed overview
which readers will find in the three charts located at the end of this essay
on pp. 70–2.)17
It would take four more Mowgli stories in the second Jungle Book
before the adolescent empowered as a leader can again be hailed as
the god-like young man of ‘In the Rukh’. In ‘The Spring Running’,
Mowgli’s surrogate human mother not only ‘finds him beautiful beyond
all men’ but also worships him as a ‘godling’. The 1895 volume ends
with the awed Messua’s conversion into acolyte when she presents
the young man she still calls her son with yet another brown baby and
humbly begs him ‘to give some of his jungle-power to the child’.18
By 1897, however, with the restoration of ‘In the Rukh’ and its
companion-poem ‘The Only Son’, the baby Mowgli has blessed can
again become his own child. Nonetheless, Kipling still renewed his
effort to convert little Mowgli into a sexualized young adult in the
Jungle Play of 1900 and 1901, so helpfully recovered and edited by
Thomas Pinney.19 The young man who had eloped with Abdul Gafar’s
daughter in ‘In the Rukh’ now weds Messua’s own daughter Dulia. This
time, however, no brown baby is produced by a new Adam and his Eve.
The world seems not to lie before them but has rather been left behind
– in the jungle Eden from which an aged Mother Wolf and an undead
Akela, as well as Baloo and Bagheera, can still wail their piteous last
farewells.
By once again dramatizing a parting at the end of the Jungle Play,
Kipling returned for a fourth time to the separation already anticipated
in the plot summary of ‘Mowgli’s Brothers’ he had shared with Mrs.
Dodge. The civilized wolf boy in that first sketch seemed quite willing
to be rid of the wolves who insisted on joining him in the village. But
in the story’s published version, Mowgli bitterly deplores his departure from the jungle. Having never wept before, he assumes that he
is dying until Bagheera reassures him that his tears are hardly fatal.
But like ‘the natural tears’ of the pair banished from Eden,20 Mowgli’s
weeping confirms the painful necessity of his exile. These bitter pangs
of separation recur in the endings of both ‘Tiger-Tiger’ and ‘The Spring
Running’, before they are revisited once again in the 1897 relocation of
‘In the Rukh’ and the 1901 Jungle Play.
Although Mowgli accepts Messua’s homage in ‘The Spring
Running’, he still finds it difficult to break away from the jungle
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companions with whom he grew up. He sobs bitterly ‘with his head on
the blind bear’s side, and his arms around his neck, while Baloo feebly
licked his feet’.21 This poignant closure is reopened in ‘The Outsong’,
the poem that follows ‘The Spring Running’. The separate voices of
Baloo, Bagheera, and Kaa blend into a final chorus of laments. Nor is
nostalgia expunged from the ‘The Only Son’, the poem that ended the
1897 volume: the dreamer who recalls a ‘shaggy hide whereon I went
to rest’ asks his human mother to ‘unbar the door’, but when she does
so ‘a gray bitch wolf’ comes out of the dark and fawns on the only son
she cannot screen from her rival.22
Nostalgia still marks the revisionist ending of The Jungle Play. The
embrace of Dulia, Messuah’s daughter, must compete with the lingering
impact of the farewells voiced by Mowgli’s loving jungle companions. Mowgli’s acquisition of adult powers is qualified by Kipling’s
persistent reminders of the wild primal world the former wolf-boy has
irretrievably lost.
II

Unlike the Mowgli stories that Kipling remolded to fashion a sequential narrative of empowerment, the non-Mowgli stories of the 1894
Jungle Book ostensibly celebrate simpler and more joyous acquisitions
of power. The increasingly domineering Mowgli of the Second Jungle
Book asserts himself as an overlord by depreciating friends as well as
foes. He blackmails Hathi, throws a knife at Akela’s paws, taunts the
Red Dog leader he has mutilated, and humiliates a bull who is courting
a cow. In contrast, the triumphs of Toomai the elephant boy, Kotick the
White Seal pup, and Rikki the young mongoose seem untainted, likelier
to appeal to a child-reader’s eagerness to identify with young heroes.
And yet heroism can be undermined, as Lisa Lewis recently confirmed
by reading ‘Rikki-Tikki-Tavi’ as a revenge fantasy that reenacts ‘still
fresh’ memories of the 1857 Mutiny. Indeed, the specter of death is as
omnipresent in non-Mowgli animal fables as in Mowgli tales that can
evoke, as Jan Montefiore has persuasively shown, ‘the dark history’ of
large-scale massacres.23
Published in 1893, ‘The White Seal’, ‘Rikki-Tikki-Tavi’, and
‘Toomai of the Elephants’ preceded the early 1894 publication of
‘Mowgli’s Brothers’ and ‘Tiger! Tiger!’24 Kipling retained the trio’s
order of appearance in his first Jungle Book, but added ‘Servants of
the Queen’ to form a unit to follow the three Mowgli tales. This quartet
of ‘Ark Tales’ dramatizes a progressive degradation. Whereas, at the
outset, Kotick can lead his fellow-seals away from murderous humans,
the next three tales depict animals involved in a servitude that reaches its
high point in ‘Servants of the Queen’, a story that Mrs. Dodge deemed
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unsuited for her juvenile readers. If Mowgli failed to understand why
his heart remained ‘heavy’ after his first victory over Shere Khan, the
uncomprehending ‘Beasts’ who ‘walk beside’ men who are as ‘dusty,
silent, heavy-eyed’ as they, also want to know ‘why we or they / March
and suffer day by day’.25 Like the soldiers with whom they march, these
beasts have become cogs in an imperial war-machine.
Unlike these shackled and burdened toilers, Kotick remains unconstrained as he freely glides throughout the wide seas to find a refuge
that might preserve his species from extinction. Like little Mowgli, the
white seal pup is cast as an ‘elect’ who quickly becomes more knowing
than his animal parents and brethren. But whereas the fire-using and
knife-wielding Mowgli uses his superior intelligence to devise complex
strategies to annihilate his foes, Kotick merely tries to recover the
peaceful security of a hidden shelter. This able fighter reverts to a
passive and more primitive stage of development as he follows a mute
and foetal manatee into an under-water tunnel that resembles a birthcanal. Still, as Daniel Karlin has so shrewdly observed, this passage of
‘re-birth’ is also a ‘passage of death’. The sea-manatee belongs to an
extinct species: a ‘dead creature is Kotick’s guide to this world beyond
the real world, which the story creates but whose fictionality it also
exposes’.26 A fairy tale about talking animals has, after all, been told to
the narrator by a little bird. Indeed, the narrative’s final portrait of a fat
seal-patriarch surrounded by his playful offspring is further subverted
by the mournful elegy that follows this wishful ending. A ‘sad Seal
National Anthem’ returns us to the world of mass-slaughter that Kotick
has avoided but which Kipling had described in his ‘Rhyme of the
Three Sealers’ (1893).27 If that poem depicts sealers who fight for their
booty of seal-skins, the seal anthem bemoans the depleted beaches of
Lukannon that ‘know their sons no more’.28 An exodus story that allows
children to applaud the heroism of a seal Moses retains its dark adult
under-text.
The heroism of Rikki-Tikki-Tavi is similarly undermined. If, as Lisa
Lewis suggests, this cobra-fighter allegorically resembles a Sikh warrior
who serves the Raj, his ‘war’ with Nag and Nagaina sets him in opposition to a native hooded royalty once blessed by the ‘great God Brahm’.
Rikki ostensibly extends Kotick’s role as a savior by preventing the
deaths of his animal friends and human benefactors. Moreover, just as
Kotick’s mother Matkah taught her son everything he needed to know
about the water-world he will explore, so does Rikki benefit from the
maternal instruction he received before a ‘summer flood’ spews him
out of the burrow in which he had lived with his parents.29 If ‘gentle
Matkah’ merely advised Kotick to go and play in the sea after his first
encounter with human butchers, the mongoose mother has ‘carefully
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told Rikki what to do if he ever came across white men’ – though not, it
would appear, brown natives.30
Yet, in a curious reversal, the cobras who ‘are king and queen of
the garden’ also resemble Kotick. Like the white seal, this royal pair
desperately wants to secure a space for their offspring: once hatched,
their vulnerable ‘children will need room and quiet’ to grow.31 An adult
reader’s sympathies may well shift when confronted with the pathos of
a mother cobra who frantically tries to protect her last egg from being
crushed by Rikki. Nagaina is cruelly taunted by the aggressive fighter
who wants to cleanse the garden of its vestigial inhabitants. Rikki’s
boastfulness not only recalls that of the knife-wielding Mowgli but also
resembles that of the ‘native officer’ in ‘Servants of the Queen’ who
proudly twirls his moustache and brags about the unquestioning service
that broken men and beasts perform for an imperial hierarchy devoted
to the eradication of wilderness.
Wilderness has become equally precarious in ‘Toomai of the
Elephants’. The gigantic but mute elephant Kala Nag and his female
companion Pudmini (named after the Rajput princess who committed
suicide to avoid being enslaved32) break their chains to join their
untamed cousins in the night revels held at a secret spot that only
Toomai can enter. But this forest fusion – between the huge beasts and
a brave little boy – may never be repeated after Kala Nag and Pudmini
trot back obediently to the camp. The wild beasts they have left may
soon be ‘hammered and hustled into quiet’33 by the regal colossus who
serves the Raj. And the boy who has witnessed something no adult
elephant driver has ever seen is unlikely to remain as privileged after
he, like the Mowgli of ‘In the Rukh’, grows up to turn into a servant
of the Queen.
Water, an indispensable component of any ‘Ark Tale’, dominates
the opening of ‘Servants of the Queen’: ‘It had been raining heavily for
one whole month – raining on a camp of thirty thousand men and thousands of camels, elephants, horses, bullocks, and mules all gathered
together at a place called Rawal Pindi, to be reviewed by the Viceroy of
India’ and observed by the Amir of Afghanistan, ‘a wild king of a very
wild country’.34 Woken up at night, the ‘wet and muddy’ narrator who
knows ‘enough of camp-beast language – not wild-beast language’ is
amused by the aspirations and anxieties of the animals whose speech
he translates. Dried when ‘sunshine’ graces the parade’s ‘first part’, he
strategically positions himself near the Viceroy and the Amir. But rain
soon falls again and a mist covers both animals and men. The paraders
return to their muddy camps, encouraged by a jolly ‘infantry band’ that
strikes up with ‘the animals went two by two, / Hurrah! / The animals
went in two by two, / The elephant and the battery mu- / l’, and they
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all got into the Ark / For to get out of the rain!’35 But the deluge may
not stop. It is tempting to read this inconclusive ending as a prophetic
corrective to the ‘frantic boast’ and false trust in ‘reeking tube and iron
shard’ that Kipling would excoriate in his ‘Recessional’.36
III

Kipling’s decision to segregate his seven non-Mowgli stories from
the nine Mowgli tales he placed in the First Jungle Book of the1897
Outward Bound edition may have allowed him to trace the wolf boy’s
growth from toddler to young father. But the arbitrary jumbling of
the non-Mowgli stories he pressed together in the new Second Jungle
Book robbed them of their important role as extensions and foils to
the Mowgli saga. In the 1895 volume, ‘The Miracle of Purun Bhagat’,
‘The Undertakers’, and ‘Quiquern’ were carefully intercalated with
the stories that dramatized Mowgli’s rise. In 1897, however, this trio
is preceded by the paired ‘Rikki-Tikki-Tavi’ and ‘The White Seal’ and
followed by ‘Toomai’ and ‘Servants of the Queen’. As a result, not only
is the 1894 sequence I have analyzed unnecessarily disrupted but the
appositions created in 1895 are also lost.
‘The Miracle of Purun Bhagat’, for example, loses the resonance
it held when this exquisite legend about an immobile mystic equally
revered by man and beast is dislodged from its former position between
‘How Fear Came’ and ‘Letting in the Jungle’. Nudged by his animal
friends, the aged Sir Purun renounces contemplation and resumes his
role as a kinetic leader when a rain-induced mudslide threatens to kill the
villagers who live in a valley beneath his mountain perch. The drenched
old man who leans on a stag’s antlers presides over a momentary fusion
that resembles the drought-induced truce in ‘How Fear Came’. Yet his
respect for the beasts who love him is unlike Mowgli’s conscription
of the beasts he orders to raze the village he hates in ‘Letting in the
Jungle’.
Purun Bhagat clearly resembles the ‘old, old man’ Kipling had
described in his 1892 letter to Mary Mapes Dodge. The removed
Himalayan site he finds not only is the equivalent of the ‘miraculous
river’ the Lama seeks but also resembles the enclosed lagoon into
which Kotick conducted his fellow-seals. Purun Dass’s yearning for a
peaceful closure to his active life as a leader is pointedly at odds with
young Mowgli’s reliance on vengefulness to compensate him for the
lost symbiosis of his jungle infancy. Neither transcendence nor worldly
aggression can salve the wounds of loss. Armed with a ‘table-knife’, the
boy Punch in ‘Baa, Baa, Black Sheep’ had chased his tormentor Harry
before hoping to kill Aunty Rosa by gripping her ‘withered throat’ with
a wolf-like bite. Punch cannot reverse the cycle of ‘Hate, Suspicion, and
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Despair’ to which he has submitted.37 The ten-year-old ‘mires himself
to the knees’ to test whether he might again become the indulged little
boy he had been in India. But his final act of regression is undercut by
the harsh voice of a narrator who corrects his presumption. In this autobiographical narrative, as in the Jungle Books, regression is tested, yet
rendered as a wishful folly.
But in the Just So Stories for Little Children, set in a world that
is itself still young and new and removed from the ‘afflictions’ that
come with adolescence, regression can playfully bridge the gaps that
separate the child from the adult. The Camel tale Kipling had promised Mrs. Dodge in 1892 finally gets written in 1897 as a gift for his
‘American maiden’ Josephine, who wanted her stories to be told ‘just
so’. Yet when, after her death, Kipling enlarged these early ‘Noah’s
Ark Tales’ into the twelve Just-So stories that appeared in 1902, he
connected them to the Mowgli tales and non-Mowgli animal fables he
had written before.
Kipling’s first illustration in the 1902 text provides an example
of one such connection. The initial letter ‘I’ is drawn as a knife at
the start of ‘How the Whale Got Its Throat’. As a whaler’s knife,
it resembles the knives used by the Aleut sealers who skinned seal
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pups in ‘The White Seal’ and also recalls the prized knife used by
the maturing Mowgli to skin Shere Khan and to slash the Red Dog
invaders. But the Mariner in Kipling’s whale story is not a killer.
Unlike the Ethiopian’s knife that is featured as an initial ‘I’ at the
start of ‘How the Leopard Got Its Spots’, the knife used by the boyish
Mariner prevents a predator from exterminating all ‘the fishes he
could find in the sea’.38 Though as obsessed with death and extinction
as the Jungle Book tales, the Just So Stories persistently stress adaptation and survival.
But the Mariner’s knife also evokes another North American maritime story, namely, ‘Quiquern’ in the second Jungle Book. The link is
so covertly made that it has even been missed by Judith Plotz who helpfully decoded the inscription on the knife as ‘H. Olsen Trumsoe 1847’
and identified Trumsoe as a Norwegian whaling port.39 The narrator of
‘Quiquern’ claims that the ‘picture-story’ of the Arctic adventures he
has translated was scratched on a long piece of ivory by Kotuko, ‘who
drew very well in the Inuit style’. Lost, that scrimshaw text was accidentally retrieved and purchased by a whaler called Hans Olsen, who
sold it, in his later life, to a merchant in Colombo where it was found by
the narrator ‘under some rubbish’.40
The scratched inscriptions on the bones or tusks of dead beasts
became a motif in the two father–daughter tales of the 1902 Just So
Stories, ‘How the First Letter Was Written’ and ‘How the Alphabet Was
Made’. In the first tale, the father who tries to mend a broken spear
fails to notice his little daughter’s own busy labors on an elaborate
pictograph:
‘What have you been doing, Taffy?,’ said Tegumai. He had
mended his spear and was carefully waving it to and fro.
‘It’s a little berangement of my own, Daddy dear,’ said Taffy.
‘If you won’t ask me questions, you’ll know all about it in a little
time.’41
Taffy’s visual, non-verbal ‘berangement’ of different spatial and
temporal components fails because its lack of fluidity. Her pictograph
remains arrested because it cannot take its human figures through
a progression of separate spaces and layers of time. Yet in ‘How the
Alphabet was Made’, the ninth story in the collection but the twelfth and
last in order of composition, Kipling dramatizes the more complicated
and more successful ‘berangement’ that Taffy now devises with her
father’s help. Combining pictographs with sounds, the two cooperating
inventors, child and adult, create movable parts for the transmission of
meaning.
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The letters Taffy and her father create are not in alphabetical order.
Formed as a fish and a ‘spear behind it’ to produce a ‘scratchy, hurty
Ka-sound’,42 the letter ‘K’ is their next-to-last creation. Carved on a thin
slice of bone that is ‘rubbed in black’, it will join the pieces of bark and
bone and beads and rock-fragments that Tegumai strings together for his
‘Magic Alphabet necklace’. Yet the letters cannot retain their sequential
order. Kipling’s caption informs us that one letter has been mutilated,
while two are entirely ‘missing’. Moreover, because ‘the necklace was
broken once and they mended it wrong’, the ‘K’ becomes separated
from its antecedent ‘J’ by an ‘L’ that can well stand for ‘Loss’.43
Taffy’s and Tegumai’s difficulties with sequential ‘berangements’
suggest, I think, Kipling’s recognition of the difficulties he had met as a
creator of stories about origins and continuities. Taffy’s first ‘berangement’ does not result in the replacement of her father’s broken spear.
Her forward-looking narrative had been too optimistic. Similarly, an
over-optimistic Kipling, buoyed by the birth of his American daughter
a day before his 27th birthday, had hoped that his renovation as father
and author of children’s stories for a magazine he had read as a boy,
might mend the ruptures of his own traumatic childhood past. But just
as Tegumai cannot rely on Taffy to set in motion a restorative narrative,
so would Kipling find it difficult to steer the child-agents he began to
create in 1893 and 1894 towards an integrated adult identity. As I have
tried to show in this essay, progress involved retrospection and hindsight always reopened old wounds. A transplantation to new sites would
allow Kipling to create sequential stories for his two surviving children.
But in these hardly break-free sequences, assimilation and integration
would remain as elusive as ever. The rearrangements of tales simultaneously told to a single and a multiple host of ‘Best Beloved’ and the Puck
tales later told to Dan and Una need to be examined in separate essays,
but that, as Kipling would say, is another story.
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24/7 IN THE USA: KIPLING AND .007 AS
‘ENGINES THAT COULD’
By JUDITH PLOTZ
[Judith Plotz is Emerita Professor of English Literature at George Washington University.
Ed.]

It is possible to write a poem about horses, for, apart from the work
they do for us, they have a life of their own; it is impossible to write
a poem about . . . [locomotives], except in a false rhetorical vein,
for they have no life except what we give them by pushing a starter.
[They are] impervious to the imagination.

Edwin Muir, The Estate of Poetry

I think I can—I think I can—I think I can—I think I can—I think I
can—I think I can—I think I can—I think I can—I think I can.

Watty Piper The Little Engine That Could

PART I: THE AMERICAN CYBORG

In our endless conversations about Hedgehogs and Foxes, there’s never
been any doubt about Kipling, that foxy figure of commanding multiplicity. Indeed, beyond all his contemporaries Kipling is the twentieth
century’s Great Amphibian, because he is – to steal Uli Knoepflmacher’s
useful term – so ‘mixy’, so hybrid: a great English writer, but also
an American writer, also an Indian writer; a global writer, as much
metropolitan as he is colonial. Further he is both canonical and noncanonical, both major and minor. Though he was the world’s most
popular Anglophone writer a century ago, his strengths came to him
less from English Lit’s ‘Great Tradition’ than from those he called ‘the
lesser lights’ – from the traditions of children’s literature, of American
culture, and of the narratives and images of India.
A bricoleur and a master of tongues, Kipling in his prime – and the
90s were his prime – could build any literary structure and speak in any
voice. Randall Jarrell hypothesized ‘If I had to pick one writer to invent
a conversation between an animal, a god, and a machine, it would be
Kipling’ (Jarrell, 335). And in ‘.007’, writing as an American cyborg, he
do the machines in different voices. Kipling’s fame as a children’s writer
rests largely upon his animal fables, a traditional form which he made
brilliantly new. But in this essay I am more interested in his transient
American attempt at the more problematic form of the machine fable
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In this essay, I want to scrutinize his ‘.007: The Story of an American
Locomotive’, the title under which it appeared in Scribner’s Magazine
in August 1897. As what Nathalie op de Beeck has called a ‘fairy tale
of modernity’, ‘.007’ is at once an excursus on the literary possibilities
of technology, a critique of American civilization at the turn of the 20th
century, and the portrait of the modern artist as a rational and neurasthenic engine.
PART II: ALL WORK AND NO PLAY: ‘STAYING ON THE RAILS NO
MATTER WHAT’

For the reason the Muir epigraph adumbrates, not all readers have
taken to Kipling’s anthropomorphized machines. Henry James thought
them a ‘come down’, a decline ‘from the simple in subject to the more
simple – from the Anglo-Indians to the natives, from the natives to the
Tommies, from the Tommies to the quadrupeds, from the quadrupeds to
the fish, and from the fish to the engines and the screws’ (Lycett, 330).
But we, as well-wired cyborgs hardly separable from our apps, are
likely to think differently. The cutting edge cultural theories today – I
have in mind Helmut Müller-Sievers’ The Cylinder (2012) and Tamara
Ketabgian’s The Lives of Machines (2011) – argue the importance of a
Victorian anti-organic aesthetic of ‘intense human projection and identification’ with the ‘mechanical other’ (Ketabgian, 168).1
Kipling’s clear participation in such projection upon and identification with the mechanical – especially the railway engine – during his
American period is over-determined. One can offer at least five explanations. First, in the word of historian Steven Ambrose, ‘The Locomotive
was the greatest thing of the age. With it man could conquer time
and space’ (Otto and Neilson, 11). H. G. Wells proclaimed ‘a steamengine running upon a railway’ the symbol of the 19th century (Daly,
10). Whitman hailed it as ‘Type of the modern! emblem of motion
and power! pulse of the continent!’ in his ‘To a Locomotive in Winter’
(Oliver, 418). A recent intellectual historian proclaims the locomotive
‘the one phenomenon that embodied most succinctly what had become
of the sublime in the nineteenth century’ (Müller-Sievers, 63). Turner’s
sublime painting ‘Rail, Speed, and Steam: The Great Western Railway’
was long the cover illustration for the 19th-century volume of canonmarking Norton Anthology of English Literature 1800–1900.2
A second explanation for Kipling’s interest is that the railroad
dynamic was not only part of the 19th century cultural and spatial
landscape, but had colonized the 19th century body as well. Victorians
somatized the railway experience through physiological shifts that
amounted to a ‘transformation of the human sensorium by modernization’ (Daly, 3). According to Nicholas Daly, ‘For a time, the railway,
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rather than the city street or the factory floor represented the site of
confrontation of the body and the forces of modernization, and a whole
pathology of the railway developed’ (42).3 The jolts of rail travel were
thought to cause ‘microscopic deterioration of the spinal cord’ known as
‘railway spine’ (Daly, 42; Schivelbusch, 136),4 while the psychological
terrors from shocks from accidents were held to cause ‘railway brain’
sometimes leading to ‘suicidal delirium’ (Freeman, 52).5 The vibrations
and jerks of railway travel were said to bring on female hypersexuality and hysteria; while the speed that annihilated ‘time and space’ was
held responsible for an increasingly nervous human norm (Freeman,
72). However, negative these associations with the railway, they indicate an increasing psychic doubling of the human and the machine, the
so-called ‘the industrial imaginary’ (Ketabgian, 3).
A third explanation is the obvious fact that no writer was more
attuned to this industrial imaginary than Kipling. As Herbert Sussman,
historian of Victorian science and technology noted, ‘the machine’
became ‘for Kipling, more than for any other major nineteenth-century
writer, a literary figure for that which he held most valuable’ (200).
His attraction to the exact details of mechanical process can be seen in
his affinity for, indeed identification with engineers – especially in The
Day’s Work but also in both very early and very late work.6 Furthermore,
Kipling consistently associates the USA with mechanism – not just the
egregious Laughton O. Zigler, inventor and arms dealer but even Orvin
Sylvester Woodsey, ‘the left-over New England fairy who did not think
it well-seen to fly, and used patent labour-saving devices instead of
charms’ (Kipling, 1897).7 A fourth explanation, also obvious, is that
Kipling was fascinated by and well-informed about American trains. He
loved hanging out at the Brattleboro Station. ‘There were times when
Kipling would sit in the Brattleboro train station for hours, talking with
the stationmaster Dave Carey about the movements and mechanics of
trains, or chatting with travelers coming and going’ (Murray, 39).8 Here
he probably saw the prototype of his .007, Engine 494, an 8-wheeler
like .007 built in July 1892 at the works at the Amoscog Locomotive
Works in Manchester, NH and today on view in the center of White
River Junction.
Moreover, the period of Kipling’s residence in the United States was
the apogee of railroad building and competition.9 ‘By the 1850s almost
half of the world’s railroad tracks rested on American soil’ (Drabelle, 9).
They had been built hastily, often carelessly, and usually under conditions of rivalry between competing railway barons. Kipling was clearly
aware both of the insecure conditions of American tracks, the peculiarity of American cars (featuring the ‘bogie’ car designed to go easily
around the frequent American curves, with ‘rigid axles plus a swiveling
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pivot’ [Schivelbusch, 100]), the character of the railway barons,10 and
the so-called ‘Railroad Wars’ of the 1880s and 1890s.11 This history is
encoded in two of his American texts, Captains Courageous and ‘An
Error in the Fourth Dimension’, which feature buccaneering railroad
magnates depicted in the very act of railroading. Harvey Cheyne, Sr., a
composite of Leland Stanford, Sr. and Collis P. Huntington, along with
his neurasthenic wife Constance, a whimpering parcel who is clearly
in the grip of ‘railway spine’ and ‘railway brain’, imperiously wills his
private train across the continent with record-breaking speed just at the
time that speed records were being set ‘seldom . . . surpassed to this
day’ (Oliver, 426). He effects a temporary truce in the Railroad Wars
with the other railway companies (‘sixty-three million dollars worth
of variously manipulated railroad interests’) and also with the unions.
‘An Error in the Fourth Dimension’ contrasts British railway order
with American recklessness through the character of Wilton Sargent,
an American millionaire retired into bucolic British peace, but with a
‘touch of the old bandit railway blood’:
He owned controlling interests in several thousand miles of track –
not permanent way – built on altogether different plans [from those
of the British Great Buchonian Railway: Ed] where locomotives
eternally whistled for grade-crossings, and parlour-cars of fabulous
expense and unrestful design skated round curves that the Great
Buchonian would have condemned as unsafe in a construction line
(157).12
The impatient millionaire arrogantly flags down the great express
train that passes by his land in order to get to the British Museum in a
hurry, establishing the pervasive motif of American railroading being
compounded by will, speed, hurry, and recklessness.
The fifth and most important explanation for ‘.007’ is that for
Kipling the steam locomotive embodies work. As does Kipling, as does
Kipling’s Naulakha work motto (‘The night cometh when no man can
work’), as does The Day’s Work collection in which the two principal
mechanical tales appear. Drawn to all beings that can work, Kipling sees
in an engine powered by steam the absolute embodiment of disciplined
work. A Victorian jingle on energy sources, ‘Three Useful Giants: Wind,
Water, and Steam’, cites steam as the greatest of these when disciplined,
cylindrified: ‘But when restrained, obedient, then/ He’ll to his masters
be, / Performing every task that’s set/ Though he’ll not work when free’
(Freeman, 200). Steam is McAndrew’s God-term: ‘Lord, Thou hast
made this world below the shadow of a dream, / An’ taught by time, I
tak’ it so – exceptin’ always Steam’ (‘McAndrew’s Hymn’, CV 120) and
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also Kipling’s. Or so thought Henry James who accused him of writing
nothing civilized ‘save steam and patriotism’ (Lycett, 330). The steam
locomotive bound to its track is purposive energy without free motion.
Further, ‘rails could be conceived as forming an enclosure of infinite
diameter around the wheels’ (Müller-Sievers, 62). Thus locomotives
perform pure and potentially endless work which is abstracted from
any worker, evading any possible resistance to work.13
In sum, Kipling creates machines fables for his 1897 volume for
many reasons but principally as a way of exploring a new kind of day’s
work was emerging from the American’s experiment in mechanized
civilization. A reading of ‘.007’ should validate this assertion.
PART III: .007 AT WORK

This in an all-American story full of American names: Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Alleghenies, Boston, Massachusetts; Jersey,
Topeka, Cedar Rapids, Winnipeg, Newport News, Atlanta, West Point,
Buffalo, Haverstraw, Kansas, Chicago, Fitchburg, the Newtons (i.e.
Newton Corner, Newton Highlands, Newton Lower Falls, Newton
Upper Falls, Newtonville, West Newton). In addition, we hear of
the ‘American’ loco, the Pittsburgh Consolidation, the Pennsylvania
gravel-pusher, the New Jersey commuter, the Jersey Suburban, the
Boston Compound, the Empire State (‘.007’, 3, 4, 4, 8, 9, 7, 22).
Kipling’s trains all speak what Marianne Moore called the ‘plain
American which cats and dogs can read’ (‘England’, 54). They dub
each other ‘kid’ or ‘Peanut stand’ or ‘you pea-green swivellin’ coffeepot’ (4, 5, 10). Their byword for rarity is when ‘it’s time to amend the
Constitution’ (18). Their swearword is ‘oh, Christmas’ and their gossip
of ‘Jersey commuters’ and ‘suburban traffic’; they quote pop songs
such as ‘I want to be in Kansas when the sunflowers bloom’; they spout
business jargon like, ‘consignees convenience’ (5, 8, 6, 14, 15). The
story is set in New York but mocks New England (the stuck-up Boston
‘Compound’ with its high-falutin’ aphorisms and snobby French)
and romanticizes the wild west in the manner of easterners (the little
switcher ‘Poney’ is ‘a bronco getting ready to buck’; it gives a cowboy
whoop ‘Ki-yah’; another engine is ‘Comanche’ (55.4.16.18).
It is not just an American tale but a work story. Like ‘The Walking
Delegate’ and ‘The Ship That Found Herself’, ‘.007’ is about being
broken into a job, acquiring in Joseph Schwarcz’ formulation, ‘the
functional cooperative anonymity required by industrial society’ (op
de Beeck, 140–1). The plot is as humdrum as the routines of the daily
grind. As in ‘The Ship That Found Herself’, .007 becomes .007 indeed,
an engine takes on its function among other functioning engines. This is
a somber process. Everything happens in the dark, around midnight on
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‘a hot August night’ (‘.007’, 10). The Scribner illustrations are strikingly
dismal, especially the night scene in ‘the darkish, echoing roundhouse’. In order to be welcomed into the Amalgamated Brotherhood
of Locomotives, brand-new .007 must act under difficult circumstances
– darkness, distance at high speed, a dangerous ‘eighty-foot iron bridge
. . . with no guard-rails’, ‘badly-laid rails’, and a ‘hot-box’ fire from its
‘charred cotton-waste [packed] . . . about the axles’ (4, 20, 21, 22, 23).
With almost no personal history, ‘.007’ is as ‘new’ to himself as
to the other working engines who tease and interrogate him up in the
round house (3). The cast of engines is diverse: his round-house chums
are ‘a heavy Mogul freight with a short cowcatchers’, ‘a Pittsburgh
Consolidation’, ‘a small, newish switching engine’ (the Poney), a light
suburban loco, the Boston Compound. He has a passing acquaintance
with the Purple Emperor and some lesser box cars like ‘Homeless Kate’
(4, 4, 4, 28, 14). It goes without saying that Kipling gets the details
of all the engines right;14 each is of a type current in the Northeast
in the 1890 and depicted accurately as to speed, wheel configuration,
shape, probable provenance, and technical function and technical
weaknesses.15
Unlike the most memorable American railroad texts (e.g. Fitzgerald’s
great set piece at the end of The Great Gatsby or the haunting song
‘The City of New Orleans’),16 ‘.007’ is not about human subjectivity
and longing. Save Evans the wrecked engineer, human beings in the
story are nameless: ‘one man, in a dingy jersey’ and ‘another man, with
a piece of crumpled paper’, ‘the other man’, ‘a man in a black Prince
Albert, without a collar’, ‘men . . . crawled among . . . wheels; men took
flying jumps…men ran along the tops of box cars’ (10, 12). Human
beings are seen as prostheses of the trains: ‘My man’ (13). Passengers
are virtually non-existent, probably because, as Schivelbusch has noted,
in modern train travel the passenger is not a traveler but ‘a mere parcel’
(59), freight is what matters: ‘Express freight’s what pays’ (‘.007’, 6).
Even the freight, however, is represented as secondary and expendable. There is a kind of pathos about the Mogul’s train wreck, which
juxtaposes the hard power of the railroad with the soft luxury of the
consumer world:
For there lay scattered over the landscape, from the burst cars,
typewriters, sewing-machines, bicycles in crates, a consignment of
silver-plated imported harness, French dresses and gloves, a dozen
finely moulded hardwood mantels, a fifteen-foot naphtha-launch,
with a solid brass bedstead crumpled around her bows, a case of
telescopes and microscopes, two coffins, a case of very best candies,
some gilt-edged dairy produce, butter and eggs in an omelette, a
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broken box of expensive toys, and a few hundred other luxuries
(‘.007’, 24).
In this array of trinkets, depicted with real satiric edge, note the naphthalaunch, a fashionable rich man’s toy of the 1890s expressly designed for
private use on American lakes: designed for play as the locomotives are
designed for work. The implied contrast between the essential labors
of the locomotives and the holiday frivolity of what they carry underlines the primacy of this industry, these economic engines to the easeful
superstructure of American wealth.17
The story also implicitly compares the pitiless strength of the
engines and the fragility and triviality of human beings. The softness
of human and animal flesh is represented as almost revolting to the
locomotives; ‘some little dancing animal . . . . anything soft underfoot
frightens a locomotive as it does an elephant’ (21). The Mogul engine
describes the disgusting feeling of the pig’s body under him: ‘I felt him
sling himself along, all greasy, under’ (26). A defiant laborer, ‘A purplefaced truckman’ threatens the yard-master and is slugged ‘so that he
dropped, quivering and clucking’. Train-crews are routinely ‘snapped
off’, and the Poney engine fantasizes that ‘if we got that man under our
bumpers, we’d work him into red waste an’ not know what we’d done’
(16, 22,17). The ‘long-bearded’ farmer who dares complain about his
squashed pig becomes a laughing stock:
Then he ran away, for Evans was at his heels shrieking: “’Twas his
hog done it – his hog done it! Let me kill him! Let me kill him!”
Then the wrecking-crew laughed; and the farmer put his head out of
a window and said that Evans was no gentleman (25).
Even the great Mogul, because derailed into a field, falls into disgrace
and is likened to a contemptible and human ‘granger’, a term linking
him with the anti-railroad farmers’ organization (28).
The dominant note of ‘.007’ is Work, Taylorite work, with all
the quantification, organization, calculation, time management, and
stress that scientific management involves. Thus the story is marked
by extreme technical correctness. If one ever read Anna Karenina to
check the details of locomotive’s undercarriage, much of the pleasure
of ‘.007’ is intended to lie in the technical details such as the ‘nickelplated hand-rail on the rear platform’ of the Purple Emperor (19) and
the correct post-1890 nomenclature for .007 itself, with its number
instead of a name.
Further, the .007 evironment is one of quantification. From the
numerical title to the numerical last sentence (‘That is .007 covering
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his one hundred and fifty six miles in two hundred and twenty-one
minutes’ [30]) everything that can be numbered is numbered: .007 is
‘an eight-wheeled “American” loco…worth ten thousand dollars’ but
after ‘half an hour’s waiting’ his own value as ‘exactly nine thousand
nine hundred and ninety-nine dollars and ninety-eight cents’ (3.3.4).
Some sentences are all counting: ‘Eleven, seven, ninety-seven, L.Y.S.;
fourteen ought ought three; nineteen thirteen; one one four, seventeen
ought twenty-one M.B . . . .’ Some passages are all money: ‘more than
fifteen thousand dollars worth of freight’ for the Compound vs ‘one
hundred thousand’ for the Mogul (16, 18). Some passages do weight:
the Mogul weighs 100,000 pounds, the offending pig a mere 80–100
(26, 27). Overall the tale contains 125 numerical terms.
The story loves multitude. So .007 loves the sight of
cars – more cars than .007 had dreamed of. There were oil-cars,
and hay-cars, and stock cars full of lowing beasts, and ore-cars,
and potato-cars with stovepipe-ends sticking out in the middle;
cold-storage and refrigerator cars dripping ice-water on the tracks;
ventilated fruit- and milk cars; flat-cars with truck-waggons full of
market-stuff; flat-cars loaded with reapers and binders . . .; flat-cars
piled high with strong-scented hides, pleasant hemlock-plank, or
bundles of shingles; flat-cars creaking to the weight of thirty-ton
castings, angle-irons, and rivet-boxes for some new bridge; and
hundred and hundreds and hundreds of box-cars loaded, locked, and
chalked (11–12).18
Speed matters. In an atmosphere of pervasive hurry (‘can’t stop, See you
later perhaps’ [9]), everything is measured and timed: ‘at 2:30 AM . . .
you will hear, as the yard-clock makes the half-hour, a . . . sound . . . and
then [a song] a hundred feet to each word’ (29). Engines boast of their
speed and efficient time-keeping. Mogul: ‘On the stroke of eleven I pull
out; and I’m timed for thirty-five an hour’ (6). Engine 127 ‘snapped her
into Boston in seventeen minutes’ (8). The Purple Emperor arrives just
on ‘the first stroke of twelve’ after having done ‘seventy-five miles an
hour these five miles’ (18–19). And .007 does ‘forty-one miles in thirty
nine minutes and a half’ (29) As these extracts illustrate, the style itself
is speedy: often exclamatory, often syntactically transparent: ‘Bales,
crates, boxes, jars, car boys, frails, cases, and packages flew into [the
cars]’ or ‘I belong in Topeka, but I’ve bin to Cedar Rapids; I’ve bin to
Winnipeg; I’ve bin in Newport News; I’ve bin. . . .’ (16, 14).
Quantification augments the pattern of comparative evaluation,
usually in disparaging comparisons. Thus ‘.007’ is classed among the
‘backnumbers’, ‘Something Peter Cooper left over’, something ‘not
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much bigger than a bicycle’ (4). Being ‘made…in New Jersey “is the
kiss of death” (6). The Consolidator sneers at the switching engine:
“Where I grunt, you’d lie down, Poney” and Poney in turn mocks .007’:
‘Paint my bell sky blue!’ said Poney, the switcher. ‘Make me a
surface-railroad loco with a hard-wood skirtin’-board round my
wheels! Break me up and cast me into five-cent-sidewalk-fakir’s
mechanical toys! Here’s an eight-wheel coupled “American” don’t
know what a hot-box is! Never heard of an emergency-stop, either,
did ye? Don’t know what ye carry jack-screws for? You’re too innocent to be left alone with your own tender. Oh, you – you flat-car!’
(8–9)
With similar invective, this time self-aimed, the shamed Mogul likens
himself to ‘a sick truck-horse! . . . Oh, it’s awful! Don’t call me Mogul!
I’m a sewin’ machine’ (27).
As the derogatory language of comparison indicates, this is a
competitive world with an exacting work ethic. Men and machine alike
are driven. Damage to both is taken for granted. The machines get hotboxes; they get ‘ditched’ (‘Anybody can be ditched’ .007 realizes at
the end [28]). They are in constant danger of derailment because of
‘saw-edged’ tracks (20), or badly laid tracks, or bridges without guard
rails. The work crew ‘laughing’ accepts the prospect of being ‘snapped
off’ their speeding trains (22). The locomotives coolly accept that even
their yard-master (their ‘Czar – King – Boss’) could easily be mashed
into ‘red waste’ (16.17). To beat up a defiant worker he drops ‘quivering
and clucking’ and to threaten tramps with ‘coupler pins’ is just good
management (16.24).
What Herbert Sussman once called Kipling’s ‘engineering plain
style’ – all quantity and exactitude – is in force in ‘.007’ in which the
literal overpowers the figurative. Such tropes as the tale offers are
notably literal, concrete, tough. Similes and metaphors do not allude
to an alternate sphere – a beautiful anodyne sphere – of being, but
simply reiterate and reinforce the working atmosphere. A switching
engine is ‘like a bronco getting ready to buck’; .007 is ‘like a peanut
stand’ (4, 5). The most fantastical thing Poney can imagine himself to
be is ‘a surface-railway loco’ (8). Anything more exotic is subject to
mockery as is .007’s dream of being called a ‘Arab steed’ or Pony’s
mocking instruction to Mogul, covered with corn husks, to ‘take them
vine-leaves out of your hair’ (11, 27) in words ironically drawn from
Ibsen’s Hedda Gabler (1890)19 Even the music built into the story is
utilitarian rather than aesthetic. There are two train songs: ‘With a
michnai – ghignai-shtingal – Yah!’ and ‘The Breakdown Gang’. Like
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sea shanties or military marches, these are work songs spurring the
trains to their labors (18.22). The latter is a tough-guy shout-out: ‘’Way
for the Breakdown Gang!’ while the other is a bullying guttural assertion of strength: ‘She climb upon der shteeple, / Und she frighten all der
people,/ Singing michnai – ghignai – shtingal! Yah! Yah!’20 Music does
not represent a realm over and above the Day’s Work but merely urges
on to further work.
This hurried, assessed, quantified work world – a Taylorite world –
is full of stress. In the high pressure atmosphere of an August night in
which the story unfolds the key emotions are fatigue, aggression, and
fear of breakdown. There is talk of ‘snapping off’ of both men and badly
hitched cars; there is mounting heat and the ‘burning pain’ from the hot
boxes; and the men grow ‘hot and angry’ (22, 22, 12) There is anxiety
about speeding along ill laid tracks (‘The fears of the night beset him
. . . he was sure he would jump the track . . . he believed an axle had
smashed’ [20–21]). There is anxiety about breakage (‘he fancied that he
would jerk bodily from off his underpinning’ (22). There is generalized
aggression (the thrashing of the laborer, the threatened attack on the
tramps; the Mogul’s wish to have ‘killed both men’ rather than just a
pig [27]). Above all there is nervousness: ‘his spirit was broken, and his
nerve was gone’; ‘Ain’t it awful? Ain’t it enough to give you nervous
prostration? Ain’t it paralysin?’ (27)
In sum, ‘.007’ offers a model of the modern American workplace
at the end of the 19th century. It posits a set of 24/7 Taylorite values
– hierarchy, hurry, punctuality, maximalization of work, and constant
assessment. It also depicts the psychological correlates of that regime:
exhaustion, anxiety, wear and tear, tension, competition, and fear of
breakdown. Selves are entirely defined by work and exist in terror of
leaving the fixed track and being ditched into non-entity, out of work
forever.
PART IV THE LINE NOT TAKEN: THE DISAPPEARING
RAILROAD BLUES

‘.007’ is certainly a perfect instance of what op de Beeck has called
the ‘fairy tale of modernity’. But it stands apart in the landscape of
Kipling country. Though ‘.007’ offered a model that others followed,
Kipling himself showed little further enthusiasm for such cyborgian
exploration.
Widely read and modestly anthologized,21 ‘.007’ is a forerunner of
the American machine tale for children. It has served as the partial model
for a series of American children’s stories about other locomotives, little
and childlike, who also do their duty. Though there is also a long tradition of British train stories,22 this is less invested in the work ethic than
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is the more Kiplingesque American tradition. With the powerful exception of the Thomas-the-Tank-Engine Series,23 the British emphasis is
much more romantically exotic or whimsical than the American. In
such works as H.R. Millar’s magical Dreamland Express (1927), or
Grahame Greene’s The Little Train (1946), or the exquisitely accurate
series of guides to trains published by the Great Western Railroad from
1924 until the late 1930s on individual trains and engines, the British
train story principally speaks to wanderlust, discovery, and the romance
of the road. In American train stories, however, all trains and engines
are ultimately dutiful, especially Watty Piper’s Little Engine that Could
(1929), the first locomotive to be drawn with a human face. Sometimes
the engines are little and fear being made obsolete: this is the case for
Hildegarde Hoyt Swift’s, Little Blacknose: The Story of a Pioneer
(1929), and Cornelia Meigs’ The Wonderful Locomotive (1928). Some
are rule breakers like Virginia Lee Burrton’s Choo Choo: The Story of
a Little Engine Who Ran Away (1937), and Gertrude Crampton and
Tibor Gergely’s Tootle (1945), who won’t stay on the tracks. The links
to ‘.007’ are obvious: a locomotive that is childlike and marginalized
in some fashion – either new or small or obsolete; a daredevil trip to
prove itself; a perseveration in duty. But the children’s texts swerve
radically away from ‘.007’. Unlike .007, the child engines have human
faces and daylight jobs; they make correctable mistakes and have soft
accidents; they are never dangerous or susceptible to danger. Above all
they are playful. Unlike .007, the engines of children’s literature are
associated with nostalgia for the obsolete. The prepubescent childlike
steam engines are humanized by their vulnerable littleness, which is
endangered by bigness and progress. Significantly, most child engines
are rebels who long to leave their routine track and go off to play elsewhere. They all attempt to burst out into freedom. Adorno theorized
the games children play with mechanical toys – giving mechanism
freedom – as a utopian prophecy of freedom from determinism. In such
play, ‘Unconsciously they rehearse the right life’ (Adorno, 228). Thus
a child’s play version of an engine unleashes the potential of the child’s
imagination and sends it off-track.24
‘.007’, on the other hand does not function as a utopian children’s
story, but is positively resistant to the imperatives of the genre. Kipling’s
Just-So beast fables are clearly marked for children’s readership, or
rather for blissful collaborative reading by child and dutiful adult. They
revel in the very tactics that ‘.007’ resists: tremendous language play,
collaborative creativity, rule-breaking, sensuous exuberance, and wild
silly inventiveness. But ‘.007,’ because dedicated to mechanism, is in
every respect hostile to free play. According to Franz Reuleaux, the
19th-century German ‘synthesizer of machine design and kinematics’
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(Müller-Sievers, 30) ‘the history of machine development . . . amounts
to a history of the progressive elimination of “cosmic” freedom…it has
been for thousands of years the aim of invention to limit or destroy this
freedom’ (36–37) Both aesthetically and mechanically ‘.007’ exhibits
the impersonal, anti-contemplative, ‘hard, dry’ literal, anti-individualist
discourse that was shortly to be promulgated by such modernists as
Hulme, Wyndham Lewis, and Marinetti.25 What makes such mechanism
of style legitimate and aesthetically necessary for ‘.007’ is the story’s
consecration of technology. As Schivelbusch has argued, mechanism is
the opposite of ‘play’ because by definition
the progress of machine technology consists in the increasing
elimination of play. Play signifies the relation of the elements of a
machine to each other. The more primitive the technology, the less
attuned the parts of the machine to each other, the greater the degree
of play. The more perfected the technology, the less play the individual parts have in regard to each other (158).
As a tale of pure functionality, ‘.007’, along with ‘The Ship That Found
Herself’, eliminates all play – both the technical and the emotional,
both the play that is the opposite of mechanical efficiency, and the play
that is the opposite of the Day’s Work.
Brilliantly representing the move to mechanic model of work,
‘.007’ begets complicity with its title engine. That complicity entices
both reader and writer. As Tamara Ketabgian has argued, for the late
Victorians ‘nothing was more intensely human and affecting than the
non-human’ (3) nothing more probable than ‘recogniz[ing themselves]
both in and as machines’ (168). ‘.007’ offers the portrait of the artist
as a locomotive on the point of breakdown. The rational locomotives
of ‘.007’ and the rational engine who writes ‘.007’ set their goal as
working day and night at top strain; they teeter on the edge of their
insecure tracks on the brink of breakdown (‘Anybody can be ditched’).
Their fear is of softness and play; they live on their nerves and dread
what Kipling calls elsewhere the ‘breaking strain’ (‘Hymn of Breaking
Strain’, CV 382–3).
As a working model for literary production, the mechanical fable
was well worth a try (‘I thought I could – I thought I could’) but too
dangerous for the author and too inflexible for his Daemon. The tale is
a remarkable channeling of pure will along a track with small space for
play. No wonder then that it is creatively a dead end except (and this is
a big exception) as a dark critique of the American work ethic: the edgy
ethic of haste, surveillance, nervous stress, and potential breakdown.
Though .007, like every other steam engine and like many an American
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worker, is definitely obsolete these days, the story of its work ethic is
prescient, global, and entirely contemporary.
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NOTES
1.

2.

3.

In The Cylinder, a work focused on Kinetics, Müller-Sievers notes that prescient
19th-century writers like Kipling made ‘the empathetic admission that there may be
a potential for grace in the products of mechanical engineering’ (18). They thus saw
no gap between dynamizable machines and self-propelled human beings. Both were
narratizable.
Freeman’s study makes it plain that by the 1890s both high culture and popular
material culture were saturated by the railways. One need note only: model railways, toy trains, transport games, and alphabet books instructing children that ‘Q’
is for Quick, ‘R’ is for Run, and ‘S’ is for Station (198).
The definitive 19th century text was Dr. J. E. Erichsen’s On Railway and Other
Injuries of the Nervous System (1867). Erichsen includes various forms of paralysis
among railway injuries and even today one form of facial paralysis, Bell’s Palsy,
is sometimes linked to ‘a history of bus/train travel with the patient seated close
to the window’ (https://sites.google.com/site/drtbalusotolaryngology/otology/bellspalsy). I have also seen unconfirmed anecdotal evidence that ‘railway face’ was a
Victorian synonym for Bell’s Palsy.
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For a full account, see Schivelbusch’s ninth chapter, ‘Railroad Accident, “Railway
Spine”, Traumatic Neurosis’, pp. 135–45.
‘Railway Brain’ was an earlier name for what later would be Shell-Shock and still
later Post Traumatic Stress Disorder.
Kipling’s affinity to and attraction for engineers is well known. Not only does he
invent many characters who are engineers, notably McAndrew (‘McAndrew’s
Hymn’), Findlayson (‘The Bridge Builders’), Morrowbie Jukes (eponymous hero of
‘Strange Ride’), McPhee (‘Bread Upon the Waters’), Wardrop (‘The Devil and the
Deep Sea’) but he willingly contrived an eloquent ritual of initiation for Canadian
Engineers just after the First World War. Kipling repeatedly puts the initial C. E.
after the names of his characters (Morrowbie Jukes and Findlayson) and even steals
these initials to follow his own on the title page of Quartette. Such poems as ‘The
Sons of Martha’ and the late ‘Hymn of Breaking Strain’ also make clear his sense of
identification with engineers.
The account of Sylvester Woodsey comes from Kipling’s introduction to ‘How the
Whale Got His Tiny Throat’, St Nicholas, no. 25, December 1897, p. 89. Kipling did
not reprint the introduction in any of his editions of the Just So Stories.
‘Of the 1,577 steam locomotives in all of North America, 34 are of the 440 type, 29
of the 34 are pre-1900 4-4-0’s. Of the thousands of 4-4-0’s built by the Amoscog
Locomotive works in Manchester, NH, only 14 remain. Seven of these are at the
Mt. Washington Cog Railway and have been modified for that unique application.
Built in July of 1892, the 494 we have in White River Junction is 105 years old this
month. It is the oldest surviving Manchester 4-4-0 in its original configuration. With
the closing of Steam Town, the “494” became one of three steam locomotives left in
Vermont’ (http://cvrr.railfan.net/494.html).
Henry Adams notes that ‘The generation between 1865 and 1895 was . . .mortgaged
to the railroads’ (Drabelle, 10).
According to the website of the Corbin Preserve, Kipling met Austin Corbin and
visited his vast zoo-hunting preserve in southern New Hampshire. Corbin was
President first of the LIRR and later of the Philadelphia and Reading RR, and a
possible model for Harvey Cheyne, Sr.
Drabelle’s The Great American Railroad War gives an account of the conflicts
between the competing groups of railway magnates (including Leland Stanford),
between the farmers and the railway monopolists, and between the railway companies and the railway union, principally Debs’ American Railway Union which
struck successfully in 1894.
Kipling habitually faults American carelessness: ‘a certain defect runs through
everything – workmanship, roads, bridges, contracts, barter and sale…all inaccurate, all slovenly, all out of plumb and untrue’. America’s ‘slovenly plenty hides
their sins…’ All told, the US offers ‘barbarism plus telephone, electric lights, rail
and suffrage…’ (Murray, 65.)
As both op de Beeck and Hagiioannu have noted, the ‘trope of the worker as a
machine’ (Hagiioannu, 80) is a way to evade contemplating such grievances.
For details, see the admirable notes in the online New Reader’s Guide to the Works
of Rudyard Kipling on the Kipling Society website (www.kiplingsociety.co.uk).
Note, for example, the association of ‘hot boxes’ with oil cotton wadding packed
around the axles to ease the friction.
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16. This list is long. Strikingly good are Mary McCarthy’s ‘Man in the Brooks Brothers’
Suit’ and Highsmith–Hitchcock’s Strangers on a Train, and the greatest of American
train songs, ‘The City of New Orleans’ which was written by Steve Goodman in
1970, recorded and made famous by Arlo Guthrie in 1971.
17. There is an analogy here with Kipling’s habitual contrast between the exhausted
driven servants of empire – both Military and Civilian –and the complacent folks at
home.
18. This association of the railroad with abundance turns up in the most famous
American train story of all. The Little Engine That Could opens with just such an
exalting and echoing passage:
Her cars were filled full of good things for boys and girls. There were toy
animals – giraffes with long necks, Teddy Bears with almost no necks at all,
and even a baby elephant. Then there were dolls – dolls with blue eyes and
yellow curls, dolls with brown eyes, yes and brown bobbed heads, and the
funniest little toy clown you ever saw. And there were cars full of toy engines,
airplanes, tops, jack-knives, picture puzzles, books and every kind of thing
boys or girls could want. But that was not all. Some of the cars were filled
with all sorts of good things for boys and girls to eat – big golden oranges, redcheeked apples, and bottles of creamy milk for their breakfast, fresh spinach
for their dinners, peppermint drops, and lollypops for after-meal treats.
19. The eponymous heroine of Hedda Gabler (translated into English and performed
at the Vaudeville Theatre in 1891) is a damaged romantic who idiotically hopes to
see her lover Ejert Lovborg ‘with vine leaves in his hair’ (325). Hedda’s disastrous
illusion of seeking a poetic Dionysian life is unthinkable for hard-working engines.
Ibsen’s heroine also makes an oblique, ironic appearance as tough ‘Tedda Gabler,
the bobtailed mare’ in Kipling’s slightly earlier ‘A Walking Delegate’ (1894),
another fable of work and discipline collected in The Day’s Work (49).
20. There is no evidence that Kipling read Tolstoy’s The Kreutzer Sonata (1889) but
the mad narrator’s utilitarian aesthetic corresponds to the implicit aesthetic of .007
and his workmates. Tolstoy’s narrator dislikes most music, especially Beethoven’s,
because it is aesthetically free-floating. It agitates without channeling emotions into
safe productive action, ‘Well, when a military march is played the soldiers march to
the music and the music has achieved its object. A dance is played, I dance and the
music has achieved its object. Mass has been sung, I receive Communion, and that
music too has reached a conclusion. Otherwise it is only agitating, and what ought
to be done in that agitation is lacking. That is why music sometimes acts so dreadfully, so terribly’ (219–20).
21. First in an 1897 American school text (Kipling, Reader for Upper Grades) and
more recently in a collection of railway stories (Best Railway Stories, ed. L. T. C.
Rolt, Faber & Faber, 1969).
22. Kimberley Reynolds gives a rich and illuminating account of this British tradition
in her recent ‘Recoupling Text and Image: Graham Greene’s The Little Train’. She
does not mention ‘.007’.
23. For a comically exaggerated account of the grinding work-ethic and hierarchal
structures of Awdry’s Sodor, see Jessia Roake’s ‘Thomas the Imperialist Tank
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Engine’ (Slate, July 26, 2011) (http://fullcomment.nationalpost.com/2011/07/30/
jessica-roake-thomas-the-imperialist-tank-engine http/).
24. A delightful British embodiment of such utopian playfulness – antithetical to
Thomas the Tank Engine – is Oliver Postgate’s thoroughly idiosyncratic Ivor the
Engine, a brilliant ITV television series developed with Peter Firmin in the 1960’s
and 70’s. Ivor, the protagonist, is Welsh, musical (he sings in the choir), self-driven,
loquacious, a defier of timetables, and a companion to elephants, dragons, and
human eccentrics.
25. See, for example, T. E. Hulme’s ‘Romanticism and Classicism’ which makes a case
for ‘accurate precise, and definite art . . .’ by claiming that ‘It is essential to prove
that beauty may be in small dry things. . . . I prophesy that a period of dry, hard,
classical verse is coming’ (570–1).
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KIPLING AND THE SEVEN SEAS
By JAN MONTEFIORE
[Jan Montefiore, Professor of 20th Century English literature at Kent University,
Canterbury, UK, is Editor of the Kipling Journal.]

The Seven Seas, published in London and New York after Kipling and
his family left their Vermont home Naulakha for good in August 1896,1
is at once modern and Victorian, English and American. It is modern
in its fascination with new technologies of communication (telegraphcables, improved steamships and railroads) and in its multiple demotic
or colloquial voices, yet as I argue below, two of its key poems ‘A Song
of the English’ and ‘The Mary Gloster’ are inspired by English Victorian
originals. Scattered references in Kipling’s letters between 1894 and
1896 to the progress of his new book of verse, and the letter of July
26, 18962 to his New York editor, anticipating page proofs and giving
instructions about the placing of ‘The Mary Gloster’ and ‘Sestina of the
Tramp-Royal’, show that he wrote the poems and planned the volume’s
composition well before he moved to England.
The Seven Seas was one of Rudyard Kipling’s successes. 22,000
copies were subscribed in Britain in advance of its publication, and
when Kipling died in 1936, 182,000 copies had been sold, more than
any of his poetry collections except Barrack Room Ballads which sold
255,000.3 Its poems amply fulfil the promise of the title page, featuring
a storm-lashed, oilskin-clad sailor at the wheel. 20 of the 34 poems in
the first half are directly concerned with ships, sailors or seafaring, and
all but five of the others deal with the related topics of travel, communications technology and connections across space and/or time,4 while
‘Further Barrack Room Ballads’ conclude with the homeward-bound
soldier of ‘For to admire’ contemplating an unusually calm ‘Injian
Ocean’.5
KIPLING AND NAVAL POWER

The principal theme of The Seven Seas is the global range of the British
Empire, its territories divided by thousands of miles of salt water yet
united by the ships of the Royal Navy, the merchant fleet and the ‘liners’
carrying their travellers between continents. As Kipling explained to a
fan in 1917, by the ‘Seven Seas’ he meant the North and South Atlantic
and Pacific, the Arctic and Indian Oceans, and the Mediterranean Sea.
‘It’s an unscientific system but it covers all the seas with which our
Empire and Army is [sic] concerned’.6
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Studies of Kipling’s poetry by Ann Parry (1992) and Peter Keating
(1994) have already analysed the imperialist doctrines of The Seven
Seas. Ann Parry argues in The Poetry of Rudyard Kipling that that the
book represented Kipling’s response to recent threats to the Empire,
notably the tensions between England and the USA arising from the
Venezuala Crisis in 1895, and the failed South African insurrection
by Dr Leander Jameson in the same year. Following Bernard Porter,
she sees Kipling as participating in the construction of a ‘visionary
imperialism’ of the 1890s, which was called into being by external challenges and the extension of the franchise at home; hence Lord Milner’s
prophecy of a ‘great Anglo-Saxon Confederation throughout our world,
with its members absolutely self-governing in their domestic concerns,
but firmly united for purposes of mutual protection… the most splendid
political union that the world has ever known, but also the best security
of universal peace’.7 Parry mines ‘A Song of the English’ for political
allusions, arguing that the line ‘We were led by evil counsellors’ (p. 1)
refers to the ‘lukewarm policies of Liberals towards the Empire’, while
‘From the whine of a dying man, from the snarl of a wolf-pack freed’
(p. 10) alludes ‘to the previous political dominance of the Liberals, now
seen to be at an end with the passing of Gladstone and his policy of
Home Rule for Ireland’.8
I doubt, however, if many contemporary readers grasped these
digs at Liberalism. After ‘The Native-Born’ was first published in The
Times in 1895, the editor Moberly Bell congratulated Kipling on his
fine non-topical poem, only to be told that far from being ‘not written
in relation to any one definite event’ as Bell thought, ‘The Native-Born’
specifically addressed ‘the colonial navy question’, hotly debated in
The Times in the autumn of 1895, whether colonies as well as England
should help pay the costs of the Royal Navy.9 Although Kipling’s intervention was made explicit (or so he presumably thought) in the toast
‘To the gain that is yours and mine,/ To the Bank of the Open Credit,/ To
the Power-House of the Line!’ and the rousing finale: ‘By the might of
our cable-tow (Take hands!)/ From the Orkneys to the Horn’ (pp. 53–4),
it is not surprising that even the well-informed Bell missed the allusion.
The Seven Seas does not communicate specific political arguments with
anything like the punch and clarity Kipling would later achieve in ‘The
Islanders’ and ‘The Dykes’.
Peter Keating’s Kipling the Poet (1994) has a different angle on the
politics of The Seven Seas, and not only because Keating is more interested than Parry the social historian in the lyrical and formal qualities
of Kipling’s poetry, and in the story of his life.10 For Keating, the poems
of The Seven Seas mark not a political crisis for British Empire, but the
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moment when Kipling, having grasped the significance of sea power,
changed from a satirical colonial writer into an imperial prophet:
For centuries, seamen, buccaneers, and privateers, had developed
British interests overseas, fighting off the same ambitions of rival
nations, transporting settlers and troops, carrying food and raw
materials back home, and leaving behind them British settlements
scattered over the world. And none of this was ancient history: it
was still in process, growing rather than declining; made more, not
less possible, by modern naval technology…Kipling’s ‘discovery’
of the sea … provided a historical structure and ideology, linked
the present with the past and foretold the future. It was out of these
concerns that the irreverent satirist of Anglo-Indian society and the
spokesman for the British Tommy was transformed into the prophet
of Empire.11
In The Seven Seas and in his later poems on the themes of ‘England’s
imperial destiny, the modern spirit of adventure, the romance of
naval technology, and manliness’, Kipling thus spoke as ‘the moral
conscience of the nation, promoting through his writing the qualities
that he believed should be nurtured if Britain’s leading position in the
world was to maintained’.12
Unlike Parry, Keating emphasises Kipling’s desire to ally his own
nation with the United States. ‘If the achievements of Empire were
to be maintained, it was of vital importance that the American people
should regard the imperial mission not only with sympathetic attention but with sufficient enthusiasm to participate in its expansion. To
Kipling’s mind, the imperial cause was not only British: it was AngloSaxon … Everything rested on the common heritage being strong
enough for Americans to realize that British imperial values should,
properly understood, unite rather than divide the two countries.’13 Yet
the two poems of The Seven Seas that deal directly with the peoples
of the United States, are distinctly ambivalent. ‘An American’, an arid
parody of Emerson’s poem ‘Brahma’, portrays the typical American as
a loud-mouthed, brutal mongrel ‘foolish-hot and fond’ whose ‘hands
are black with blood – his heart/ Leaps, as a babe’s, at little things’,
but who may ultimately be redeemed by the ‘American Spirit’ of ironic
wisdom (pp. 1139–41). The much livelier ‘Rhyme of the Three Sealers’
tells, in swinging rhymed couplets like the frontier ballads of Robert
W. Service, how three American vessels poaching sealskins off Siberia
where ‘the worst of the lot, and the boldest thieves, be Yank !’ fight a
bloody battle for the sake of ‘fifteen hundred skins’ (p. 60) of illegally
slaughtered seals. These Yankee poachers are thieves who kill animals
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by the thousand, and we know from the contemporary Jungle Book
story ‘The White Seal’ how deeply Kipling sympathized with their
victims;14 yet they are also skilled and daring sailors of the dangerous
Siberian ‘smoky seas’ who fight bravely and when mortally wounded
accept without whining that they must ‘lie down on the killing-grounds
where the holluschickie go’ (p. 63). The piratical Reuben Paine and
Tom Hall are not so different from the men who staked their lives ‘at
risk of shoal or main’ in ‘The Dead’ (p. 7) or the English ‘gentlemenadventurers/ Fettered wrist to bar for deep iniquity’, sympathetically
remembered in ‘The Last Chantey’ (p. 24).
The prevailing mood of optimism and energy in The Seven Seas
reflects the expansive USA of the 1890s, whose contemporary myth of
a progressive, expanding frontier chimes with Kipling’s idealisation of
dash and enterprise, and especially his preoccupation with the romance
of adventurous White Men taking over the world. ‘The Song of the
Banjo’, boasting that ‘There was never voice before us till I led my
lonely chorus,/ I – the war-drum of the White Man round the world !’,
travels from a ‘new raised tropic city’ and climbs ‘the bluff that sinks
her thousand fathom clear’ to ‘ride the iron stallions down to drink,/
Through the cañons to the waters of the West’ (pp. 79, 81–2). Those
steam trains descending from ‘cañons’ traverse the Rocky Mountains
of the United States as well as Canada. In the splendid ‘In the Neolithic
Age’ both the poet cheerfully dispatching his rivals (‘Then I stripped
them, scalp from skull, and my hunting dogs fed full,/ And their teeth
I threaded neatly on a thong’) and the conclusion that ‘the world is
wondrous large …And it holds a vast of various kinds of man’ (p. 127)
evoke the good and bad sides of the US: its casual violence15 and its
democratic variety of peoples. That variety is also represented in the
book’s many different voices: the Glaswegian ‘McAndrew’s Hymn’,
the shipping magnate Sir Anthony Gloster boasting of ‘Cheap repairs
for the cheap ’uns’ (p. 145), the Yankee poacher yelling ‘Will you
fight for it, Reuben Paine, or will you share the pelts?’ (p. 63), or the
sailor Mulholland reluctantly obeying the Lord’s call to preach to his
fellows on the cattle-boats: ‘I didn’t want to do it, for I knew what I
should get, / An’ I wanted to preach religion, handsome an’ out of the
wet’ (p. 91). Just as varied are the cockney voices of ‘Barrack Room
Ballads’ which jeer silently at a corrupt sergeant getting married (‘The
Sergeant’s Wedding’), or mourn a dead comrade (‘Follow me ’Ome’),
or remember the ignominious experience of being routed (‘That Day’),
or describe getting a drunken officer out of trouble (‘The Shut-Eye
Sentry’).
The Seven Seas certainly celebrates British imperialism. The theme
is emphasised from the opening stanzas of ‘A Song of the English’ on
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page 1. This sequence of seven poems (one for each of the Seven Seas?)
extols the splendours of the British Empire:
Fair is our lot – O goodly is our heritage !
(Humble ye, my people, and be fearful in your mirth!)
For the Lord our God Most High
He hath made the deep as dry,
He hath smote for us a pathway to the ends of all the earth!
Kipling’s Old Testament rhetoric insists that the English (by which he
meant the peoples of Great Britain) are specially favoured by God. The
first line’s allusion to psalm 16 ‘My lot is fallen to me in a fair ground:
yea, I have a goodly heritage’,16 leads to the more startling claim that
‘the Lord our God … hath smote for us a pathway’, just as He divided
the Red Sea for the children of Israel in their flight from Egypt. As the
Jews went ‘into the midst of the sea upon the dry ground: and the waters
were as a wall to them’,17 so ‘The Lord our God’ has granted the English
a ‘pathway’ through the ocean, leading not to a homeland (which they
already possess), but to global domination, ‘the ends of all the earth’.
Neither the equivocal admonition to humility and fearfulness in the
second line, which begins by echoing the cadence of Isaiah’s ‘Comfort
ye, my people’18 and ends with a rhyme-driven ‘filler’, nor the next
stanza’s acknowledgment of past ‘dishonour’ do much to lessen this
mood of pious boasting. It is aptly described by Keating as ‘recalling
the patriotism of Dickens’ Mr Podsnap, though without the deflationary
satire. “No Other Country is so Favoured as This Country…This Island
was Blest, Sir, to the Direct Exclusion of such Other Countries as – as
there may happen to be”’.19 Yet despite its title, ‘A Song of the English’
is not in fact much concerned with ‘This Island’, apart from the coastline evoked in the second poem ‘The Coastwise Lights’. The injunction
to ‘Clear the land of evil – drive the road and bridge the ford’ (p. 2)
clearly doesn’t refer to air pollution in Manchester or road construction
in Devon; it commends the duty and right of the English to govern and
bring their engineering expertise to other lands.
The following poems are all voiced by personifications of places:
in ‘The Coastwise Lights’, the lighthouses set to ‘watch the Ships of
England go’; in the ‘Song of the Dead’, the dead explorers and pioneers
by land and ocean who established English sovereignty overseas; in
the ‘Deep-Sea Cables’, the transatlantic telegraph cables establishing
instantaneous global communication; in the ‘Song of the Sons’, the
overseas British colonies; in ‘Song of the Cities’, the principal ports
in India, Burma, Malaya, Hong Kong, Canada, the Cape, Australia
and New Zealand; and finally in ‘England’s Answer’, the Mother
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Country Herself (those capitals are catching) speaking to her colonial
‘Sons’. The poems that have lasted best are ‘The Coastwise Lights’
and ‘The Deep-sea Cables’ which evoke the romance of stormy seas
and of their depths where ‘the shell-burred cables creep’ (p. 9). The
opening of ‘The Coastwise Lights’, ‘Our brows are bound with spindrift and the weed is on our knees,/ Our loins are battered ’neath us by
the swinging, smoking seas’ (p. 3) anthropomorphise the storm-lashed
buildings so vividly that the voice could pass for a moment as that of
a hard-pressed sailor like the ‘sodden and chafed and aching’ rowers
in ‘Song of the Red War-Boat’.20 Kipling’s humanised lighthouses are
made to share his own vision of the pattern formed by their lights as
a constellation, the sight of which links returning seamen to landdwellers: ‘From our vexed eyries, head to gale, we bind in burning
chains/ The lover from the sea-rim drawn – his love in English lanes.’
(p. 4). This celebration of the English people globally linked by clippers
bringing wool, warships, whalers and traders, is a world away from the
isolated keepers who keep the lights going, whose experience Kipling
explored unforgettably in the slightly earlier story ‘The Disturber of
Traffic’.21
Pace Ann Parry’s argument that ‘A Song of the English’ glorifies
commerce,22 this theme is if anything downplayed by its vision of the
merchant fleet as ‘swift shuttles of an Empire’s loom that weave us,
main to main’ (p. 4), which dissolves the materialism of trade into its
metaphor of the Empire as seamless fabric. Throughout the collection,
Kipling’s ‘visionary imperialism’ tends to distance itself from the dirty
business of making money. The speakers of ‘The Merchantmen’ regret
their preoccupation with ‘trade to lose or make’ instead of the real
treasure of romance: ‘Now shamed at heart are we/ To bring so poor
a cargo home/ That had for gift the sea!’ (p. 30). In ‘The Sea-Wife’,
England’s ‘far-spent’ sailor sons return to the mother country23 with
empty pockets: ‘Rich are they, rich in wonders seen/ But poor in the
goods o’ men’, bringing back only ‘the lore of men that ha’ dealt with
men/ In the new and naked lands’ (p. 101). Sir Anthony Gloster ‘not
least of our merchant-princes’ with his ‘ten thousand men on the payroll, and forty freighters at sea!’ (p. 143, discussed below) is a partial
exception, but even he is a flawed figure who has gained his position
and wealth by sharp practice as well as hard work. It is very telling that
in ‘The Liner She’s a Lady’, the fleet of shabby ‘cargo-boats’ and small
commercial craft are rendered as street-walking prostitutes, however
sympathetically imagined, with their refrain ‘Anythin’ for business, an’
we’re growin’ old!’ (p. 87).
‘A Song of the English’ is foggy about England’s commercial interests, let alone English people with jobs and families, because of the
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model of poetry which Kipling was using in it. Composition and rhetoric alike draw heavily on Swinburne’s Songs Before Sunrise (1871)
dedicated to the Italian republican patriot Giuseppe (‘Joseph’) Mazzini,
celebrating the dawn of the Italian nation and the advent of liberty and
of humanism in Europe, at length and with much use of allegorical
personification. Swinburne’s sequence is very clearly the model for
the last three poems. The ‘Song of the Sons’ to England (‘Mother, be
proud of thy seed!’) and the fourteen quatrains of ‘Song of the Cities’
where the ports of the Empire from Bombay to Auckland greet England
(‘Hail, mother!’ (pp. 11–15), are modelled on the ‘Litany of Nations’ in
Songs before Sunrise. In Swinburne’s Litany, eight European nations
relate stylized versions of their histories to Mother Earth, one nation per
stanza, each ending with the refrain ‘O mother, hear us’. Swinburne’s
stylistic influence is also noticeable in Calcutta speaking as a femme
fatale (‘Hail, England! I am Asia – Power on silt, / Death in my hands,
but gold!’) and Madras eroticising ‘her’ conquest by a famous English
general: ‘Clive kissed me on the mouth and eyes and brow/ Wonderful
kisses, so that I became/ Crowned above Queens’ (p. 12). ‘England’s
Answer’ corresponds to Swinburne’s ‘Hertha’, a lengthy response to the
Litany of Nations by a maternal Life Force which addresses mankind
as at once ‘my sons’ and as part of herself: ‘I am with you, am in you
and of you, look forth now and see’.24 Kipling’s England, ‘your old
grey mother that bore you on her knees’ likewise speaks to her Sons
who ‘come of The Blood’ (i.e. the settler colonies) as friends and allies
conferring together ‘for the good of your peoples … for the Pride of the
Race’ (pp. 15–17). Kipling thus re-works Swinburne’s idealistic liberal
internationalism into a patriotic celebration of imperial, specifically
masculine strength: ‘Go to your work and be strong….Who are neither
children nor Gods, but men in a world of men!’ (pp. 16–17).
These pieties contrast strikingly with the younger Kipling of
‘The Masque of Plenty’ (1888) who mocked the distance between
Swinburne’s idealized rhetoric and the actual living conditions of the
‘Much Administered’ Indian peasant: ‘He toils and he may not stop,/
His life is a long-drawn question/ Between a crop and a crop.’ Shortly
after writing ‘A Song of the English’, Kipling would again parody
Swinburne in the poem ‘Darzee’s Chaunt’ following ‘Rikki-Tikki-Tavi’
in The Jungle Book,25 which is sung by the tailor-bird Darzee in stanzas
modelled on Swinburne’s ‘Hertha’ in celebration of the mongoose
hero’s victory over the cobras, singing how ‘Death in the garden lies
dead’ thanks to ‘Rikki, the valiant, the true/ Tikki, with eyeballs of
flame’,26 until the impatient hero interrupts him. No such irony is visible
in Kipling’s allegorical tableau of the mother country welcoming her
sons of the ‘Maple-Leaf’ and the ‘southern Broom’ (p. 15).
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KIPLING’S SEA POETRY

Fortunately, the influence of Swinburne as public poet in The Seven Seas
is mainly limited to ‘A Song of the English’, whose grandiose solemnities are followed by the demotic liveliness of ‘Anchor Song’ (‘Heh!
Walk her round!’, p. 92), the pathos and gallantry of ‘The Liner She’s
a Lady’, the monologues ‘McAndrew’s Hymn’, ‘The Mary Gloster’,
‘Mulholland’s Contract’ and ‘Sestina of the Tramp-Royal’, and of course
the ‘Barrack Room Ballads’ in the second half. Unlike Kipling’s Army
poems, The Seven Seas says very little about the experience of sailors on
the ocean. As Keating observes, the interest lies in ‘the relationship of
man and machine’,27 as in ‘The Derelict’ where a desolate wreck mourns
the loss of the crew that gave her purpose and direction: ‘Man made
me, and my will/ Is to my maker still’ (p. 74), and in the dangerous
‘conquest’ of the ocean by the Navy, celebrated in ‘The Dead’ and ‘The
Sea-Wife’. There are lively snapshots of distant lands: Australia and New
Zealand are nostalgically recalled in ‘The Flowers’: ‘Through the great
South Otway gums sings the great South Main…Bell-bird in the leafy
deep where the ratas twine’ (pp. 113–14); so is Canada in ‘Robin in the
logging-wood whistles “Come to me!” . . . All the winds of Canada call
the ploughing-rain’ (p. 111) and ‘The far-flung fenceless prairie/ Where
the quick cloud-shadows trail’ in ‘The Native-Born’ (p. 52). And there
are vivid glimpses of Arctic seas. In ‘The Last Chantey’, the soul of
a ‘specksioneer’ (harpooner) longs for ‘the ice-blink white and near,/
And the bowhead breaching clear’ (p. 24). In the ‘Rhyme of the Three
Sealers’, ‘the grey sea goes nakedly between the weedy shelves’ and
in winter ‘the Northern Lights come down o’ nights to dance with the
houseless snow’ (p. 59). The reincarnated poet of ‘In The Neolithic Age’
recalls how ‘the prehistoric spring/ Made the piled Biscayan ice-cap split
and shove’ (p. 125). The rigours of the South Atlantic are unforgettably
evoked in ‘McAndrew’s Hymn’ when the engineer dryly invokes the
‘Benedicite’ psalm while describing the ‘Rio run’ from New Zealand,
past Cape Horn and through the South Atlantic (p. 39):
Steamin’ to bell for fourteen days o’ snow an’ floe an’ blow The bergs like kelpies overside that girn an’ turn an’ drift
Whaur, grindin’ like the Mills o’ God, goes by the great South
Drift.
(Hail, snow and ice that praise the Lord: I’ve met them at their
work,
An’ wished we had anither route or they anither kirk.28)
But there are no entrancing seascapes here to compare with those of
the earlier ‘Long Trail’ or the later ‘Sea and the Hills’, or in Kipling’s
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near-contemporary novel Captains Courageous (1897), whose boy
hero, picked up by the fishing schooner We’re Here, encounters the sea
in many moods. He meets ‘long sunk avenues which felt quite safe and
homelike if they would only stay still; but they changed without rest
or mercy, and flung up the schooner to crown one peak of a thousand
gray hills, while the wind hooted through her rigging as she zigzagged
down the slopes’. Later, he discovers the fog-bound Grand Banks with
their ‘shifting, smoking floors of water round the dory, the lines that
strayed away into nothing, and the air above that melted into the sea
below ten feet from his straining eyes’, and during the ship’s return
‘the dry chorus of wave-tops turning over with a sound of incessant
tearing; the hurry of the winds working across open spaces and herding
the purple-blue cloud-shadows…the salty glare and blaze of noon; the
kiss of rain falling over thousands of dead, flat square miles; the chilly
blackening of everything at the day’s end.’29 There are no such lyrical
descriptions in The Seven Seas, where romance lies in the lost histories
of the English who crossed the oceans, the navies that transformed
their separating expanses into a means of transport across the world,
and the triumph of the modern technologies of communication celebrated in ‘The King’ with its famous line ‘Romance brought up the
nine-fifteen’ (p. 56) and ‘The Miracles’: ‘I sent a message to dear /
A thousand leagues and more to her / The dumb sea-levels thrilled to
hear’ (p. 47). Romance lies also in its poesie de depart: ‘Anchor Song’,
with its last glimpse of the waves off Ushant ‘Whirling like a windmill through the dirty scud to lee,/ Till the last, last flicker goes/ From
the tumbling water-rows’ (p. 94), and the relief of the ‘Tramp-Royal’
when he ‘dropped whatever ’twas for good,/ An’, out at sea, be’eld the
dock-lights die, / An’ met my mate – the wind that tramps the world!’
(p. 159).
KIPLING AND BROWNING

The Seven Seas is rich in human drama, and not only because of ‘Further
Barrack Room Ballads’ in the second half. As well as the action-packed
‘Rhyme of the Three Sealers’, there are splendid monologues like the
undervalued ‘Mulholland’s Contract’ whose speaker, saved from being
trampled to death by terrified, storm-tossed cattle, becomes a working
missionary to the lower deck: ‘I have been smit and bruiséd, as warned
would be the case,/ An’ turned my cheek to the smiter exactly as
Scripture says, / But following that, I knocked him down an’ led him up
to Grace’ (p. 92). Above all, there are the much admired monologues
‘McAndrew’s Hymn’ and ‘The Mary Gloster’, modelled much more
successfully than ‘A Song of the English’ on the work of a Victorian
master – Robert Browning, whom Kipling discovered as a schoolboy.
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Browning’s influence on Kipling has recently been explored by U.C.
Knoepflmacher in his admirably comprehensive essay ‘Kipling as
Browning: From Parody to Translation’,30 which argues inter alia that
these two monologues are respectively modelled on Browning’s ‘Rabbi
Ben Ezra’ from Dramatis Personae (1864) and on the early masterpiece ‘The Bishop orders his Tomb at St Praxed’s Church’ (Dramatic
Romances and Lyrics,1845).31
‘McAndrew’s Hymn’ and ‘Rabbi Ben Ezra’ are both about the
speaker’s relation to God, but otherwise I cannot see much creative
engagement with Browning’s poem on Kipling’s part. If his engineer
indeed ‘tries to make an alienated Maker closer to maker-men’,32 it
must be said that the theology is pretty shaky, as McAndrew’s closing
‘Well, God be thanked, as I was sayin’, I’m no Pelagian yet’ (p. 46) half
acknowledges.33 (As the late Donald Davie tartly pointed out, theology
was not Kipling’s own strong point either.)34 But as well as the obvious
formal difference between Browning’s meditation in six-line stanzas
with lines of varying length, each stanza redefining the argument of the
preceding one, and Kipling’s conversational retrospective in rhymed
fourteen-syllable couplets, the speakers are very differently imagined.
The crusty post-Calvinist Scotsman looking back on his chequered life
(‘Judge not, O Lord, my steps aside at Gay Street in Hong Kong!’, p.
36) and hearing in his revolving steam-engines a hymn to the secular
virtues of ‘Law, Orrder, Duty an’ Restraint, Obedience, Discipline!’ (p.
64) is a very different figure from the barely individualised speaker who
thinks of himself as clay on the wheel of the divine Potter ‘God, who
mouldest men’.35 (Ben Ezra’s vision of himself ‘to the wheel of life/
With shapes and colours rife,/ Bound dizzily’36 may have contributed to
the lama’s ‘Wheel’ in Kim, but that is another story.)
Yet Kipling’s rewriting of Browning in ‘The Mary Gloster’ is both
subtle and highly detailed. Browning’s dying Renaissance prince-bishop
is a sensual aesthete who orders his sons, whom as a Catholic priest he
was forbidden to beget, to arrange a splendid tomb inside the church
of St Praxed in Rome. Kipling’s Victorian shipping baron Sir Anthony,
described by an English newspaper as ‘not least of our merchantprinces’ (p. 143), gives his son Dickie similarly minute instructions
about arranging a clandestine sea-burial. Having mistakenly purchased
a grandiose family vault in Woking Cemetery to accommodate the
grandchildren which Dickie has failed to sire (‘So there isn’t even a
grandchild, and the Gloster family’s done’, p. 149), the old man needs
Dickie to arrange a sham funeral at Woking. Dickie must then secretly
ship his father’s body in Sir Anthony’s freighter Mary Gloster, named
after his long dead mother, which Sir Anthony’s old friend the engineer
McAndrew will pilot. Once Dickie has dropped the coffin in Macassar
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Straits at the exact spot where Mary Gloster’s coffin sank many years
ago, he will be paid handsomely. Shrewder than Browning’s Bishop
who lacks any hold on his unreliable heirs, Sir Anthony offers Dickie,
who will otherwise only inherit a life interest, as the family capital will
revert to ‘the firm’ if he dies childless, a fee of ‘five thousand’, roughly
equivalent to half a million pounds sterling today, to be paid ‘as soon as
the bubbles break’ (p. 154).
Like Browning’s Bishop, Sir Anthony thinks of his life after death
as an everlasting continuation of earthly pleasures. Imagining his body
going on a second honeymoon, he invests the open sea and his beloved
vessel pulsing across it with the erotic energy of his youthful days and
the glory of his own success (p. 155):
And you’ll take Sir Anthony Gloster, that goes on ’is wedding trip,
Lashed in our old deck-cabin with all three portholes wide,
The kick o’ the screw beneath him and the round blue seas outside !
Sir Anthony Gloster’s carriage – our ’ouse-flag flyin’ free,
Ten thousand men on the pay-roll and forty freighters at sea !
It is a secular Victorian version of the Renaissance Bishop imagining
his marble effigy enjoying a life in which he will perpetually ‘hear the
blessed mutter of the mass, /And see God made and eaten all day long,/
And feel the steady candle-flame, and taste/ Good strong thick stupefying incense-smoke’.37 Yet Kipling’s dialogue with Browning entails
some witty divergence. Whereas the Bishop is a connoisseur who wants
peach-blossom marble, a carved classical relief of dancing nymphs and
an elegant Latin epitaph, the philistine Sir Anthony dislikes the arts (his
‘Woking vault’ is doubtless ugly) and in often-quoted lines reproaches
Dickie for his aesthetic tastes:
Harrer and Trinity College! I ought to ha’ sent you to sea –
But I stood you an education, an’ what have you done for me?
The things I knew was proper you wouldn’t thank me to give,
And the things I knew was rotten you said was the way to live.
For you muddled with books an’ pictures, an china an’ etchins’ an’
fans,
An’ your rooms at college was beastly – more like a whore’s than a
man’s (p. 149).
Peter Keating accepts this abuse at face value, equating Sir Anthony’s
contempt for his son with Kipling’s well-attested dislike of ‘long-haired
things/ With velvet collar-rolls’.38 But if you read the poem through the
lens of its ironic original in which the Bishop unconsciously damns
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himself in every word, you get a more satirical portrait of a man who
for all his attractive energy and devotion to his wife’s memory has not
only scuttled ships to collect the insurance (p. 143) but has built his
vast shipbuilding business by cheating the heir of a dead partner (‘I
remember his widow was angry’: p. 147), and like the lustful Bishop is
a shameless lecher. He has kept a string of mistresses, the last of whom
Dickie will have to cope with: ‘Give pore Aggie a hundred and tell her
your lawyers’ll fight’, (p. 150). There is even a hint in his defensive
‘An’ a man ’e must go with a woman, which you could not understand’ (p. 156) that he may have been unfaithful during Mary’s lifetime
too. As with Browning’s amoral Bishop, Sir Anthony’s sexual energy
is part of what makes him attractive, but he is a less than admirable
father. From his simultaneously contemptuous and self-pitying attitude
to ‘Dickie’ (permanently infantilised by the diminutive), it is clear how
poorly he has handled the motherless son whom he alternately tries to
bribe and bullies for being uselessly over-educated and not enough of
a man to sire any offspring: ‘So there isn’t even a grandchild, and the
Gloster family’s done’ (pp. 149, 155).
It is illuminating to compare Sir Anthony’s paternal reproaches with
the relationship between the wealthy American industrialist Harvey
Cheyne and his son in the near-contemporary Captains Courageous.39
Novel and poem are linked by the name ‘Gloster’, which sounds exactly
the same as the fishing port Gloucester in Massachusetts. Gloucester,
the home of the We’re Here’s skipper Disko Troop, is the place where
Harvey is reunited with his parents, and where Cheyne Senior finds with
joy that his ‘unsatisfied dough-faced’ son is now a ‘well-set-up-fisher
youth … a boy after his own hungry heart’.40 Sir Anthony’s repeated
reproach that Dickie has been a disappointing investment directly parallels Harvey Cheyne telling his fifteen-year old son that the latter has
cost him ‘in dollars and cents, nearer fifty than forty thousand, perhaps
sixty’ (though it is the American son who observes wryly that he has
made a poor return.)41 As Daniel Karlin has pointed out, Harvey’s transformation is due entirely to his luck in having found in Disko Troop
‘an upright, generous, humane lawgiver – the father, in other words,
whom Harvey Cheyne has conspicuously lacked in his life so far’.42 The
workaholic magnate who belatedly realizes that in leaving Harvey in
the sole care of a feebly indulgent mother ‘he might perhaps have been
a neglectful father’,43 has allowed his son to become a bored spendthrift
in an effeminate ‘cherry-coloured blazer’.44 Clearly, Harvey would have
grown up a dissolute playboy as unmanly in his way as Dickie, but for
his fortunate fall into the sea and redemption through work and male
companionship on the We’re Here.
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No such redemption has been available to the Englishman. Dickie,
whose childhood trouble was not being brought up by a feeble mother
but losing a strong one, has been spoilt by his wealthy industrialist father
who resents having paid for his expensive and – from Sir Anthony’s
point of view – wasted education at ‘Harrer an’ Trinity College’ (pp.
148, 155). Because the Glosters belong to a much more hierarchical
and divided society than the American Cheynes for whom ‘dollars
and cents’ and power are what count,45 son and father are divided by
the impassable barrier between a cultivated English gentleman and a
self-made man who drops his aitches and despises ‘books and art’. For
although the silent Dickie is almost as shadowy as the Bishop’s greedy
sons, it is clear that he has disappointed his father mainly by being
what Harrow and Trinity College have made him: a gentleman living
on unearned income with nothing to say to the uneducated old man
who jeers at him for being too much the unmanly aesthete to dream of
‘soiling your fingers’ in trade (p. 149). The contrast with Cheyne, an
equally self-made millionaire, telling his son that he must get a solid
college education because ‘nothing pays like that’, suggests, unusually
for Kipling, that relationships in democratic America may be healthier
than those in hierarchical England.46
Both these wealthy families lack a good mother. Mrs Cheyne is
weakly indulgent and Mary Gloster, like the Bishop’s memory of ‘your
tall pale mother with her talking eyes’,47 is long dead. Towards the end
of the poem, the father turns towards the lost wife who is still alive to
him (‘Flesh o’ my own flesh, dearie; for ever an’ ever, amen’: p. 155),
revealing his deepest desires. Once Dickie has taken his coffin out and
sunk it as planned in Macassar Straits, Sir Anthony plans for McAndrew
to sink the Mary Gloster too, as in a pagan Viking sea-burial (p. 155):
He knows what I want o’ the Mary ... I’ll do what I please with my
own.
Your mother ’ud call it wasteful, but I’ve seven and thirty more,
I’ll come in my private carriage, and bid it wait at the door.
Sir Anthony would also like to dispose of the disappointing son who
failed to provide him with a dynasty.
For my son ’e was never a credit; ’e muddled with books and art,
And ’e lived on Sir Anthony’s money and ’e broke Sir Anthony’s
heart.
There isn’t even a grandchild, and the Gloster family’s done…
The heart it shall go with the treasure – go down to the sea in ships.
I’m sick of the hired women. I’ll kiss my girl on her lips !
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I’ll be content with my fountain, I’ll drink from my own well,
And the wife of my youth shall charm me, an’ the rest shall go to
Hell.
(Dickie, he will, that’s certain.) I’ll lie in our standin’ bed
An Mac’ll take her in ballast – an’ she trims best by the head…
Down by the head and sinkin’, her fires are drawn an’ cold,
And the water’s splashin’ hollow on the skin of the empty hold –
Churning an’ choking and chuckling, quiet and scummy and dark –
Full to her lower hatches and risin’ steady. Hark !
That was the after-bulkhead … She’s flooded from stem to stern…
Never seen death yet, Dickie ? Well, now is your time to learn!
Although Sir Anthony is no aesthete, he has his own poetry drawn
from his life at sea and his Bible-reading, fusing the gospels and the
psalms with the erotic ‘Song of Songs’. He echoes the image of the
female beloved as ‘a spring shut up, a fountain sealed’ with characteristic possessiveness in ‘I’ll be content with my fountain, I’ll drink
from my own well’,48 but the Bible has clearly not done much for his
morals or religion. He is quite as unregenerate as Browning’s worldly
churchman. The dark side of his lifelong love for his dead Mary is his
jealous resentment of the son who survived her, and whom he consigns
to perdition along with the worn-out mistresses for whom he has no
further use: ‘The wife of my youth shall charm me, an’ the rest can go
to Hell./ (Dickie he will, that’s certain.)’
I am not arguing that Sir Anthony has arranged for Dickie to
drown along with the Mary Gloster (this would be impractical since
McAndrew, a man of rigid integrity, would never agree; besides,
Dickie has already been told that ‘you’ll come back alone’, p. 155). The
ending is less melodramatic than that scenario, and more psychologically astute. Like his master Browning, Kipling enters the dying man’s
mind. As Sir Anthony’s life ebbs and his eyes darken, his yearning for a
Liebestod with his dead wife becomes, as far as he is concerned, reality.
He experiences death invading his body as the sea rising through the
Mary Gloster. As the waters of death fill first the ‘after-hold’, then the
hatches, and finally burst through the dividing bulkheads to flood the
whole vessel, the sinking ship becomes at once his wife and his own
body and soul. His taunting last words ‘Never seen death yet, Dickie?
…Well, now is your time to learn!’ are ambiguous. Perhaps, returning to
reality at the last moment, he means simply that the soft-living son must
face witnessing his father’s death. But perhaps, just as the Bishop’s
final thought is of besting his rival (‘As still he envied me, so fair she
was!’),49 Sir Anthony in his sinking ship thinks that he is taking his son
down with him, that Dickie’s time as well as his own is running out.
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The subtlety of the poem’s ending can stand comparison with its great
Victorian original.
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report from NAULAKHA
By ROGER AYERS

Naulakha from NW (main entrance)

Having told John Radcliffe that I planned to attend the ‘Kipling in
America’ symposium in Vermont last October, I was delighted to hear
that I was to be one of half a dozen Kipling Society members for whom
accommodation had been arranged in Naulakha, Rudyard Kipling’s
American home. Familiar with Landmark Trust properties in England,
I had long wished for an opportunity, or rather, an excuse to stay there.
It did not disappoint.
We flew as a group to Boston and drove through most of
Massachusetts in a downpour but, even so, the magnificent colours of
the New England fall were evident. The rain had stopped by the time we
reached Brattleboro but it was still gloomy and overcast as we arrived at
Naulakha in Dummerston. Its position dominating the valley to the east
was evident, but we could see little of the views. The house has been
very well described by Mike Kipling in his article in the September 2013
Kipling Journal, together with plans and photographs, so I will confine
myself to the impression that it made on me. Parking and unloading at
the shingle-covered west front, my initial impression was of its solid
bulk and the amount of grey wood. Inside, there was a lot more wood,
but here with rich brown colour and the patina of polished care.
I was allocated the Kipling’s guest bedroom: large, with a brassended double bed, fireplace, two closets and a dressing table. The
dominant decorative feature was a large plaster relief over the mantelpiece, thought have been part of the original decoration. The weather
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Guest Room at Naulakha

precluded admiration of the view but mindful of how Kipling had kept
that side of the house ‘nakedly lit’ for the benefit of distant neighbours,
I left the curtains undrawn as I went to bed.
During the ensuing three days we attended the excellent symposium
at Marlboro College and went to a number of functions and visits. One
visit was back to Naulakha with all those attending and being given
a guided tour. It is a very strange experience to be ushered into your
own bedroom on a guided tour, only to discover that your pyjama top
is carelessly hanging over the end of the bed. However, this tour did
introduce us to Kipling’s Carriage House, to the barn with its small
exhibition, and to the cellar with its the huge ‘octopus’ boiler for the
central heating, where the Kiplings used to burn a weekly ton of coal
during the harsh winters of the 1890s, and Carrie once burnt her face
when she incautiously opened the furnace.
In the short time available, I took every opportunity to explore
the house itself, from cellars to the attic with its display of Kipling
related items. It was clear that much had been changed after Kipling
sold it in 1903 to the Holbrooks, and later when it was owned by
Scott Farm, but the restoration by the Landmark Trust has been so
well and sympathetically done that it seemed possible that the Kipling
family had merely gone away for a spell. This was particularly true of
Kipling’s study, with the shelves full of his books similar to those in
the famous photo and with Lockwood Kipling’s inscription from the
New Testament ‘The night cometh when no man can work’ still on the
brick face of the fireplace. There was also a photo of Lockwood with
baby Josephine, which I had never seen before.
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Lockwood Kipling with grand-daughter

Staying in Naulakha is on a self catering basis. In our case this
mainly meant just breakfast in the kitchen, but this did mean that we
had to work out which tap did what when washing up. Bearing in mind
the notice on Kipling’s original upstairs toilet warning that it was 117
years old, and that if not used correctly, the flush could drain the house
water tank completely, the plumbing throughout was treated with suspicion. In the case of the shower next to the guest bedroom, this was fully
justified as both temperature and quantity varied on their own.
For one day we had absolutely marvellous weather and glorious
views of the Vermont Fall in full swing to the east of the house up to the
slopes of Wantastiquet. However, it was hazy and I never saw Mount
Monadnock.
Is that an adequate excuse to go back and try again?
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